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This silent, somber, Sabbath day,
Like halting pligrim seeking rest,
Has pitched his tent of amber-grey
The wind outside the temple-wull

With tears of silent grief are wet.

Teur-damp my days across the skies
This is the day the Lord ordains!
This is the life the Lord commands!
The purpose true with him remaios.
Unto the labors of his hands.

the hill-tops of the west.
RR

A ORISIS NEAR AT HAND.

— Perkins do not believe him to be a sensa-

"tional man. The editor of the Star is not.
No, a sober truth is set forth in that article, It says, ‘ A crisis is probably near
at band.” This church has reached a
time when its future destiny is to be set~ tled. Let the fact be known then. There
is far too much at stake to believe for a
moment that silence is allowable. To bé
circumstances,

is little less than a crime against the
cause we love as a people. The Boston
church must be saved! To believe that it
is not needed for the best advancement of
our cause is to exhibit a blindness that is
certainly deplorable, while to admit the
need, and not be willing to aid in making

it a success, is to that lack consecration
which finds expression in every act of
Christ's earthly life.
In the article referred to,the editor says
further, * We might better have a dozen
without

one in our

New

Certainly,

That statement does not need

metropolis.”

proving. Itis plainly evident. But the
Boston church can be saved without loss
of one other church. It is the loss of the
in

will prove the loss of others!

the

end,

A helping

hand-in this hour of necessity is all that
is needed. There is not a church in New
England, at least, that

can

afford

this opportunity pass without

i the aid.

to

let

coming

to

Let the word go forth that it is

to live.
Awaken
the
brethren
to
that fact. Make it a common cause.
Arrange
some
plan
and
work for

i! Let every church on the country hillside join with the churches of towns and
oilies, and make an offering unto God for
this interest. Some pastors are always

in middle -lifs,
provide them a respectable

the
the

ready to say, ‘* We cannot do anything.”

+ the collection box, even if you do not get
‘auch money. Try it. I believe your
death chamber will be the lighter for the

More than this, it will not hinder

other work.

Just as much for India and

for the great Western work. Bates and
Pittsfield and other enterprises need not

«suffer for this. These will suffer if this
church is not cared for !
My church, struggling with such burdens as few know, and ever hearing, like
the murmur of the sea, the cry for help all

around, shall send her offering if it is
needed. The Boston church must live! Is
not that your verdict, reader ?

Minneapolis, Minn,
’

®

down, that I have been thinking of while

little go eall the heart and

contemplating
Miss Cary’s
generous
offer. It proves that her genius is enhanced by a regard for what is noble and
enduring in the world’s work,

and so she

contributes to- the support and progress
ofthat work by helping the educational
institution that is engaged first of all in

promoting it. Of the evidence

furnished

Nice, France, March

by

impressive or

10.

-.

BY THE

REV.

A. T.

What Jesus said of John, who received

pe-

fiod of the old economy, can be said with

even greater emphusis concerning .those

may know more of the moral government
and purposes of God than was possible to
the early” Hebrew leaders and teachers
and prophets. If this disparity exists between the religious privileges of the lowly
among Christ's followers of to-day and
men

as Samuel,

who stood

David

on the hights

and

Isaiah,

of Old

Testa-

illumination, into what a lamenta-

ble condition of ignorance must the
Israelite

be thrown, who

unlived

in the earlier days of his country’s history? It is an interesting question which
this

thought

suggests

concerning

state

among the Hehrews of early times.

of

religious

and

secular

the

calture

We shall hardly err in making short
work of the notion that any system of
secular education existed among the Jews
prior to the Babylonish captivity. Never

paired. ‘But the public is capricious’ in
matters of this kind. It
is
ne to
lavish its favors on the prima-donnaof {a
Aood things
lo come, and not
the season, and to accept with moderate | the very image of things.
The Law of
enthusiasm, if not with coldness, the artist Moses was absolutely barren of any prowho comes the second time courting its vision for any secular education.
Why
favor. Bernard could not win a secopd the great law-giver fails to meet the secfortune, after losing her first, although ond greatest need of his people, is left to
her voice was quite as sweet as when she
mere conjecture. That such was the fact
first entranced the public. It was just is clear even to careless readers of Moi
this phase of the fickleness of popular 8€8.4
:
Bi
iin
favor that Miss Emma Thursby, who is
When the Israelites issued from Egypt,
now charming French audiences in the they were a nation of ignorant and derole which they have given her of ‘the graded slaves. It is doubtful if anything
Puritan Nightingale,”
deprecated the parallel to their degradation can now be
other day while referring to Nilsson's found within the limits of civilization.
case. I suggested that the American The little knowledge which the family of
opera-goers would contribute towards Jacob carried down into the land of bondanother fortune for her, as liberally as age, and which they acquired there durthey contributed towards that one just ing the daysof their freedom, was cenlost, if she should go back there to sing tered chiefly in a fewof the nobler famiagain. But the publie is so capricious lies. Perhaps not two score of all the
and so exacting,” said Miss Thursby, ‘in thousands who came up out of Egypt
such cases.
Its enthusiasm after an could write thie language they spoke. Itisa
encore rarely equals that which follows significant fact that when the Law was givthe first appeal to its favor.” Certainly en on Sinai,instead of being multiplied and
Miss Thursby could hardly have-spoken distributed among the people, it was
from experience, for the enthusiasm with boxed up in the ark and Moses became its
which shé has been received, from cold interpreter. He could not do otherwise,
and unimpassioned Sweden last summer for the common people could mot read.
to fiery southern France this winter, has Many’grave obstacles are known to have
been ardent and unfailing.’ She sings in, opposed a diffusion’of secular knowledge.
a couple of weeks before the Queen of No. wide-spread conviction existed that
England at Mentone,where one can-easily the masses should be educated. A deadly
imagine a continuation of the popular apathy toward any educational movement
favor that has greeted her at Nice. Her permeated the rank and file of the nasuccess, let me say in passing, is the tion; they were like most ignorant commore to be admired on account of the firm munities, too conceited to feel their need
principle on which it rests. She refuses of a higher intelligence. - This indifferaltogether to sing in opera, and coniines ence itself created grave barriers to the
| herself almost wholly to such lyrics and diffusion of culture.
songs as could hardly be out of place in
Besides the absence of any felt need of
the steady Brooklyn choir
where her knowledge, the people were chained to

their lowly lot by other insuperable ob-

to him; court favor

All circles open

animates

small cares of life vanish

him;

before him;

the
he

steps lightly over the rocks which difference of rank has piled up in the world;
he works at what he likes, and how he
likes,choosing his favorite subjects in Art,
roving poetically in’ other regions, the

most

delightful, .happy

being

in the

world.”
:
It hardly matters that Madam Mendelssohn had in mind the artist in colors. Her
words apply to the artistic temperament,
howeverit manifests itself.

If it doesn’t

nothing reveals the darkness of the times
and wii

which

opposed such a

stacles to progress. The process of writing was painfully slow. To point out
letter by letter a long communication on
wax tablets, or prepared cloth, or skins,
was an effort far from inspiring to men
whose training was any thing

but

litera-

ry. The material on which to write was too
costly for the poor peasant to freely use.
Even if he acquired the art of reading and
writing, libraries were too perishable and
‘costly to be afforded
by any but the rich,
Much leisure and

wealth

were the condi-

tions of a literary education. It is no wonder
that there was a complete dearth of secu-

lar instruction. The obstacles mentioned
are specimens of those which, shut the
masses up to a life of ignorance.
But

what

of

religious

instruction?

Was it alike meager?
Hardly less so.
The little knowledge which existed was
chiefly religious. The memory of each

law

was

to be po in the ears of all the people.
How much of the law they could remem-

ignerance

utter impoesi-

bility fr the wholg population to go up
to Jerusalem to this or to any other feast,

]

the depth

depravity,

the

of

old denominational paths. It takes a form
somewhat like this: the present state of
Christendom is in confusion and ruins—in

CANADA.
POLITICAL

In Canada,
Conservative

TENDENCIES.

fact it is a perfect

we have our Reform and
parties,
the descendants

great body of earnest Christians,

earnest

‘temperance men, and earnest believers in
the equality of all men before God and

the majesty of the

law.

The

political

temperance, conscience,
piety. Doubtless - there

integrity and
are bad men

in this party, and not properly of - it, but

(Ex. 16:

towns, whose duty it was to arbitrate between

man

and

man,

to

solve

cases

conscience and to give instructions
cerning the ceremonial

of

con-

of the law, when

Not

only

obtained because they will ‘attract the rich

and

thus pay—the

eloquent

calléd. not: because

minister is

he will win souls

to

Christ and lead Christians to a holier and
better life, but because he will * draw”
and therefore it will pay—the bazar and
tea-meeting and garden party and religious
‘* jamboree” generally are adopted because
by this means the world is *‘ roped in” and
the money extracted from its pockets, and"
therefore it. pays.
And
so not what

is

right,

what

will

what is according to
not what is pleasing
governs,

but the mean,

honor

God,

not

the
Scriptures,
to the . Master,

base, selfish princi-

ple by which Satan rules ungodly men,
the church rules its members—will it pay?
I do not say that -all these charges are

true;

but it would

be as unfair as it would

foolish to say Sher FTO grou for the
complaint.
And what are”
the results?
Very bad, indeed.
Many people remain
away from the preaching of the gospel entirely—others get together in knots and
while they can find good cause to * vex
their righteous souls” about evils that sur-

round them they can readily find an excuse
for the evil that is within them; others are
drawn away to that terrible system of disintegration,
Pharasaism
and
division
called ‘Plymouth Brethrenism.” In every part of our country the spiritual elite
of our churches are being gathered together in
little
companies
in * upper

rooms” where they become a sort of mutu-

al admiration society and bless themselves
that they are not. like other men.
Now

renism” is no solution, for in

they

a number of years they

into many

rival sects, each anath-

ematizing
is so long

and

narrow,

and

its

various

places where

have existed

split up

their statement
then existed or

Deut. 16: 18, we learn that judges and
officers were appointed-in. all the large

babeldom.

are there many sects, but the mutual jeals
ousies and rivalries amongst them leads
the world no longer to say, ‘See how
these Christians love”, but see how they
hate one another.
The ministers do not
preach the gospel and unfold the Word of
God as food to our souls, but deal out phi| losophy and. ¢ roasted hifalutin and baked
emptiness” which is like snuffing up the
east wind ‘to our hungry souls.
And then,
the whole church is ‘“run” upon the commercial principle from beginning te end.
‘The costly church and organ, et cetera, are

what is to be the outcome of all this? I
donot know.
I only know that ¢ Breth-

to forever exclude any religious gatherings
on that day. Bat it is evident from the

were then contemplated. Parents were
the only persons positively required to
teach the law to their children.
From

yrs ‘and "places of
This state of things in. some of

corruption

29). It is not probable that these require-

unqualified manner of
that no such assemblies

¥

trust.

and welget a strong view of the inade- these are the features which distinguish
its leaders from Blake and McKenzie
quate i
for the religious eleva- down: @nthe other hand, our Conservation of the masses.
It is true that the tives are noted for whatis known in
male population were required to go up England by the name of ‘ Jingoism "—
to Jerusalem three times a year, to the that is the spirit which wants ‘ John
Bull ” to be a bellowing bully every day
Passover and Feast of Weeks and Feast of of his life. How to get power and how
Tabersacles.
But we find no express to keep it is the fundamental principle of
command for the study of the law on their politics. They have many excellent
these occasions, though it might have men in their ranks, but the leaders and
the party doings generally indicate all
been done to a limited extent.
When thatis slippery and void of conscience
we remember that these feasts were times and integrity. Indeed, it has been a
of feasting and merry-making, as well as source of national shame and ‘sorrow for
of religious worship; that the element a number of years that some of the prin.of instruction which plays so prominent cipal men of the party have appeared in
public and in the legislative halls in a
a part in modern wership was largely state of intoxicalion that would have been
wanting, being supplied by ceremonies, a disgrace in the days of Charles.
These men now hold)the reins of powthe latter supposition is<teduced to a bare
possiblity. Those were dark days. And er and bave carried matters with a high
hand for several years.
They have been
what a%ams equally strange
to “us, there pushing through a railroad from the
was no provision for religious assemblies Atlantic to the Pacific with great vigor,
on the Sabbath. = The people were forbid- and for this they would have the thanks
den on pain of excision to kindle a fire of the whole country but for the unblushing corruption connected with it. You
intheir dwellings on that day (Ex. 85:3). have had your Credit Mobilier and we
They were even prohibited from leaving wondered that such villainy could be

their habitations on the Sabbath

mand for skeptieal works in general. Sec-

their ‘ott pulpits has a most baneful effect upof on the spirit of doubt amengst our
their tastes and the folly of their name- young men, to which I have already
alluded
Thirdly, .I find amongst the
less apostasies.
4
churches a great uneasiness and restlessness under the old forms, old faiths, and
rr

willful

explains

An

ber by hearing it read omee in seven ‘leaders of the: party in the Senate
in the House of Commons are
years ean
easily be imagined. Add to and
men of the people, characterized by
this the fact that it was an

SALLEY.

In Nilsson's case one would say that
there was ample opportunity to win back
her lost fortune—for it is hinted that this
is the chief thing that she is crying about.

artist is & happy being.

Nothing would seem more natural than
that ahs should be supplemented by approprifte and needed legislation. "Bat

the seven days of ‘this feast'the

property.

letter to young Hensel refusing for the
time being her daughter's hand, ¢¢ An

quate to meet the wants. of the people.

was the requirement of Deut. 31: 10, 11,
where the entire people were required to and successors of the old * Whigs” and
assemble at Jerusalem once in seven “Tories.” The Reformers, like your
years, at the Feast of Tabernacles. During "Republicans, have within their ranks the

this

Miss Cary is not the least
significant.
?

lettered

To return to the generous if not always
unselfish temperament of the artist, it may

fnorance.
This tgliional training was very Toade- od 1 ther Lhd

temporary difficulties,

the double loss of her great wealth and of

voice first attracted attention.

to God.

lations for imparting religious instruction.
The odly. direct provision of such a nature

ment

She is not old‘and her voice is hardly im-

mind

get over here that the college is not without friends who will bring it out of its

Seasons-ago, is ‘‘ weeping her eyes out”
in Parie,so a French paper says, over
insane

Keyond this there was

It

is not possible.te trace the history of the 'ondly, our ministers are not giving (be
certain sound once they did. The rage
developmentof this institution, without for ‘‘advanced thought” and * modern
transcending all bounds.
calture,” and !‘ nineteenth century en- Many controversial pojnts might be lightment” has taken possession of men
who wish to ride upon the popular curraised. Bat it is not far from a truthful rent, and it has carried them far beyond
summing up of this whole question, to foundation truths. One of our D. D's has
say that the masses of the people were boldly declared that pineteen-twentieths
lamentably igborant, that nothing cor- of the *‘ scholarly” (?) ministers he meets
responding to our schools of secular and- with utterly repudiate the inspiration of
the whole Scriptures and accept only
religious education existed among them those parts which commend themselves
up to the time when their history ceased
to their judgment, and that they utterly
in the dark period of the Babylonish eap- repudiate the doctrine of eternal punishto their sense of
tivity.
With the facts in full view, much ment. as repugnant
and justice, and a good deal
that is mysterions in God's treatment of ‘right
more of that kind of thing.” But the
the natien and in their. mad neglect of strange part-of it all is that the denomina~
Him becomes clear.
Many of the phe- tion to which he belopgs has not only
| 5, S03
not lifted a finger to rebuke him, but has

work, more than the dearth of any regu-

such

made

ing generation.

creasing needs of the growing nation.

which I

stage, and while L write, Christine Nilsson, over whom America went wild a few

Here is the danger. Do not do this, my fairly be said that the artistic temperament
brother. Give at least your people a itself conduces, to such habits. As Leah
chance. You will not lose your hat or Mendelssohn says, in her well-known

effort.

—all these,and many other similar events,
were taught the children of each suceeed-

of who lived earlier in Jewish history: He
or without thatis least in the kingdom of heaven

and then dead by the unfortunate stock
investments which he made of his wifes

I find this expression in the Star of
March 29. It is in the editorial referring
to the Boston church, and is quoted from
a letter of Brother Perkins to the “editor.
If every reader has not read that article I
hope they will without delay. It is one
that should be read and: prayed over by.
every Free Baptist at least of New England. Those of us who know Brother |

that,

and resulting flood ; the call of Abraham,

his training during the most favored

kinds.

her husband, who was first

.

A. A. SMITH.

England

Edwin Forrest, I) believe, conceiv-

pox in Richmond, Va., after losing
large fortune that she sad made on

Trust on, my soul!
Perchance we may,
Poor, weary pligrims, seeking rest,
_ Spread out at last our tents of grey

be

a

burial if they die at an "advanced age.
Caroline Richings Bernard, once ‘“the
Queen of English opera,” dies of small-

creep.

less churches elsewhere than

their

dollars

for years together. The public
pays
none of those who minister to its ®sthetic
or intellectual enjoyment so well as it
does the leaders in these two professions.
| They become rapidly rich, but alas! how
few of them put their wealth to noble

them poor
enough to

Within my heart life’s beauties sleep;

church, not is saving,

leading dramatic and operatic artists have
usually derived. The leaders among the
latter class rarely sing for less than a
thousand dollars a night, while such men

rarely in such

a way as lo confer any real and lasting
benefit upon a really worthy object.
It is partly this, which I have written

charitable enterprise, but

I am speaking of, that leaves so many

So still! No summer sougy arise;

the

the

One need not look far to see that jt is
just this tendency among the people that

Upon the héavy air is beard
Across these fields of thinning snow.

under

by the way,

extrgvagances of various

To-night no song of sleepy bird;
Nor insect’s hum, nor water’s flow,

disinterested,

What great incomes;

admitted that the most of them spend
their great incomes in lavish displays of
dress, ornaments, and useless or selfish

Whispers his penitent regret ;
The quiet trees, sedate and tall,

BY THY REV.

how rarely do we see the talent exercised

RELIGIOUS AND SECULAR INSTRUCpays.
They are, indeed, as a class,
TION AMONG THE HEBREWS IN
generous to a fault, but it mast still be
OLD TESTAMENT TIMES.

Upon the hill-tops of the west.

a

of

ed the happy idea of leaving. a home for
the superannuated members of his profession.
How it is prospering Ido not
know, but his case has few parallels
among those whom the public so liberally

BY PERCY LARKIN.

"Upon

me as one

in behalf of so worthy an object as the one
proposed.

uses.

THESABBATE.

Into the fatal darkness

the Star of Feb. 22, strikes

night the season through, and follow it up

try). Mrs, L, E, Thorpe —~Essie’s Birthday.
Willametta A, Preston.- Our Teacher. Min
nie D. Stuart,~ Enigmatic Gems...
.
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Miss Cary’s proposed concert in aid of
Bates College, which I see referredto in

engagements at five hundred
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.
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v
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Consul at Nice, France.
re

moral child ‘was the common reservoir into
worth and unswerving religious principle which the different streams of their nathat controlled her famous son, it is quite tional traditions emptied their currents of
as generous in its sentiments and much ‘mingled truths and errors. Instruction
less provident for the future. Of "the was otal. The religious element in the
Their
whole class, it may safely be said that Hebrew character predominated.
the large sums of money accumulated in history was rather religious than political.
the exercise of their gift are rarely re- The predominating element in their chartained very long in their own possession acter ‘largely controlled their national
or handed down to their posterity. From movements, and gave fo the traditional
their earnings which often exceed those education of the people a religious cast.
in any of the learned professions, ‘they ‘The story of the creation and fall; the
are quick to give liberally in many a ascension of Enoch; the fatal apostasy .
always unite with itself the rare

F. MOSHER

for instance, as Sothern was, make

’

EDITORIAL :—To a Pastoriess Chureh~The Quar-

v . 8,

:

y
x
.
.
Rev. W. IH. Peck.
Profi
.
«14

.

THE PUBLIC.

BY GEORGE

the noblest uses of artistic power. . Without doubt every great artist exercises hig
gilt partly because he is inwardly impelled thereto, and partly because he enjoys that exercise for its own sake; but

CONTENTS.

The
Sabbath
try).
3 Poder
nly

ARTISTS AND

the other and each claiming

to

be the church of God, even if only their
entire number is in the proportion of one

in a thousand amongst

the true and living

Provinces are so separated in interest that members of the Body of Christ. In all
the Pacific R. R. was a necessity to keep these antagonisms and amidst all of this
our country from disintegration.
Ac: confusion, ong is led to pray, * Even so,
SENTINEL.
cordingly, all through the discussion of come, Lord Jesus.”
this question in Parliament, there kept
| ————
cropping out, even from those who ought
NEW YORK LETTER.
most to conceal their secret feeling, allushowed |
sions, hints,
assertions,
that
NEW YORK CIty, April 6, 138,
plainly how

often

the annexalion

ques-

THE IRISH SUSPECTS IN ENGLAND.

functions of a public teacher, seeking the

tion has been considered by our pro- |. There
a large meeting in Cooper Union
fessional politicians. As the Reform- on Mondaywas night
to protest
the arrest
ers are suspected of lack of loyalty, and detention of American against
citizens in Engof course they dared pever speak of lish jails without trial. Mayor Grace presidthat alternative except with abhorrence. ed and speeches were made by the Hon. S. S.
Cox, ex-Speaker Randall, Godlove
8S. Orth,
Many years ago one of their cleverest and
others.
The

people and

Washington” for redress in certain event-

consulted. They occupied very responsible positions and were supported by the
offerings of the people. It nowhere appears, however,

that they performed

instructing

them

out

the

of the

Law as to their manifold duties toward
the state and their God. Where Scripture is silent it is difficult to ascertain the
truth. Yet from the abject ignorance of
the people, from their repeated lapses
into the most disgusting forms of idolatry, it is safe to assert that this class of
officials did not in any true sense meet

the modern idea of religious instructors.
There

was

one

iustitution,

however,

which after ceaturies developed into a
mighty educational system.
I refer to
the schools of the prophets.
Moses was
a prophet of Israel until his death.
His
successor, Joshua, filled the same office.
But after the death of Joshua, during the
period of the Judges, which was three

men once spoke of his purpose to. ‘‘look to

ualities, and the expression was hurled at

him so continually by the *¢ jingo” tories
that the poor fellow was finally driven
from the fieldin disgrace. They confined
themselves to an

advocacy

of Canadian

independence from the Mother Country.
But the leader of the Conservatives boldly
and with flat-foeted frankness said he
would prefer being numbered amongst
the States which comprise the American
Republic to any insignificant nationality

such as our feeble four millions of people

would make.
Now, we deny any annexation tendencies amongst us—Ilike the

boy in farm yard, we whistle to keep our
courage up—but after all, annexation is
like Hamlet's ghost, it won’t down! At
every
is not
would
if any

turn it crops out, and yet we say it
here!
Still,we must confess that it
be very significant to us in Canada
of your leading statesmen in Con-

gress ever
alluded to Canad# and
a national . and governmental union
of a prophet. This fact, coupled with with us as a remedy for existing evils.
the closing utterance of the book of You ¢annot therefore be blamed for thinkJudges, viz; that every man did what ing that these straws show which way
And now, to give my
was good in his own eyes, leaves us at the wind blows.
fullest liberty to conclude that there was own-honest conviction, I am free to say
that which I believe: there is a great mautter lack of religious instruction dur- jority of Canadians in favor of our present
ing this period and an abounding wick: poston: or independence, yet there is a
edness. Itis to be noticed as bearing
arge percentage of our best business men
upon this subject, that in the opening of and most thoughtful students of political
who not only favor annexation
the book of Samuel, which brings us down questions
but speak of it as our inevitable destiny in
to the year 1165 B. C., we are met by the course of time.
this statement,—**
And the word of the
hundred years, only one mention is made

Lord was

precious

in these days and

there was no open vision.” But with the
adventof Samuel, better days dawned.’

‘He gave a wonderful

“expansion to the

RELIGIOUS

TENDENCIES.

Whether we in Canada are approaching
that ‘‘ moral interregnum” of which one

of our great scholars speaks, 1 cannot say,

but I do know that religious opinion is hn
most needed institutions of the prophets, ' a very unsettled and unsatisfactory
state
and must be regarded as their founder. amongst us. We have, first, a very genAnd the line of these godiy men was not eral prevalence of skepticism and
positive
broken until it terminated in Malachi, infidelity amongst us. Until within the
past few years we were singularly free
covering a period of seven hundred years.
rom all forms of positive doubt and hosBut it must be remenibered that this be- tility to the Christian religion. Like the
neficent institution did not originate in the flees, tlies and frogs of Egypt, these evils
Law of Moses, but was, like the Law have come upon us in a single night.

itself, the answer of Jehovah
L]

to

the

in:

Ingersoll is lauded, Lis books are handed
around in secret, and there is a great de-

audience was largely made
up of our Irish fellow-citizens, who were very
demonstrative and often uproarious, especially
when anything was said against Great Britain,
Mr. Cox made rather a quiet and considerate
speech. He said it was essential that our foreign-born citizens should be protected.
He alluded to our negotiations and remonstrances
with the German Government in 1870. He
said that Bismarck. was forced to recognize the
principle that
when a man was made an
American citizen he is ever after a citizen 5
that England had flagrantly violated this principle which Germany had admitted; and that
England bad herself admitted this principle
which she now obstinately set aside by her refusal to act in favor of the Irish American suspects. Mr. Randall, who on such occasions is
nothing if" he is not partisan, made a flippant
diatribe against England in general, and Mr.
Minister
Lowell in particular, whom he denounced for bis “ sickening sycophancy to En-

glish

influence.”

Mr.

Randall

should

have

known, and if he read the letter of Mr. Lowell
addressed to those suspects in prison he would
have known it, that our Minister has no Aympathy with
this coercion legislation, for he

suid

that “it

is exceptional

and

arbitrary.”

But it is the law of the land, and not even nat-

uralized

citizens of the United

States can be

exempted from its operations.
All thiv, and
more, Mr. Randall fails to see, and indulges in

bitter denunciation of Fingland, Mr. Arthur's

Administration, and Mr. Lowell, whese immediate recall he demands.
Buncombe is the .

word which explains
Mr. Orth, the chairman
on
Foreign Affairs
I happen to be in

that
State

Mr. Randall’s speech.
of the Sub-committee
in the House, said:
a position to know

the
President
and
have correspondence

Secretary ' of
in
regard
to

these American prisoners which, whe it becomes public, will be a matter of national
pride, and I think that within the next ten

days we shall be called together again for one
of two purposes—either to shout for joy for the

release of the prisoners or for a more serious

purpose!”

He said

that

his committee were

willing to march right up to the prison doors
of these suspects and demand their release.
His speech created much enthusiasm. The
common opinion now is, outside of

the Fenian

and Land League circles, that these suspects
will soon be tried and if found guilty or
punished, but if innocent, acquitted.
THE

The

PRESIDENT'S

VETO.

President’s veto of the infamous Chinese

bill meets with

very

general

favor outsideof

that ring of politicians in both parties who ure
vying with each other to see who will dive the
deepest and do the meanest deeds against the

peaceful and industrious Mongolinns,in order
to secure for party, in 1884, the Pacific slope
States.

Every true American, whose sense of
right und justiceis not destroyed by partisun
bias, must thank the President for his Veto,

—_—

MPBSERVER.
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from each one, on each Sunday in a year, polls.

NO RIGHT TO USE OUR RIGHT.
BY

G. A. BURGESS,

$1920. It is undoubtedly true that
are as many who attend upon Free
tist worship who are not members
church as those who are, very likly

“This was the theme chosen by the Rev.
* Phillips Brooks recently for a very

help-

* ful sermon.

Taking for his text: Christ's
power to call the legions of angels to his

assistance and his voluntary

not many more. Ihave
as high as 100,000 by a
claimed to know. If the
32,000, a single centgfrom

and of possibility was unlike the indolent
renunciation of the man who refuses riches and honors for the trouble and care
the

ascetic

renuncia-

tion of the man who vainly seeks disci:
pline by renouncing innocent gratifications for the mere

lays

‘aside

pursuit
of

of pleasure,

honor,

that

himselfin his study and

he

and

may

become

put

of

The

at

stated

times.

Thereis in most minds

is

fused to assert his right to home and wife

wish fora plage of worship -which they
can attend with their families.
They

:

have never been accustomed

“ He was not all unhappy.
His resolve
Upbore him, and firm faith, and evermore
Prayer from a living source within the will,
Like fountains of sweet water in the seq,

Kept him a living soul.”

personal effortto provide

The earnest simplicity of the style of
this hearty preacher quite won our
hearts, and

his illustration

and

enforce-

ment of his one theme left an impress
on our minds never to be erased. And
are there not weary, troubled preachers
within our ranks, and struggling laymen
-too, whom his truth will cheer at their
posts of duty and of trial? For they deny themselves the wealth and comforts
* hat they see their fellows seeking about
them, and are held firmly to the example
of their Lord and to a noble life, laying
aside the joys derived from pressing their

rights, and finding in their heart of hearts
keener joys,
“ Like fountains of sweet water in the sea”,

that keep them living souls.
———

es

SOME SUGGESTIONS.
-Mr. Eprror :—I have been reading the
' Report of the doings ofthe Maine Free Biptist Missionary Society, at its session in Au-

burn, Nov. 2 and 3, 1881. Iam very favorably impressed with the practical wisdom
of those who participated in the delibera-

tions of that meeting. Independently of the
Christian duty which is urged npon every
member of the Free Baptist denomination
to do what he or she.can to diffuse, among
the people of our state, religious instruction and Christian influences, and thereby promote the cause of Christ in our
midst, these are reasons why every good

«citizen whether

he is a member

of the

«lenomination or not, should aid in the
work in which the society is engaged. I
“am not

Baptists.

in

formal

fellowship

with

I nevertheless worship

Free

among

them and give what little of influence I
have to promote the success of their
work. One reason why I do so is that I
regard it of great importance to the wellbeing of society, for the promotion of the
happiness, prosperity and welfare of the
community, that the institutions of religion

be sustained,

the

. and kept holy,

Sabbath

remembered

worship “maintained,

and

a preached gospel continually sounded in
the ears of the people.
There

is a very

large

element

in

all

New England communities which entertains the same idea, butis not attached
any

denomination.

Now,

isit

and

not

well that a direct appeal be made by the
Free Baptists to that element when it is
met in their places of worship, to aid in
sustaining the institutions of religion?
When there are no other means of doing
80, why not appéal to those of that class
‘who attend upon Free Baptist worship to
contribute to the support of ‘the missionary work of that church? I do not find
in the doings of the Missionary Society at
its meeting in Auburn any such appeal,
or any request that the pastors of church-

es or the agents of the Society make any
appeal to that class of their hearers. The
solicitation for aid and support seems to
be entirely to members of churches.- The-{
strong and wealthy churches
of the
cities and large towns are urged to contribute in aid ot the missionary work in
the rural districts, and thus build up the

'| out any such privileges unless somebody
else brings the gospel to them. They receive it gladly when it comes, and are
willing, nay, anxious to pay their part
of the expense of supporting it, if they.
are only asked to do so. The presenting
to them a contribution box is a silent,
perfectly respectful, and graceful method

of giving to them

an opportunity to do

what they know is not only a duty,

also

a privilege.

When the

but

opportu-

nity occurs, the dime, thequarter,

-or the

the Free Baptists who unite with them
to the

‘work? It seems to me 80.
representation

of that

same

in

one

A few right .words

feeling

among

them,

which,

placing the

contribution

boxes

in

the

hands of beautiful and fascinating young
ladies, under the mistaken idea that they
will get more money than others.
Let
the collectors be the thoughtful business
congregation.—mep’
who,
men of the
rt

know who can pay and who ouglit

whose

gathered up, which is now lost.

IL is saidin the report that

the mem-

bership of the Free Baptist denomination
in Maine, in round numbers, is 16,000. A
cent from each one of them is $160, and

other

servants

ever been called upon

of

no wallet for yout journey.” ¢ Stop! it
isn’t wallet, it is “scrip’; read it right,
my son.” ¢ Oh no, grandma, it is wallet
here. Iam reading the New Version.”

God,

he

REV.

WM,

H.

to pass through.

often going into places entirely destitute
of preaching.
;
as
The churches at Naples, Sparta, Scotts-

posi-

burg,

other places

will

remember

them upward

and

onward.

I remember

especially his labors in the town of Sparta, in

the

winter of 69

and

'70.

In

a

neighborhood having scarcely a resident
professor of religion, he held a series of

MERRIMAN,

The - condition: of this reform differs
much in New York and Maine.
In New

and

him as one who did what he could to lead

TEMPERANCE WORK IN NEW YORK.
THE

- meetings

in which

nearly

one

hundred

were converted, and about 60 of that
number gathered into a church. Near
York the * local option” sophistry holds
that place is a pleasant body of water
sway, although it is now being vigorouscalled Conesus Lake and into it he has
ly attacked by the works and petitions of
led scores of happy converts and buried
the prohibitionists.
:
them in ‘baptism.
Some have already
To illustrate the evils of local option,
entered into their rest, but the most of
an instance in point is that of our village
them are living witnesses to-day’ of

To antagonize the sentiment in favor of
option”,

lecturers

come

around

occasionally, and inasmuch as the sequel

The best and most effective work, how-

ever, is that performed

in quiet

at the

What strikes

Matthew 10: 10, and réads: * Get you...

to pay, | ;, revival work among smaller churches,

tion in society is such as to inspire confidence in the hearts of all that the money
is for a good purpose or they would not
be asking for it.
P. B.D.

BY

.

position.

In fact he found them far at sea in stornry
weather, and by the grace of God piloted
them safely to land.
.
For several years thereafter he labored

who know the skin-flints "in the’ congregation, and how to make them ashamed
of their penuriousness, men

W. H. PECK:

‘“ Reading a“what?”

Here we drop the

curtain, leaving the

two generations

loggerheads.

=~

A DESERVED TRIBUTE.

:

probably

give some of

meres

ff

Rev.

Dr.

hopes

Dorchester

progress,

justifies

the

sanguine

for the future of Christianity and

Protestantism. The

difficulties to be over-

come by the Church,and the shortcomings
of professed Christians,are fully and honestly admitted ; but in spite of all these the
outlook is cheering in the extreme.
He
shows

:

:

2. That Christianity is increasing in the

number of its communicants

much

more

Christ's power on earth to forgive sins.
|

His last pastorate was with

the church

in Adrian, N. Y., which lasted two years.

One year ago last fall he removed

to the

neighborhood of his death. His removal
was occasioned by the poor health of Mrs.
Peck, who desired to be near her two
daughters, who were married and lived

in that vicinity.

Apparently his health

was never better, and he bade fair to remain a long time with us yet.
He

preached his last sermon on Sunday
fore
day,
the
feet

be-

his death, which occurred .on SaturJanuary 21, 1882. At that meeting
whole congregation arose to their
in expression of their desire to meet

him in heaven.

soe»

His sickness was short, lasting only
from Tuesday noon until Saturday morning. The first knowledge I had of his
being ill was on the day of his death, between the hours of eleven and twelve
o'clock, when a dispatch was placed in
my hand which'read, ¢¢ Father died this

es of America utterly fail to keep pace
with the growth ef population.
9. That the Orthodox Churches of the
United States have, during this century,
increased in a greater ratio than the population, and that this ratio is steadily increasing. In 1800 the Evangelical Church.
es had one communicant in 14.50 of the
population ; in 1850, one in 6.57 ; in 1870,

one in 5.78; in 1880, one if’5.
10. That the faith, morals,

and

spirit-

uality of the present time will not suffer
in comparison
with the past.
11. That the higher education of our
American youth is chiefly in the hands ot
the Evangelical churches.

12.

That

missions

the

have

Protestant

been a

Christian

conspicuous

suc-

cess.
REE(hh
hd

em

fin

If a man} be exalted by reason of any
excellence in his soul, he may please to
remember that all souls are equal; and
their differing operations are because
their instrument is in better tune, their
body

is more

healthful

or better

tem-

pered ; which is no more praise to him
than it is that he was born in Italy.
Jeremy Taylor,

ers, and accounted it as a judgment upon
them for being om the other side, and

against them in the eontention ; but within the revolution of a few months the
same man met with a more unhand:
some death, which, when I saw, I wept,
and was afraid; for I knew it must be so
with all men; for we all shall die, and

end our quarrels and contentions by pass.

ing tea final sentence.—Jeremy Taylor.
Never mind what a man’s virtues are ;
waste no time in learning them. Fasten

at once on his infirmities.—Lytion.
Pride transforms itself; but it is never
so well

disguised and more able

to de-

ceive than when it bides itself under

form of humility.—Rochefoucauld.

the

that he wanted still to do something for
the Lord.
He said he would like to get
any one thut would to give a tenth
of all

their income to the Lord, be it much of
little. I'made up my mind, by the help
of: the Lord, at all hazards to devote one.

tenth, and
as much
more ag | could
spare, from my weekly income
of five
dollars and a half.
Out of this, T have to

feed a family of seven; four children
nave to be clothed out-of
-the same fund so you may know that I have a
great deal
of managing and planning to do, that
we

day night have I sat up after
the children

Though not designed for publieation,
these words express just what we all
feel, and coming from’ one who has had
ample opportunity to know the extent
and value of the service rendered are especially significant and valuable.
Dr. Bacheler says: —‘¢ It may be time
in your case to say-what few men like to
say, ‘I am growing old.’ If long years
of successful toil, with almost uninter-

rupted

health and strength, with

were gone to bed, to patch and ‘black
up

the shoes that they wear at
school, so
they would be uble to go to churetr
And
Sunday-school. But we go with
a glad

heart, praising God

ITEMS

FROM

INDIA,

From the letter of Dr. Bacheler above

referred to we gather the following items
of general interest. :
‘We have little Silas in our school,a

printing office, and the wife of another of

printers.

The

former

was an

or-

‘phan, and the latter a Santal girl.
“The
months

fever which had raged for five
has suddenly disappeared.
In

September and October I had 2,000 pa.
tients,

last November

3,000,

December

2,000, January 1,000. Ten thousand in
five months. They will not exceed 500
for February, and perhaps not that. Of
all

these

I

have

not

heard

have to begin to think how in the world
I

can spare it, but only have to open what

I call the Lord's treasury, and give with

a thankful
heart, wishing
times more.
You do not

it was ten
know how

much happiness it gives: some may
cop- :
sider me poor, but I feel rich; for
by this
means I have been permitted to
assist so

many that are not as wéll off as
I am

and

to relieve the sick, to help churches,

to buy tracts, to distribute copi
ofes
the

New Version so as to attract
some to
read and compare with the Old
that did
not care for God's holy Book,
and had
not

looked

into it for years;

then some

Sunday-school lesson books and
prizes
for those that committed to memory
the
Golden Texts for the quarter
in our

school.
have

All this and many things that I

forgotton

(but

God remembers)

have been done out of this little
ometenth, fifty-five cents per week.
Now, if
some one is trying to serve the Lord
, but . 1
thinks he can’t spare him much mone
y.

let them try this plan, and they will find

that God in his merciful kindness
will
supply all their need, and they will
have
treasure in heaven, where mothand
rust will not corrupt or thieves brea
k

through and

steal.—A

Colored

Baptist

Sister, in National Baptist.
PREP SR

Missionary

News

and

Notes.

Here are a few figures.
When lack of
means disheartens us, and the unjust discrimination of * undenominational societies” gives good cause for offence, we can
turn to our statistics for encouragement.
There is a wealth of inspiration in such
facts as these which follow.
We are in-

debted to Dr. D. B. Cheney, of Elgin, for
them.

MISSIONARY

STATISTICS
Am.

of a death

where medicine had been taken: There
has been considerable mortality but
among those who neglected to take medicine. Many feel too poor or are too far
away, and many prefer to let the fever
run’ its course without treatment.
In
some portions of the District (Midna-

for his many mer-

cles; and, when I am asked for contribytions toward any good object, I
do not

the

Missionaries. ..
Native preachers
Mission = Membership.

Board,
16
bo7

. .,

FOR

Pres.

Soc,
934
a0:

17,165

12,607

Expenditure. .. $627,861.98

1879-1880,
Meth,

Bap-

Soe.
1%
oh

Hist i.
1
1,080

26,702

420427 299174

85.80%

274,961.96

Here is food for ‘comforting, and yet
admonitory, reflection. A general summary.is no less suggestive :
Missionaries.

pore) the mortality has been great.

Native
Preach’s

Memberships.

Expense

Societies,
944 :
1.453
“We are having a good season for
56,474
$1.47 462
Baptists, . ..... 162
1,062
85.4508
274.9%1
country work, and most of our available
The mission records of the last two years
force are out in the country. We are
gaining slowly bat still gaining year by have not made any material change in
this propogtion.
While such providential
year:
favor
is
shown
us,
we can, without grief,
“We are putting up a new building
for the press, so I am at home this cold dispense with the grudging aid of our
season. We hope to have it completed in wealthy sister societies. Our one source
of despondency is that we ourselves, as a
another month or so.
denomin
ation, have made so little exer¢ May God bless and keep you.
. “Yours affectionately, ..-. - | tion, and that with these tokens of divine
acceptance we have sent one missionary
“0. R. BACHELER.”
where we should have equipped three.
Three

A

GOOD

WORK.

Some months since certain active members of the Women's Missionary Society,
in New

Hampshire, felt

that our sisters

But the field is still open, and the hor of
our opportunity 1s not yet past.— Standard.

INDIA. —Sir Arthur Cotton claims

that

in that State could well do something
more than they had been doing, and that
some who were not giving to the regular
work of the Society would willingly give
to a special object, and the more readily,
too, if that object were in some department of our Home Mission work. With
this feeling, it was proposed that an ef-

They are merely of the Mohammedan

raised

l.——The
first of Mr. Joseph Cook's lectures in In-

the finances of India are in so good a

condition that they could bear the loss of
the revenue on opium, and a reduction of
one-half on the salt tax.——The great
bulk of the Mohammedan peasantry in
India know nothing of = their religion.

caste.——Dr. Thoburn says the practice
fort be made to raise an amount suflicient of opiumsmoking is very prevalent in
to pay the salary of Miss Brackett, at India and is
rapidly increasing. ——Two
Storer College. We are glad te learn missiona
ries’ of Calcutta have recently
that more than one hundred dollars has printed large placard
s containing strong
already been paid for this purpose. It denunciations of
idolatry in words of
-has been generally raised 'in shares of Scriptur
e, and put them up in prominent
five dellars each, which have been as.
places in the city, which has created consumed by the women of different churchsiderable excitement.——A special effort
es and raised by them as a special con- is being made) to draw heathen
children
tribution to this work, and some have
into Sunday-schools in ‘Benga

twoor more shares.

We

hope

others will take an interest in this matter,

I have conversed with some men who
rejoiced in the death or calamity of oth-

said

the many various and difficult duties de- ‘may all appear decently at the house of
the Lord on the Sabbath. . Many a Saturvolving upon him.
:

our
1

1. "That Protestant’ Christian governments are rapidly and surely obtaining
political control of the world.

minister

poverty and the care of a sick wife and 4
large family;
and, though
he was
nearly worn out in the service, he felt

them a new

in knowledge and also in goodness. Silas the first is growing old and it has
been thought advisable to send a young
man to Jellasore. -S. will be retained for
outside work, mainly.
:
«I have just, this morning, baptized
two young persons—a young man in the

peenee———

In his book on religious

Tenth.

es, though all the while struggling with

We have been permitted to copy for
our readers a part of a recent letter from
our senior missionary in India, which
will

Lord's

time ago an aged

through The National Baptist, that he
‘had founded a number of Baptist church.

by the Rev. G. C. Waterman.

bright and active little fellow, increasing

at

hed

rapidly than the world is growing in population.
;
rh
3. That the recent breaking down of
many anciefit barriers to Christian. progheard otherwise, I must conclude that he ress gives promise of a still greater ratio
was in a degree successful.
Thence of increase.
:
:
he removed to Clarenden, Orleans Co.,
4. That Protestantism has not deteriorN.Y, and had the pastoral care of the ated it the qualities necessary to an agchurch there, if I remember correctly, . gressive religious force.
about two years. At the expiration of
6. That Romanism is doomed, though
that time, having received a call from its death may be slow.
the church in East Penfield, Monroe Co.,
6. That the United States can never beN. Y., he removed to that place, and be- come a Roman Catholic nation.”
gan a work which continued five years.
7. That the infidelityof to-day is less
He was successful as - pastor of that potent and successful than that of the last
church in leading it safely out of one of century. °
the deepest trials, 1 presume, that it has
8. That the so-called “Liberal” church-

bly expressed are all the occasion requires.
All arguments such as how(much better
itis to spend money for missions than for
tobacco, or remarks in reference to those
who stand in perishing need of the gospel,
or benediction upon those who find how
much ‘“more blessed it is to give than to
receive,” should be avoided. One thing
more : Do not adopt the modern folly of

of their plea is a collection, they have become designated ‘‘ temperance tramps.”
Some of these do good service; others
upset all they do. “One destroyed the effect of his speech by his laziness, another
annulled his (it was at his second visit)"
by purchasing some cigars at the * li-.
censed” hotel on a Sunday morning prior
to a ride of eight miles to another appointment.

perhaps,

important

Hamlin), in Monroe Co., New York, Of
his success there I know" but little, gs at
that time I was a small boy of four or
five years of age.
-But never having

forci-

who

clergymen do not
know, I would respectfully say that inly judgment a special appeal to such winld not be thrown
away. In my judgmént much might be

an

what he lacked in acquired ability

be at’the proper time and in a proper
manner. If it is for a new or special purpose it shoyld be explained, but. whoever
undertakes to explain, should remember
“how forcible are right words” “beauti-

‘“‘Jocal

thinks he knows something of what is the

such

nearly or quite overcame by his zeal and
earnestness for thé salvation of souls.
No man ever deplored more greatly than
he the lack of a classical education. Yet
he was a keen observer of men and their

should be done wisely and well. Itshould

fully spoken.

brotherin

. Tuscarora, N. Y.

-mark to be the Old Version.

ed congregations I have ever known were
those in which"the contribution box went
round every Sabbath, as regularly as
prayers were offered or songs of praise
were sung.
characters, having the faculty of making
The Free Baptist congregations ot Maine himself friendly with all classes and coiwhich have not been accustomed to col- ditions of men.
lect money by public contributions will
He was a successful pastor as well as
not, of course, all of them,see this subject an evangelist, but it was in the latter cain the light that does the writer, and pacity that his full power was felt.
Pos:
hence agree with him in all of "his theo- sessing, as he did, a fine voice and a
ries. Ido not write wita any expecta- great love of singing, he did by the nse
tion that they will. If however any are of these what other men have fgiled to
disposed to make an experiment of the do—reached many a stubborn heart and
kind, by such I shall be pardoned if I led men to Christ.make a few suggestions in reference to |. His first pastorate, of about two years’
the mannér how.
duration; was with the old Freewill Bap-.
It a contribution is to be solicited it tist church in the town of Clarkson (now

good

As a humble
class,

for

But, like many

The best attend-

which is situated in two towns, one of
weaker churches in the small towns, be- which is ¢ license” and the other ‘‘ no licause, among other reasons, much of their cense.”
Right near the edge of the “no
numerical,
material,
intellectual,
and license’ town and in the *‘ license” town,
moral strength comes originally from these a man transformed his dwelling into &
same weak and feeble churches in the ‘“ hotel”, took away his front fence, made
country, and because the strong ought to a drive-way up and down street, probear the infirmities of the weak.
This is cured a license, and began dealing death
all well, just as it should be. But ought and misery around.
As a result several
not an appeal be madeto the friends of reformed men have fallen.
worship to contribute

pared

half, goes into the box as freely and willingly as they pay their grocer’s bills, or

their notes at maturity.

= The

Some

us particularly is the round, placid face ability to devote those successive years to
THE REV. WILLIAM PECK.
the prosecution of a great and noble purA notice of the death of this Christian of the listener, which is a personification
pose
be the criterion, then you have a right
minister occurred in the Star of Feb. 1. of contentment, and seems to say all over,
to say, ‘Iam growing old.’ Surely you
“
The
old
is
good
enough
for
us.”
BeHe was born in the town of Jerusalem,
-have been greatly blessed in your life
Yates Co., N. Y., March. 50, 1821. His sides this,'the whole picture is suggest- and have been able to send out your inparents were Alvah and Lovisa Ketch ive. Let the artist next try his pencil on fluence through a thousand different
Peck. They went to New York from the the New Version. The old grandmother channels-to work for the good of others
|
State of Vermont at an early day. They herself, we will suppose, sits reading through all coming time. You have reafrom
the
dear
old
book,
whilst
a
bright
both died when William was quite
son to thank God for this, as no doubt
young, leaving him and his brothers and little grandson sits by half listening and you most sincerely do.” Let us all thank
half
busy
with
his
playthings.
She
at
sisters but little inheritance except their
God that though our brother's body is
good names. He was married in the length becomes weary and says, * Fredolder than it was when he entered the
dy, my eyes are growing old and dim,
year 1838 to Charlotte Van Dern, who
Master's service, his heart is still young
you read for me, that's a good boy.”
survives him.
wr
and fresh, his mind clear and vigorous,
His educational advantages were limit- Fred takes the big book, and slyly slips and his sympathies warm towards every
in between the leaves
a copy of the Reed, and when he entered the ministry,
department of the work in which he has
at about 30 years of age, he was ill pre- vision. All goes well till he comes to
borne so noble a part.

so they live along, year after year, with-

4

deceased

80-0

A

to make any

worship,

and

OLD AND NEW.
of the village folks” and laid before the
A contributor sends the following :
‘board of Committeeof Excise. As the
The artist is getting interested in the
town, formerly ** license”, went
ho liRevision question. He illustrates it in
cense” ‘this ‘year, we have som@ hopes
Harper's Weekly for April 1, by Treprethat we may not have a drinking place senting a man of age, in shirt sleeves,
among us another year.
;
and plain dress, reading to his spouse
Poland, March, 1882.
Ys
from what appears in every external

to do
They

Conducted

:

this hour of her great aflliction.

strance” against granting a license for
another year was signed by the * cream

.grati-

fied when an opportunity is offered
what they know is right and just.

of our beloved

wit

honor of our village, that a * remon- |

an inherent, an

-intuitive sense of justice, which

.

Let it be said in conclusion, andfor the

Many

find" a purer, truer joy in the midst of
their denial. For when Enoch had reand children,

“ye

multitude ? low it.

the

fear that soliciting contributions will
keep people away from worship.
This
idea I regard as very erroneous. Instead of
keeping them away, it is an inducement

whole

In our

and oftentimes a grandly inspiring senti-

manner of asking must be by soliciting
contributions at places of worship, as
said,

can,

«¢ free” country, ‘* free” lectures take best,

with many to attend.
(which

poem illustrates the truth in hand), they

yy

-The inquiry may

already

lecturer

the financial-help of hi hearers.

so that

"The answer is, by asking for it.

a help-

temperance

ment is dwarfed in its effect, because of
the
** collection” that is advertised to folbe, how can so ‘niuch-

money be realized from

bury

they may give way to a higher law. of

—

dimes and quarters,

the sums named?

numberless comforts and delve hard that
they may give their children a chance for
the best learning of the day,—thesc practice the denials of Christ that, like him,

to

in their

if the

at

_ FWissions.

ideain regard to the amount of service
known throughout the: Tuscarora Q. M.,
and by his genial manner and friendly rendered by our missionaries in certain
styleof intercourse among his fellow directions not commonly thought of asa
men he had endeared himself to all our | .part-of their work. Of course only those
hearts,—therefore,
:
?
Resolved,
1. That we, as the repre- who have a medical education are subBefore givsentatives of the Q. M. in conference as- jected to such calls for help.
sembled, do hereby express our heart-felt | ing the extract referred to we take the
sorrow in the loss of our dear brother, liberty of insefting a paragraph in which
and ‘do feel to mourn his absence from
-| an old friend and. fellow-worker pays a
our body.
:
2. We would express our sympathy loving tribute of acknowledgment to the
with the afilicted family and friends, and fidelity and success with which the late.
especially remember the aged companion Treasurer of our Societies has discharged

like political speakers, be independent of

the aggregate will be much larger than

ful scholar to his fellows ; the parents who
suppress hunger for learning, dismiss

«uty and of love.
Like Enoch
Arden

minds,

M.

William Peck,a man who was well known
in this church and vicinity, and generally

embodiments.
:
One great step will be taken.
in the improvement of the temperance address as
an effective agent of impressing men's

Sabbath in
Of course

Q.

|. Whereas, death has removed from the
active duties of : life our beloved
and
much esteemed brother in Christ, Rev.

ficiently decried; but there is a deficiency in exclaiming against the traffic in its

there are thousands who will not pay the

sake of the discipline.

that the-boldness of utterance in de-

nunciation of the rum-seller is milder
here than in Maine. The * trafic” is suf-

cent but are there not other thousands who
upon every returning contribution will

But there are men among us who ure
practicing the same kind of self-renunciation as our Lord: The student who
riches, and

said

heard it placed
gentleman who
number is only
each per month

would be $3,840 and for each
the year it would be $16,640.

morning.” The cause of his death was
acute inflammationof the bowels.
I append the resolutions passed at the

from persons like those described.
Concerning the clothing of the senti-- last session of the Tuscarora
ments advanced by lecturers, it may be Adrian.

there
Bapof the
many

more.
If so, the attendance upon the
worship of that denomination is 32,000, if

refasal to

use that power, the preacher proceeded
to show that-such a renunciation of power

they cause—unlike

Here one ballot counts in the con‘test for more ‘than ten lectures coming

$8,320. From each one monthly for a year,

and

that

the women

of our churches in

New Hampshire will indulge in this bit

of luxury, and provide in this way
the whole of Miss Brackett's salary.
A WORD

FOR

for

BOSTON.

Think of Boston, pray for Boston, give
for Boston, we beseech of you, brethren

of New England.
We mean for our
church in Boston. Let not the one light
we have

there go out in utter darkness.

Let it not come to pass that in the capital
city of New England we shall have no

church. But it will come to pass unless
we take hold with a hearty good will all
along the line, and

that, toe, without de-

lay. We hope a well ratured plan will
be speedily devised and quickly carried

to a successful issue for establishing our
church

there on a solid foundation.

dia was delivered at Bombay on Jan. 8.
The hall was filled to overflowing, about
one thousand Europeans and natives being present.
The lecture was upon
‘ Certainties in Religion”, and was re-

‘| ceived

with

great

appreciation.——In

Munipore trade is entirely in the hands of

the women, the men devoting themselves
to agriculture.—~—The Lucknow Witness
will hereafter be published in Calcutta,
perhaps under a new name, and will be
edited by Dr. J. M. Theburn,——Four

Bengali ladies have recently passed the
Calcutta University examinations.
There is a growing interest in Protest:
antism in Central America. The Methodists have a mission at Aspinwall with a,

congregation of 200 or 300, and have
nearly completed

a new

school and a parsonage.
1

building

for &

:

x
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him

unto

he constrained his

the

dis-

and to go be-

other side to Bethsaida,

while he himself sendeth the multitude away.

46 And after he had taken leave of them, he
47 departed into the mountain te pray.
And

when even was come,

the boat was

in

the

midst of the sea, and he alone on the land.
-49 And seeing them distressed in rowing, for

he

rise

about

+ cried out, ¢* Lord, save me.”

Nevér

was

will he let a

adversity and distress. If only our hearts
are filled with faith in him we shall be
upheld in the midst of all tenipestuous
experiences.
THOBGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.

I.

How much do we need the privilege

“of private prayer !
j
II. Separated from Jesus, we often
toil and struggle in darkness.
50 Tt was an apparition, and cried out: for they
“lI. His presence brings good cheer.
all saw him, and were troubled.
But he
straightway spake with them, and saith unto
TOPICS FOR FURTHER STUDY.
them, Be of goed cheer: it is I; be pot
I. The Sea of Galilee; its winds,
“51 afraid.
And he went up unto them in the
them, walking on the sea; and he would
49 huve
passéd by them : but they, when they
saw him, walking on the sea, supposed that

bout; and the wind ceased: and they were
52 sore amazed in themselves; for they understood not coneerning theloaves, but their
heart was hardened.
r
58
And when they
had crossed over, they
came to the land unto Gennesaret,and moor4 ed to the shore.
And when they were come
out of the boat, straightway the
people
55 knew him, and ran round about that whole
fegion, and began to carry about on their
»ds those that were sick, where they heard

36 he was. And wherésoever be entered, into
villages, or into eities, or into the country,
they laid the sick in the marketplaces, dnd
besought him thst they might touch ifit
were but the border of his garment: and as
many ss touched bim were made whole.
Topcs—Crossitig the sea,
. Wind contrary.
Walking on the sea.
Sinking one saved.

Notes and Hints.

Parallel passages, Matt, 14:

:

22-33;

John:

15—21.
Connecting Link.—In order to escape from
the throng.Jesus sent his disciples to Bethsaida
by ship, but the wind drove them out of their
course,
In the midst of the storm Jesus went
to them, walking on the sea.
]

I.

Crossing the

sea.

When

the dis-

ciples returned from their first preaching
, tour and came togetherte tell Jesus all
that they had done and tanght, he, perceiving that they needed rest and instruc.
tion,

called

retired

them togo with

place

where,

II.. The mental character of the people arouid the lake.
GLEANINGS.
¢ From Rev.

him

to

for a time,

a

they

might be free from interruption. They
crossed the northern end of the Sea of

The disciples never got out of the
Master's sight. ** He saw them tdiling in
rowing,” thought the night was dark, and

¢ the boat was in the midst of the sea,
and he alone on the land.” There was
not a wave that rolled, nota gust that
blew, not an anxious though or feeling

though we can net see him, sees us.,
knows all the struggles and difficulties
our lives, A)
and spiritual.
loves his people too intensely to be

He
of
He
in-

different to what happens to them.

He

sees their struggles

with

deeply

in the

interested

Here they found a throng of people assembled from all parts of the country,
waiting for the landing of the Grent
Teacher and Worker of Miracles. Jesus
had compassion on‘ them .and began at
once to teach them many things.

When it was too late in the day for
them to go away and buy food he wrought
a marvelous miracle and fed them all.
as

for

theirs,

he then directed his disciples to take‘the
boat and go around the entrance of the
Jordan to Bethsaida of Galilee, He dismissed the people and then went up into
the mountain to pray and was for a while
alone with his Father. This was what
he

‘wanted,

in

order

that

he

he might

peur out his soul and his voice to God in
prayer. But while he was enjoying communion with his Father, the disciples

were toiling in rowing.

Though himself

unseen, his eye was upon them. He saw
their difficulty and knew that they had
been in distress much of the night. In

this condition they well represent the
experience of many -of their fellow-

disciples in all ages of the world. Like
mariners onthe sea the disciples of Jesus
often spend weary hours in toiling to
make some progress according to the
Saviour’s directions.
11. - Wind contrary. They had embarked at the word of their Master and were
going before to a place designated by
him, expecting that he would meet them
there, and yet they met a contrary wind.
~ Their progress;was retarded,their journey
made difficult. He who had before this
controlled the winds and the waves for
their advantage and safety now allowed
them to be buffeted by adverse winds and

to spend much of the night in wearisome
toil. They knew not why; did not even
know that he had any thought about
them, but he did not forget them.
III.
Walking on the sea. In the midst

of their distress Jesus sees them

toiling

and goes to their relief. As if to try
their faith, or to arrest their attention
more definitely, he passed by the boat.

They were frightened for, like most people in that age of the world, they were
superstitious and fancied that they had
He immediately
seen an apparition.

quieted their fears,

g

cheer,

bidding them

be of

for itis he himself, whom

they well knew and of whom

they need

not be afraid. To him the yielding wave
is as the solid ground. All the elements

of mature are his servants, for he is their

maker and master.

:

IV. Winds cease. Jesus went immediately up into the boat with the timorous

disciples, and, though

their fears were

quieted, they were greatly amazed. They

seem to have forgotten how this same
esus had, not a great while before, said
to the storm-vexed sea, ** Peace, be still,”

doubt,

and

conflict.

is

He

sees the perplexity of those who,amid the
difticunlties of business, are striving to act

with the honor that becomes his followers, and attentively marks every effort.
His eye is never withdrawn from those
who in the face of trial and opposition
from within and without are resolutely
pushing on in the path of duty. With
what courage should this thought inspire
us!
ARE
Ure
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Galilee to a place near Bethsaida Julias.

For his own sake, as well

Dr. R. R. Meredith.)

‘| that arose in their minds of which he was
not cognizant,
So it ever is.. Christ,

Winds cease.

“+

storms, ships ‘and fisheries.

_ A Good Thing.

%

We welcome to our table a new helper
in the Sunday-schood work, bearing the
auspicious name of Progress. It is an

.

lives

pure.

direction of the efficient Secretary, Mr.
Eben Shute, Tremont Temple, Boston, at

25 cents a year. It is designed, among
other things, to furnish a bulletin of Conventions, Institutes and other S. S. meetings in New_England; and to help in
securing niore and better Sunday-school
work. There is a place for Progress and
we are glad to see it occupied. We believe the new paper will succeed.
The Ruggles St. Baptist Sunday-school
in

Boston,

is,

so

far

as we

know, the

largest Sunday-school in New

The success of this

England.

institution seems

to

have resulted from a practical carrying
out of the old maxim, ‘A long pull, a
strong pull, and a pull all together.” The
pastor, with the other officers and teachers and members of this church, are ¢¢ all
at it.” Ina word, ** faithfulness,” here

as everywhere, tells.
A Boston church has just voted to set
apart one of its Friday evening meetings
each month for special prayer for the
Sunday-school. Is not this a good example to follow P— Progress.
y
If a teacher is questioning a scholar
about the scholar’s personal feelings or
history, he may properly ask a question
without knowing what answer to expect.
But if the question is about the lesson of
the day, or about any great truth or

+
0

passes.

BE

is

of for-

We have but

to give

i GREAT GERMAN

socommon

It has just dismounted from a fiery dragon

of the pit. . Do not open the door.
another knock at the gate. Who

Hark!
comes

there ? Uncleanness, that has just
mounted from a satyr of the desert.

not open the door.

at the gat.

Hark!

Who comes

disDo

another knock

there ?

Ambi-

tion, that has just dismounted from a horse
lathered with human gore. Do not open
the gate, Hark! another knock at the
gate. Who comes there? It is gentle.
It is accompanied with a heavenly voice

Itis a messenback the bolt.

Swing open all the gates. Come in,
Grace, with all thy family of Christian

graces—Ilove and joy, and peace and patience, and brotherly kindness and chari-

ty.

Come in and take

possession

of all

the rooms of the heart's castle; join
hands, and skip up and down the wide

halls in great glee.
Do you find the struggle against temptation hard, call on God for reenforcements. They are saddled and bridled
ready forthe fray. -Do you know a. little
girl decided the battle of Waterloo and
the fate of Europe? The English army
-was worn out.in the long battle wken a
little girl showed Blucher and his men a’
short cut to the field of

Waterloo,

other-

wise they would have gone a long distance around, but through that short cut
they came up in time to save the day.
Oh, men, tempted men, tried men,

im-

mortal men, this may be your Waterloo
of temptation and trial! I would God I
could take the part of that little child and
get to you quick reenforcements.
They
are coming!
The artillery of God rumbling down, the sky, coming, coming!

day is ours.—Dr.
Magazine.

Talmuge,

in

The

Sunday

LIFE'S LOSSES.
The losses

of life

reatest gains.

are

Rightly

frequently
improved,

its
our

osses and trials help us to be, which is
even better than being helped to do. It
used to be thought that the coral insect
was a patient worker, and that the islands
upreared by him from the ocean depths
into the sunlight were the result of his un-

the pastor is held

house.

in an

adjoining

i

A contributor to the Waichman

argues

strongly in favor of large Bible-classes in
the Sunday-school. As he pithily puts it,
1it is better to have

oue large

Bible-class

IS IT 80 7

We heard recently a wise and experienced pastor say that in his judgment the
great evil in our churches, the explanation of the spiritual dearth over which we
mourn, is the decline of household piety..

The family altar is neglected, no blessing

in the charge of a real Bible student and is asked upon food, the religious education
competent instructor, than itis to have of the children is relegated to other than
several small classes ‘‘ in which vague parental hands—this is no unfair characnominally
Christian
opinions are interchanged and no real in- terization of many
portraiture is
struction given.” A great many schools,. families. We fear that this
in the adult departments, could profitably a true one. But without troubliug ourreduce their teaching force more than one selves to decide whether it is true or not
as concerns the community in general,
half.

. Terms

PILLS,

They

cure

dress,-..each,

biliousness,

25 cents per box.

of the

iL UTHER PAIN

Nichols

one suffering with pain can have cheap and positive proof of

ce,

the trade.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS IN MEDICIN®

;

J.

F.

city, and adjacent

to

Bates

years,
13.

and a thousand other diseases that
owe their origin to a disordered
state of the Stomach and Bowels,
:

DR. HENRY BAXTER'S

MANDRALE BITTER]
Will give immediate relief, and

on

In a short time effect a permia-

buildings

the

Northwest.

ition,

$15 a year.

are

students

tures of the

have access

college.

to the

classes

Price 25 cts. per bottle,
Send

Those

Troubled

with

Speakers,
Catarrhal

Spring

ST. JOHN'S RECTORY,
DOVER, N. J., March 15, 1882.
{
American Medicine Co.,
Manchester, N. H..—
While I never wrote a recommendation of any

sort of prepared medicine and do not like the
practice, still in the case of Dr. Warren’s Wild
Cherry and Sarsaparilla Troches I ought to tell
you that they fully accomplish the purposes for
which.they are employed.
As anelocutionist, and

in

the

training

choirs, etc., I have some knowledge of voices

of
and

term begins

Monday,

Jan.

now we

all want more of them. I sincerely believe them
to bef the utmost value to those affected in any
way by temporary difficulties with the vocal organs, or more seriously afflicted by that most provoking annoyance, the catarrhal engorgement of
the mucous membrane.
Faithfully yours,
D. D. Bisnop, rector of 8t.

John’s

church,

Do-

ver, N. J.
A= A box of Dr. Warren’s Wild Cherry and
Sarsaparilla Troches sent by mail for 25 cents.
Address AMERICAN MEDICINE CoO., Manchester,
N.H.
For sale by leading’ druggists.
Geo. C.
Goodwin & Co., Boston, General Agents.

30th,

sexes.

complete

and

for

college.

practical.

Secures geod influences.

formation address the Principal
Secretary, Rochester.

NoRFHwooD
N. H.

our wor

For

A.

to $28

in-

The

J.

J.

Butier,

cone

Gospels, and the

;

but clearly,

theology,

and

THE

TRUTH

OF

all the questions

the

THE

author’s

views

denominatione

~BIBLE;

an

excel

and well a:1anged ; stating in fifteen

Price 50 cents, postage 4 cents.

Church

Bz ecovis

book

o

Pastors,

in the
‘

Manual,

5

pages,
Deacons,

thick

:

the first
64 being
Clerks,

nice paper, for the records

#2 50; Postage 25 cts.
Biographies or
Geo. T.Day,
- - .William

Tables

reiociars,

Sab-

-

-

-

the

church.

Price

5.0

+

09

“4

8g

70

Lid

0%:-”

1%

55
17

a book of 113 pages, Price 25 cts.; posisged

cents.

Sabbath School
Books
are for adults and children.
LESSONS for Every Sunday, ,15, postage ,02
SToRY of Jesus,
o1%
7
02
WONDERFUL Works of Jeans. 12.
«02
Donglas’s Address on John Brown.
By
erick Douglas at the laying of the core
ner stone, Anthony
Hall, Storer College, Harper's
Ferry, West Va,
Priceld cents. All the profits go to the college.
Sermon
vx
REV.
JAMIN RANDALL, preached in 1803,
at the death
of a child, and printed by request.
Te Sh; published sermon by Randall. Price
cen

busi.

"W‘mor
ow
mhstgomencnt oofRov. v. by D.poion
Powell8
with Prof. O. G. Augir, A.M., principal. Prof.

Barr,

of

Daniel Jackson, - - «50
»
os >”
Close or Open Communion.
An
Experience, and an Argument.
al
Price 20 cents.
stian Baptism

per

mmercial. 8
g
ommercial
artment
will
be conv
, free of
depot at
Waterbury
at
of each term on appliea:
D. Church, at Water.
Miss Lizzie Colley.

Bian
Maztiage

M.

Cor.

Coptition te! 8
10 ots, , d dom.
Messen, re’ Certificates, 6 “

hurch Members’

ficates,

6.

«@. 1 vay
LL LI
Small

NE
Engr:

as those in'the C
20 cents for the &

Xlluminated

4

25 ots.

ARLE ips.
‘ngs.

5by8

45 and 35 ots,
inches, the same

ennial Record, 5 cents each, or

on; the first four on one

¢ ards.

sheet, 3 by 5 inch 3.
a sheet.

MAP OF ORISSA.

From one

to ten

sheet.

on

a

Price from three to six cents...
:

Those
will address’

On cloth, 26 by 86 inches

in

size, showing the fleld and all the stations of
Free Baptist Mission in India, with much of

the
the

Lee, Athens

at 20 per cent. discount or smgleé vol., for cash
with the order, or on receiving the books.

College.

CHASE, A. M., Principal,

J.

Resident Members, and about 200 pages of very".

Waterbury

Institution

and Quinby.

bath-school, Church Statistics, Resident and. -Non-

Pre

Rev. D. POWELL. Flemington, W, Va.

of great val-

heathen,

for

Bas
COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
—For further information address the Pres.
ident, O. B. CHENEY, D.D., or Prof. JOHN FUL.
LONTON, D. D.,
ton,
e.
:
J. A. HOWE, Seo.

Gor Lib

—Prof.

two volumes, one on the

a

the

PELIHU HAYES, Seo. Trustees"

this

Hutchins, Burr

‘Rules of Order.
are the same as those
paper covers. 10 cents,

4 ness, scientific schools or the best colleges.
MORIUS ADAMS. | A. B, Poncipal
rina
or further
culars
88
the

Angi is a graduate of Hillsdale

Home:

Temper-

Golden Sheat by
Mrs. H. C. PHILLIPS, illustrating Hindoo life
Christian experiences of Bal, a converted

and

per week.
A. MoULOhio.

ACADEMY-—Puplfls
fitted for

and

Schools,

The Chwrch Member's Book
is a valuable little work, and : eve
Chnstian
ing it. 25 cts; postage
8 cts.

courses, viz.: €lassical and Scientific
Calendar.
First term, Aug. 22.
Second, Oct.
81. Third, Jan. 23, 1#82. Fourth, Apr, 3, 1882.

College Fees $7 to $8 per term or $25
year.
Board, (including room rent) $2,15
For further information appl
to A,
TON, A.M., Rio Grande,
ia Co.,

of Foreign

Sunday

would be benefited by read

The courses
of study are
the
Normal,
Commercial, College Preparatory and two College

wishing to attend

causes

pages all the important, parliamentary rules of deiberative bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 75
cents.

10 GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
Co., Ohio.
The college year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each.

Classical, English,
tion given to those »
nses low, The bes
n the State. Students
charge,to and frem the
the beginning and close
tion.
Address Rev, 8.
bury, or the Principal,

the

Education]

designed especially for ministers.

Ridge

or college.
For further particulars address
Principal, or E. S. TASKER, Secretary,

:

3
paper covers, embracing

but useful for all church members. It contains
Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
occasions ys Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen
different meetings; Formulas and Suggestions.
Tte Rules of Order are comprehensive, and yet

both

and March.

-

of every session, and the bound volumes embrace
8 of the first sixteen sessions.
the proceedi
$1.00, including postage.
Sermons.
-

ON

or A.J. Russell,

SEMINARY—Northwood

general

lent book for all who would ‘‘search the Scrip
tures 7” Twenty-two lectures on the mest im.
portant points of Bible study, 1.00; posltage, 9
cts.
Minister's Manual,

Business

further

doctrines

our

ance and Anti-Slavery. It also has articles on the
General Conference, Literary Institutions, Pub-

Wis.

the first Tuesday of ‘Sept., Dec.,

or

n

Missions,

very concise

Admits

and

Lectures

Three terms per year, commencing on

EBANON

denomination,

are those generally accepted by.the
$1.60 postage, 12 cents,

H. Hutchins, A. M., Principal, with a complete
board of assistants,
Students fitted for business

I

the

Butier's ZThcoivgy

OCHESTER
SEMINARY.
Full board
of teachers and course of study.
Students
course

the

by

of dectrinal

Pittsfield, Me., July 11, 1880.

are fitted-for teaching and

The Treatise
:
containg a brief statement of

of

of their. .

other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It is an
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
reading.
88 cts. per vol.; postage, 12 cents.

lec-

1882.

time

$1.00.

tains

Sec.

J. H. Parsons,
is

pose of having them compared with such pastiles
or confections as they had used. The verdict upon them is unanimous in their favor, and

the

INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,

B= For Catalogue address
B., Pyineibaly

the

A volume of 300 pages, containing
twenty-three
sermons, by as many
different F. “Baptist Mints.
ters
Price $1. Pos
11 cts.
Butler's Commentary

Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classical, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.
Full board of teachers. Expenses low.

—

with considerable experience

CENTRAL

till

Price $1.00. Postage 9 cents.
The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in pamphlet form at the close:

R. M. BARRUS.
AINE

York,

discusses briefly,

address for pamphlet, free, giving full directions,

HENRY, JOHNSON & LORD, Props., Burlington, Vt.

New

Knowlton, Phillips,

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co., New
York. This schoel was never in better condition for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction. With three carefully arranged courses of study. The Classical,
Seminary
and English Course.
For full catalogue,
address the Principal.

BLOOD

in

union with the Freewill Baptists.

the first 44 pages of the
Treatise.
Price 6 ceats,
or 50 cents per dozen, and 4 cents postage.
Centennial Record.
A vol. of about 300 pages, reviews the denominational progress for the century, gives a-history of

Schol-

and

Postage 7 cts.

Doctrinal Views
is a emall book in

incidental

J. BUTLER,

1.50,

65 cts;

ue for reference. There are steel engravings of
Buzzell, Stinchfield, Colby, Marks, Cheney, Day,

Financial aid is rendered to

those needing it.
J.
Hillsdale, Mich., July 2, 1881.

Gilt,

Morocco,

lications and Aged Ministers.
The Tables, Jeeny in number, are

Scriptures, Systematic Theology, Pastoral
Theology, Homiletics and Church
History. Theological

Turkey

usages in church-building. It 18 published by authority of the General Conference.
20 cents; pose
tage, 1 cent.
y

Board, $2 to

embracing

1.25;

Small,

postage, 2 cents.

held

|

two courses of study,

Gilt,

60 cents.

Christians

ollege.

There

Morocco

The Memorials of the Free Baptisis
give the rise and progress of this body

Collegi-

Room, 40 te 75 cents a week.

Payment

.detail, the early events of our
denominational
history.
$1.00, including postage.

~ Theological Department of Hillsdale

by expelling all Morbid Secretions.

Interesting to Singers, Public

Expenses

D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
Hillsdale, Mich.

and others sub-

sale by all dealers in medicine.

December

1882.

arship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30,

to Sick Headache will find relief
fiPermanent cure by the use of these ‘Bitters
Being tonic and mildly purgative they

For

in

$2.25 a week.

Keep the Stomach, Bowels, and Digestive Organs
n good working order, and perfect health

THE

thirteen

begins

Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
For Catalogue address,

Bitters will speedily cure by removing the cause.

PURIFY

each term

28th,

sya

| and library fees, only

all of which these

Ladies

term

studies.- Admits both sexes.
Best of religious influences.
Thorough and cheap.
Finest college

Appetite, Jaundice, Apoplexy, Palpitations,
Eruptions and Skin Dis-

will
be the result.

each,

March

ate, Scientific, Theological, Commercial, Preparatory, Music and -Art
Departments.
Elective

Sick Headache, Loss of

otc.,

Winter

ILLSDALE"COLLEGE.—Michigan.

After constipation follows

Biliousness, Dyspepsia,
Indigestion, Diseases of
the
Kidneys, Torpid Liver
Rheumatism, Dizziness,

eases,

terms

term,

for $5.00.

The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first half century of our existence,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with censiderable

TEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—New Ham
ton, N. H,
Rev. A. B. Meservey, Ph.
| principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
courses of study for both sexes. Connected with
the Institution is the best commercial college in
New England.
Telegraphy a specialty.
Best
teacher of Penmanship in the State.
EXpenses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms
of 10 weeks each.
;
. Winter term begins November 21, 1881. Spring
term begins February 6, 1832. Summer term. be
gins April 24, 1882, Send for Catalogue to
REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.

atid inaction of the Digestive Or-

Cure,

three

Summer

and

cents;

ad-

are as low as in any similar school in New England.
For in
or further particulars,
Send to
.
F.
FRISBEE,
Principal.
J.

Comnstipsationn

nent

of

weeks in length.

address

The Sacred Melody
is a small book of 225 hymns and seversl
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.
20

A.

1toffers

monthly, at the rate of

TERMS; $1,50 for single copy, $1,20 for the supply of churches. Postage, 10 cts. Abridged book,

vantages superior to those of any School in the
State. The Course of Study extends over three

There Is no excuse for suffering from

90;

5

FRISBEE,

College,

85 cents

worship,but is often used in churches.

B.,, and J. ¥F. PARSONS, A. B., with competent
assistants. Situated in the suberbs of a thriving

Baltimore, Md., U. 8. A.

«=

Spiritual Songs.
This book of nearly 1100 hymns with tunes is
offered to our churches as the best of all books of
the kind now before the public.
The abridged
edition’is a selection of just one-half ofthe hymns
and more than halt of the tunes found in the
larger book . and is lor the vestry and social

School.

of

one

postage 4 cents.

Maine.

Under the management

-

:

Postage 9 cents each.

551 Pearl 8t., N.Y,

Latin

Lewiston,

its claims. pyppCTIONS IN ELEVEN LANGUAGES.

-

in advance. Discontinued -when time expires.
Sample copies sent free.
:
wre
The Psatmody
isthe denominational Hymn Book, exten.
sively used. Large boek, in Sheep,
£0; Moroc-

Educational.

No Preparation on earth equals St. JAcons OIL as & SATE,
SURE, SIMPLE and CHEAP External Remedy. A trial entails
but the comparatively trifling outlay of 50 CENTS, and every

the

International Séries, for both adults

100 copies to.

mate, A liberal discount

I. P. FRINK,

strictly

within

Lesson Papers

AND
to churches and

-

and children, are printed

TOOTH, EAR
D

aid

Payment always in advance, discontinped when
time expires, and no commission allowed on mozey sent,
Sample copies sent free.
S. S. Quarterly.
This Magazine of 32 pages, contains the International lessons for three months, dictionary,
maps and various other helps. It is intended to
be equal to the best,
TERMS: 15 cents per copy in packages for the
year, or 20 cents to single subscribers. 5 cents for
one Copy.

The Great LIGHT,

=

year, if paid

are Sabbath.school papers, printed alternaid
weeks, on superior
paper, beautifully illustrated
Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE
SAR is for an older class of readers than the
YRTLE.,
Terms: simgle copy, each, 385 cents,
|
Packages of ten or more to one ad-

.Church
ry
Chbi
HEADACHE,

per

$2.20

first thirty days, and $2.50 if not,
Postage is paid by the publisher.
The Little Star aud
Myrtle

Send for pamph-

constipation,

;—$2.00

in advance;

A= Sold by all Druggists. <8

gans, when the use of

and $2 trial Dotlefrssto tir

iniy-third volume:" Its able, literary and progressive. © All
communications, should be addressed to Dover, N. H.

Mention this Paper,

and torpidity of the liver.

& CO.

Fits

The Morning Siar,
5
o
is a large religious paper of eight pages, in its

No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S

A. VOGELER

Ajfections.

No

| Freewill Baptist Publications.

to can-

Price $l. Sixbottlesfor $5. Sent by mail

Address as above.

LIVER

AND

tiring toil ; ‘but modern science has shown throats, my own and other people's. ‘A troche that,
that it is the endurance rather than the has a curative instead of a paRiative effect, that
doctrine, the teacher ought to have in industry of ‘the ceral insect which uplifts releases the voice and restores ‘the impaired
mind the answer he looks for, before he these islands.
It is the gradual harden- elasticity of the vocal cords by relieving the swolshapes the question ; and then the question ing of the insect in its place that makes len and overcharged glands instead of merely
a temporary relaxation or stimulaation of
ought to be so shaped as to bring just the coral ; and it is his life built in on the causing
1#es of those who were before him that the membrane, is felt in every training school and
that answer—as the only proper one. goes to form the basis of the gardens of -and musical conservatory to-be a great desiderafer that purpose should be
Nine times out of ten, a poor answer is tropical bloom and fruitage, when the up- tum. All prepafations
evidence of a poorer question, in a Sun-. per air shall have been reached by the tried by those tests and qualities. Your box of
successive generations of those who live Wild Cherry and Sarsaparilla Troches came to
day-school class.— Gospel Teacher.
just at the worst season for those who have
and endure and die at their sea-swept |. me
A teachers’ prayer-meeting,
fifteen
sts. So it may be with us in our slow daily and exhausting vocal labors. It found me
minutes in length, either before or after nine of character and our slow dy- with the regular breaking-up-of-winter throat,
hoarseness, and something of a cold on the lungs.
the session, is held by some schools with {ng unto self; at some post of duty, away I used them for one Sunday myself, getting
world’s
the
of
out
far
surface,
the
under
profitable results. The plan is worth a
through three services, including Sunday-school
sight, our endurance may do more than with singing, 80° much easier than usual, that I
trial.
progress
our
and
do,
could
work
our best
was actually better the next day instead of the
greater while we wait than it customary Monday throat and chest lameness.
The Sunday-school of Hope church, may be
For the next choir rehearsal I distributed the
Springfield, is so crowded that one class could be if we moved forward.
>
troches to the members of the choir for the purmeets in the basement and the one taught

by

tendency

It will af all times and under all circumstances act in

freelyanswers all letters of inquiry.
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The

harmony with the laws that govern the female system,
For the cureof Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Comp
d is unsurp
d
LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUNDis prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,

let.

and

.

t.

It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysall craving

EE

Under God we decide for ourselves
whether we will be good or bad. We
cannot throw this responsibility off on
Satanic possessivn. Every man’s heart
has walls around it, and strong gates
around it, and we entertain what guests
we will. Hark! there is a knock at the
gate.
Who
comes there? Revenge,
with gauntleted fists, beating to come in.

dev l

for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach,
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indigestion.
. That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, is always permanently cured by its use.

Lynn, Mass,

heaven for us.—A4, Maclaren, D. D.

vrs

Nerve

directed.

ressage.
To Di. KLINE, 951
Arch St. Philadelphia,
Pa, See principaldrugrists.

in the form of pills, also inthe form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, 81 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham

close to the eye will blot the sun from the

Aik

Eines and

bratday sus, tle

cerous humorsthereis checked very speedily by its use.

our

HIS

all BeATN & NERVE

C ureJoor frit

INPALLIBLE if taken ad

to our best female p

an early stage of

IsoRE THROAT,

AND

CO,

Insane P
Restored:
BE,
hi "SGREAT

It will cure entirely the worst form of Female Com
plaints, all ovarfan troubles, Inflammation and Ulcera
tion, Falling
and
Displ
ts, and the
quent
Spinal Weakness. and is particularly adapted to the
Change of Life,
"
AON
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus in

SORENESS

held

EVERY MAN THE ARBITER OF
OWN FATE.

i

for all those Painful Complaints and Weaknesses

couT,

portion in this life, and we may secure
almost an entire immunity from any
troublesome thoughts about him. It is
very easy to hustle the sense of his presence out of our minds. It is very hard
to keep it in. Anything is big enough to
hide out God from us, a3 a sixpence

)
5
k by these
di.
ished
MORE AGENTS WANTE,
“I. WORTHINGTON &

loi

P, (3 and express ea

ourselves
find

ustom

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
(VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

lose the vision.
We
to desire it, and it

to present cares and joys and to

Conn, y

Doel Colenn, Lpat

Gitar

THI

|

Hartford,

d

|

West.

I NEURALGIA,
~ SCIATICA,
LUMBAGO,
BACKACHE,

getting God by simple indulgence in evil.
They cannot hide themselves from him,
but they can hide him from themselves,
and while walking in a world that is all
ablaze with the tokens of the present God,
see none of the majesty of the glory of
which heaven and earth are full.
Nor does it need any very marked indulgence in evil to come to this condition
of insensibility. We have only to be indifferent, and we
have but to cease

to

| REMEDY
i RHETMATISH,

That

an awful power which men have

dislike

tisement for particulars.—South and

WALKING WITH GOD.

from taint and our

reason

prepare it for Themselves.
It is very concentrated and will act with equal efficiency in
either cuse. Be sure and read the new adver

There must be purity of heart if there
is to be the vision of
God here.
If the
eye be evil, the light will be intolerable
and full of darkness. Muddy water gives
no clear reflection,
nor does a tarnished i.
mirror tlashbdck the sunlight, and
we’
cannot set, the Lord before our face, nor
cherish the vivid consciousness of his
presence, unless we keep-our-hearts clear

eight page paper, published quarterly by«.and a gracious urgency.
the Executive Committee of the Massa- ger from God. Shove
chusetts State S. S. Association under the

tion of those who from any

Aud I fear no bewilderment,
No shock of sudden change;
To journey to one’s home and friends
Will gurely not seem strange!
And Peace is on the waiting sea,
And Rest is-on its shore;
Aud further on—I dare not dream
Of all that lies in store!

and he |

Jesus

The proprietors of that immensely
popular
remedy, Kidoey. Wort, in recognition of the
claims of the public which has so liberally patronized them, have prepared a liquid preparation of that reniedy for the special accommoda-

Nor what new sights await me when
I'take my journey hence.
Though folded be my earthly tent,
My soul hath where to stay,
And she shall not be shelterless
One moment of the way!

stepped

him his faith failed,

To Accommodate the Public.

1do not know what sounds shall greet
My soul’s awakening sense,

"

out on the tossing waves; but when he
felt the gusty wind and saw the billows

the wind was contrary unto them, about the
fourth watch of the night he cometh unto

x

.

in his

trusting disciple sink in the billows of

ciples to enter into the boat,
fore

Jesus said, * Come,”

“didst thon doubt?”

Version.)

And straightway

known to

Peter,

at hand and caught him, -saying, * Why

' MARK 6: 45~50.
(Revised

boat,

©9.,

adjacent

ABs

—_—

the

rash, impulsive way, said, ** If it be thou,
bid me come unto thee on the water,” and

GOLDEN
TEXT.—‘ When
thou . passest
through the waters I will be with thee;
and through the rivers, they shall not overflow thee'—Isa. 43: 2.
”

in

Tllustrated Christian Weekly.

=

ton
Een atatafas

country.Price 76 cents.

The above named books are sold by
1. Lb. STEWART,

the dozen,

Dover, N,

H,

“wavy
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at

aac

it

RR,
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his disciples

And find me purified!

us

.

ts Wanted!

Jul

that when Jesus made himself

tells

es it.'"

woman,

book out. A

i"

| not record the fact, but Matthew

nevertheless

ter, under God, lies in the hands of the
individual nrembers of these families.—

And in its limpid tide
Lave all the dust of travel off

Mark does

it is,

If we

=

The sinking one saved.

can honestly say that

once

made.

3

V.

when

5

And enter rest complete;
But I shall call that still sea ‘ Peace!”

man, to cease.

DAILY READINGS,
Walking on the sea, Mark 6: 45—56.
Matthew's account of it. Matt, 14: 22-3
God's promise. Isa. 43: 1-11.
Paul’s voyage. Acts 27: 9-20,
Paul's deliverance. Acts 27: 21—44.
' Safely on the sea. Psalm 107: 22-32,
8. Confidence in God. Psalm 46: 1—11,,

be

thereis much that may he done to increase its holiness.
Oh, that a vastly increased nuniber of homes among us
were households of piety! But the mat-

When they lay life’s soiled sandals off

in nature .or in the heart of

that the right change

he]

all tamults,

that it is not, then let us see to it at

|

*-

+» I donot know what sea shall bathe
My tired and earth-worn feet

They were dull of understanding. The
presence and power of Jesus can cause

ON THE SEA.

that question. *1f we must sadly confess

BY MRS. 8, M. WALSH.

baskets full of fragments.

MAS. LYDIA E. PINKHAM, OF LYNN, MASS.,

himself
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ed up twelve

For Questions see Star Quarterly and
Lesson Papers.
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;

household ?”

ski
ict©
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23.

miracle
fed the
handful
gather-

Woman is the Hope of the Race.

not even remember the wonderful
of the previous day, when he had
hungry thousands with a mere
of food, and they themselves had

we certainly can say how it isas regards
our own family. ‘Is mine a pious

Selections.

They do

\

Lesson IV.-==April

and there was a great calm.
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ympathize with Woman,
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The Porning Star.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 12, 1882.
JORDAN,

Assistant Editor.

Ba

2% All communications designed for publication

should be addressed to the Editor, and all
on business, remittances of money,

letters

&c., should

be

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H. Contributors will please write only on ene side of
their paper and not roll it preparatory to mailing.
They must send full name and address, not
necessarily for publication. We cannot return
manuscripts unless stamps are sent for that pur.
pose.
We need at least a week in which to decide
whether we can use contributions of any length.

We have a large corps of paid editorial and special
contributors and cannot pay for articles contributed by others unless an understanding is'had to that
,

effect before publication.

ly.out, and

thus

begin

at

quaintance

that otherwise

once

an

may be six

{All assaults, dwells serenely
petty strifes and turmoils -of

peaceful and Tadiant.

brotherhood, it is his due.
feel diffident and

timid.

But you may
Well,

minister though he is, may

he’ too,

not be al-

subserve

to

‘‘ cast

and his associates voted ¢‘ to meet quarter-

ly for the advancement of Christ's” glorious cause.” They found that «the church-

for parents,

and then

goes

on,

and

on,

Then comes disrespect for

human

the Sabbath day;

God’s

house;

his

tribunal
believed
for the
of souls,
Head of
was ef-

ghat day when

the churches were’

awith

limited

facilities

of intercommunication. Then, each session was eventful, ministers and members
sometimes traveled hundreds of miles on
horse-back to attend, the Word

pensed with power, the hearts

was

dis-

of Chris-'

tians were enlarged, backsliders reclaimed, and sinners converted.
It was also

a time for consultation on subjects of religious interest, for the promotion of revivals and church extension.
The Ministers’ Conference wasa special means of
moral and
intellectual
improvement.
Our fathers greatly esteemed and valued
the Quarterly Meeting.
ai

com-

mandments; the things of eternity—all
come to be lightly regarded by the irreverent young man or woman,
and fre
made the.subjects of contemptuous sneers,

or low and coarse jokes.

It is

ing
TO A PASTORLESS CHURCH.
Of course you are not intending: to" re-

to

still

the

a

source

of

ministry

rich

and

throughout” Gur

borders.

ens.

churches,

the

strong

bless-

utmost extent

mischievous,

in

all our means .of grace, and especially
in our Quarterly Meetings.
Let the Quarterly Meeting- be

sustain:

ed. Ithas been a great source of strength
and influence to us, and may be still more
so. Eich church should be represented
at every session, which may be a favored

season of refreshing and of planning for
more labor and conquest for Christ.

Let

the inspiration there received and the resolves formed be faithfully embodied in
action, and each quarter and each year
will tell for the advangement of ‘the Re-

deemer's cause.

The

strong will be-

come stronger, and the
strong.
:

weak become
pL
£

honored

by many

prominent

to

gentlemen

and

terests, gathers fresh reapers for the

lease of these persons, characterizing the pro-

fessed friendship
61” Eagland for this country
as hollow pretense, and asking the immediate

.

ing suspects of American nationality
were in
progress, and that representations made by
Great Britain to the United States last June
respecting certain Fenian literature

sen

America had elicited no answer. The
atives received this statement with
shouts, implying that the Prime Minister
lacks

backbone

States.

in

dealing with

So then,

in

the

England

United

Gladstone

is sneered at for not pursuing a more vigorous
policy toward the United States, while in this
country a similar criticism is made against
our own minister for his easy going policy
toward England.
The right of citizenship is
one of the mest sacred rights a man ean held,

and he should assert

it whenever demanded.

And every government should afford ample
surety
against any
injustice being dome to

its subjects in whatever part of the globe they
may be found. And yet, it must be maintained
that in whatever
country persons become
residents,
they
also become the subjects
of the laws of that country. It would not do
for us, “with our large foreign population,
many of whom are not naturalized, to make
any other claim.
At'present, all that is asked
of the British Government is the speedy trial
or release of the American suspects.
The

claim is just and should at once be granted,

far-

har-

of

even

some of the liberal party fora new chief Secretaryto be appointed for that distressed
country.

Notwithstanding

the

imprisoment

of the leaders of the agitation, a large “army of
soldiers stationed throughout
the country,
daily arrests made, and the land law, from
which we expected so much, in operation,
crime and general disorder prevail.
It can
hardly be imagined that England will willing-

The Rev. B. G. Blaisdell acknowledges ,
donation of about $50, March 20, from the

has made of the Chinese bill, with his suggestion that.thé period of twenty years during

from its

comfort

which

to me

Chinese

this country

in advanced age.” ‘‘In the Star of Feb. 8 is
an article in which the writer, speaking of

laborers must

be reduced

stay away

church and society of Springvale;

from

against

such chargés.

We are not- able to see

We

New Hampshire.

has had its annual meeting and we are DPleaseq
to give the following items of progress made

we donot fall into erroneous views and unjust
criticisms. We feel safer, too, for the Star,
that

the watchmen are on

the alert

We
every
Cary,
| lege,

Miss. FrancisB, Willard, in a note to the editor of Qur Union, aks:
** When bave the
facts been better
put than in thé following extract from a Jetter written me by Rev. Dr.
keep; 80 I send it along
department.”

for

is too

good

your southern
:
3
round

of

parochial toils, and-go into a regular Temperance crusade until the foe of God and man is
crushed out than to try to conduct the regular
duties of the sanctuary,
as they do in the vain
hope of converting the world with dram shops
at all the street corners, and the population
given to so much excess. * Let me make the
songs, and I care not who makes the sermons,’
said one who knew human nature well.
Let
me sell the liquor to the people, unrestrained

as is the present custom, and I don't care who

preaches.
Itis coming rapidly to this, that
the chureh or the saloons dry up. Just to

think of the millions of
American and Christian mothers who are ra ing sweet boys for
this Moloch
to devour and drain. Oh, eternal

justice, where sleep thy thunders?
But as
long as statesmen guard the saloon, as the essential Wanibulation of the ballot box, and as
long as elections are what the saloons decree,
who can hope for a better state of things?

attendants

bis

court

uniformly

occurred

on

Monday.

circles

it

day?

And the judge was particular to say

was

wont

to be

called

Presbyterian and Methodist churches ** stay at

bath is {0 be Judged somewhat by it fruits,
as well as by the numbers in attendance.

The Watchman thinks we lave entered upe
on a period of religious revival.
There is less

than

is vommonly

own meetings,

rule, more faithfully than

as

a

do Congregationa-

lists, Baptists (perbaps), and Free Baptists?
We think we know, but we don't like to—confess. .
The Chrisitan

Commonwealth

is concern-

ed for the truthfulness and honor of the
don public press.

Len-

It alleges ** liabilicy

treme partisanship,” and

** growing

to ex-

tenden-

cy to pander to the sénsational tastes. of the
popular mind.”

Ppaora

We learn from
another of
isters, the
Mich., has
an active
end.

-

a——

the

Hillsdale

Herald

that

our most earnest and faithful minRev. James Ashley, of Summerville,
gone to his rest. The usefulness of
and beneficent life can never have an
:

Resolutions of unity and

good

upon another year with increased

hopefulness,

“We wish all our churches could report as wel).
We hope Bro. Chase will have the desire of = * =
his heart gratified in experiencing a glorious

Many family altars have been erected.
Other
churches in the town have shared in the bless.
ing.

The

recently

converted

are

BY

THE

TOWN

REV.

H.

F.

anni-

‘including some of the good people of Roches.

ter village.

During the evening Mr. and Mb.

Pierce were presented with $20." Mr. Edwin
Wallace sent -a letter containing $5, a token of
‘good faith. There was good music, and re.
freshments were furnished by.the ladies. At the
close of the evening

Mr.

Sibley

of Rochester

presented Mr. Pierce with a beautiful Album
containing the autographs of about 100 friends
who regret to part with him and his estimable

wife.

Bro. P, and wife bade the friends good-

bye, hoping that if they never all meet again on
this earth that they will all meet in

the

better

land.”
’
:
a gd
On the last Sunday in March the Rev. E. W.
Ricker closed a pastorate of six years at the

Broadway (formerly Charles St.) church in
Dover.

During this time the church

has

en-

Jjoyed prosperity in all departments of its work.
The number added by baptism is 111, by letter
31; the met gain 84; $1600 has been - expended
for repairs on the meeting-house.

The society

last year imounted to $1152.

but

nearly

WOOD.

All

8%

of

Tbe

per

month

for

66

successive

church is united and in good working condi-

A brother writing from Michigan says:

«1

of our

then speaks of town

$10

months, On the occasion alluded to, the re.
tiring pastor preached an excellent and appropriate sermon which is to be printed. The

4. In some sections of our Sunday-school
field, town and county conventions are held
with success and great profit.

He

wife celebruted the ith

ir marriage at the F. B. vestry,
There was a large number present,.

church is-well organized for missionary work,

HL.
:
AND COUNTY CONVENTIONS.

work,”

:
Rey,

and-bas contributedto our benevolent societies

Secretary F. B. S, 8. Union.

to the importance of this branch

au

versary
April 15.

:
“ The

this was paid without being asked for.

~ 'Sunday-Sohools.
Correspondirg

entering

heartily into the blessed work of bringing
their friends to Jesus, Bro. Pinkham js up.

owns all the pews, the rentals of which for the

Denominational,

up

It is obvious that public worship, so far as it is
to be regarded as an observance of the Sab-

neglect of public worship

Episcopalian,

and

county conventions which are fraquently held
in the State, and enclosss a- very interciting

that the main portion of this accession of eriminal cases came from the Catholic population.

been

feeling were adopted. Thus the society enter,

Geo. Pic

church

“ washing

have

before, and there is an increased applica.

tion for pews.

and gratifying evidence is this of the popular
admiration of the chaeming singer und the

will say in behalf of our schools that there is
an increasing interest that gives hope for the
future.
I belleve our ministers are waking

Sometimes on that day there would be more
arraignments for drunkenness, quarreling &e.,
mostly occurringon the Sabbath; than on all
the other Jags of the wee,
that in legal

ever

tiring in his labors for souls.
E. writeg
from E. Rochester:

and Catholic,

in a city of New Hampshire, very much to the
disadvantage of the former.
The figures are
glaring, and ought to be felt as a bitter rebuke
to the Protestant stay-at-homes.
But comparisons
of this kind admit of modifications.
A
few years ago a newspaper statement to the
same effect was furnished by a Catholic priest
in a Maine city. Upon inquiry of a municipal
judge, we found that the harvest of culprits’ in

expenses

opening, and that srrangments ure made for a
second concert on Friday evening. A marked

home” and support their

A correspondent in a recent number of the
Star drew a comparison between the number

of Protestant church

An old debt of $2000 hg,

current

met and there is money in the treasury; there
has been a larger income from pew rent than

minister

learn from the Lewiston Journal that
seat for the concert to be given by Miss
this week, for the benefit of Bates Colwas sold within twelve ‘hours after the

Why is it that the members of

to

We have a great battle to fight, and I often
think that priest.and preacher, elder and .bish-

* The

popular appreciation of the growing college.
We are delighted, but scarcely surprised.

Charles K. Marshall of Vicksburg, one of the
It

illustration:

been paid, thé

:
revival in his church.
There has been a good revival interest in the
Northwood . church, - commenging - with
the
week of prayer. Brethrén Folger and Shaw of
we should be in—ak—helping on this good
the Y. M. C. Asso. assisted for one week.
Upwork.” = Would it be wicked to doubt that
wards of eighty have began a praying life,
minister’s call—ak—to preach —ah? ven!
=

nigh.

South’s leading ministers?

his

during the year:

reads a notice of some meeting and proceeds:
‘‘ The object—a—of this meeting—ah—is one
of —a—great importance, and I—a—should be.
very glad ifF—ak—the whole congregution—ah—
were of the same mind, and—a—would attend.
We—a—have not been—ahi—as eflicient—a—as

ing the article, 4 contributed paper, we did not
sufticiently: consider this passage. We thank
the brother for bis kind letter. We certainly
feel with him that in these days of great laxity
and licenseof religious opmion and Scriptural
interpretation, we need to be very careful that

quote

sur-

The Washington St. F. B. society in Dover

better than his signature of the bill would have
been; and yet we feel that legislation forbid.

anything detrimental to Abraham's character.
in the expression ‘ aggressive ardor”, but we
agree that the rest of the language quoted is of
questionable propriety.
Perhaps in publish-

also a

prise visit, April 5, with a present of $36.

to ten, as something

Isaac, says, ‘ He had all the faith, generosity,
dimg-. Chinese immigration to any extent is
magunanimity, and grandeur of his father,
wrong and disgraceful.
We ought to remedy
without that aggressive ardor and that unjust
the
evils
incident
to
the
presence
of a few hunand narrow prejudice that marred Abraham's
dred thousand Chinese laborers in this country
otherwise perfect manhood.’
What. is the
authority for applying those epithets, ¢ aggress- -| without resort to such measures as the one
which seems likely to prevail.
ive ardor’, and ‘unjust, narrow prejudice’ to
that friendof God, the patriarch Abraham?”
Good for ** Hearer,” who speaks a little
The brother’s communication is ‘a protest
piece in the Observer, entitled * A-AH-UGH!"’

op had better abandon the ordinary

recall of Mr. Lowell, minister to England.
In
connection with this_it is interesting te note
that a few evenings ago Mr. Gladstone
in
the House of Parliment that negotiations
with

the Government of the United States

I have loved

and ready to sound the warning if peril draws

the Irish-American suspects now in
English prisons. At the meeting recently held
in New York, presided over by Mayor Grace
and

Star, which

birth, is now a means of much

knowing

IER

attitude of the British government in

we can hardly wonder at the request

It.strength-

You are alive, and mean

possible, the

force

The situation in Ireland is dark enough, and

churches

nishes many channels and facilities for
to give evidenee of it. You are intending -doing
good; it encourages the feeble
" to have another pastor al once.
As yon churches, often preserves them from exdesire your own prosperity, avoid, to the tinction, plants and provides for new inmain pastoriess.

Let

President Arthur to demand forthwith
thie re-

few HE

laws;

aud

be a great blessing to the world.

interests, and some appropriate
for counsel and appeal. It was
also, that some combined effort
worship of God and the salvation
would be blessed by the great
the church.” This organization

felt at

then a boastful disregard of moral laws;
and finally, unless the current is checked
before it is too late, a contemptuous
trifling with things sacred and divine.
Human affections; sacred obligations;

ror, and sin. A connection of spiritual
churches, faithful 10 all their trusts and

occupying seats on the platform, some strongly worded resolutions were passed, urging

some authorized body to lobk after their

Morning

voted church.in a world of darkness; er-

es needed some organized bendof union,

could not

like a river widening and increasing in
power. Out of disrespect for parents
grows disrespect for teachers and those
who are superior-in-age—and- experience.

de-

living,

There has been a good deal of debate an the

fall | fected in December, 1783. The little
branch thus planted has grown and muldowti and worship Satan, because it was
not right. An omnipotent Saviour can tiplied, until it extends to most parts of
this country, the British provinces, and
neither do wrong nor play the fool!
India, now numbering one hundred and
Irreverence has been defined to be seventy Quarterly Meetings.
«‘ disregard of the authority and character
Throughout our history,this part of our
of a superior.” It broadly means disre- polity has-been found very efficient and
spect for persons and things that have a useful, as a bond of union and means of
right to our respect and esteem. Irre- grace, and has been prized next to the
verence usually begins with disrespect church organization. Its need was more
pearls before swine;” he

effi-

What a light is one

%

Tt is nearly a century ago thai Randall

limits

moral character—his

his purpose

get

at once

* THE QUARTERLY MEETING.

righteousness—forbade doing them. There
is then the limit of righteousness and
also the limit "of purpose.
¢ He could
there do no mighty work,” because it
not

to

acquainted with him that he may
get acquainted with you.

were fixed by the moral character of
Jesus or by the nature of his mission.
- He could not do some things because
they did not subserve his purpose in coming among men; he could not do others

did

he

due,—by all the requirements of ordinary
politeness, not to insist- upon Christian

tor comes, make it your first duty

ed, when we consider that these

by combination vastly increase their

ciency.

We accept the veto which President Arthur

“ An old Watchman” sends us a communication from which we take the foliowing: ‘‘ The

two or three may

us pray for an increase of vital

Itis what

—
—

render

him feel at ease with you.

together at his ease if he finds himself
| among people who seem more desirous
Nothby the truth of avoiding than of meeting him.
will stand’ ing is more easily obtained than a comabove the mon introduction; and this begins at
men, calm, once an acquaintance that otherwise may
never begin. - Therefore, when your pas:

1t is a question, over which some souls
have been needlessly perplexed, why there
are limits to the miraculous power of Jesus.
The perplexity is lessened, if not remov-

great service to Christ;

may

responsibilities, will help each other

needs; it is what he expects; it is his

|;

One

In the church, on the street, in his home,
hasten to greet the stranger and ‘inake

z

The child of God, possessed
a=, that His word and His work

because his high

ac-

months in beginning —by your own fault.
You have an obligation here that, if by
no other considerations, is imposed upon
| you by all the rules of common courtesy.

C. A. BICKFORD, Rebident Editor,
CYRUS

Union is strength.

duction to him instead of running direct-

:

‘programme of the exercises at one of these,
filling two solid days and touching nearly ev-

ery phase of the Sunday-schoa! work.
A brother writing from Ontario, Canada,

Bro. Ricker

leaves solely

on

account

of the failure of his health. After a few weeks be
hopes to be able to supply on the Sabbath, and
anticipates being able fo take a pastorate in the ?
“fall. The church has extended a unanimous call
to the Rev. H. F. Wood of C.neord, and h» ba
accepted and will enter upon his labors with
the church the firstof May,

The Rev. Royal MeDonsld has resigned a
two years’ pastorate of the Strafford and Barnstead F. B. churth, much to the regret of the
people. He havaccepted a call to E. Rochester. The church wishes him success in his
new field of labor, and wishes to correspond

with some F. B. minister in

says: “Our Sabbath-schools receive a good
degree of attention, great pains being taken to

advance their interests. County conventions
are regularly held, and in some cases township
conventions are held.”
=

tion.

coming pastor.

reference to

Address J. G.

Holmes,

He

ford, Blua Hills, N. H,
...
Vermont.
The

church

at

without a pastor, is now favored
bors of the

:

Wheelock,

Bouth

be-

Strar-

with

Rev, R. J. Russell from the

so long

the

la-

Enos-

A very small number of our schools maindivision-begetting
and
demoralizing” vests, and occupies much fallow ground.
supposed to exist. The tide of church attendburg Q. M+ The Wheelock Q, M, is sorry to
tain normal classes, making use of the Chauance is rising.
business of ‘‘ candidating.” Itis a kind The prosperity of the churches and the ly give Ireland over to herself, It
Theological works took the
Ile goes to the
lose the Rev. A.. D. Jones.
forms a
tauqua series. It is bardiy needful to say that
lead in the literary
of dosing that few churches can stand Gospel in almost any locality may
be gen- part of the British Empire, as much as the State year. American publications of England last these have done much to advance the interests West tor his health.
publishers are not willing to
without serious injury. Churches that erally estimated from the state
of the wotk wherever they have been held.
Massachusetts.
of the | -of Maine forms a part of the United States.
are under a level-headed management Quarterly Meeting. It becomes therefore Neither has Ireland demonstrated in the past print the works of professed atheists, because There are few towns or counties which may
The
Rev.+J.
D. Waldron commences thé
they
do
not sell readily. Sensationalism “in
not, if they will, hold such conventions regu- fourth-year of his pastorate
seldom fall into chronic * candidating.” an important inquiry, how may the influ- that shé is capable of absolute self-govern- the pulpit
of the Amesbury
is on the decline.
Witness
the
enment, It has been. intimated
larly with success and great profit. Let even F. B. church under favorable circumsta
that Mr.
Their committee-men and leaders know
ence of the Quarterly Meeting be presery- Gladstone
nces.
thusiasm which has beén manifest in the payand ‘some
members
a few earnest workers take hold of the matter
of
his
The pastor and-peoples are: well united, the
...... Detter than to permit it. Before you invite ed andinereased ? Is it not true that in cabinet favor
ment of church debts all over the country.
a federal union for Ireland;
with a holy zeal and the work will (be accomsociety has met promptly its expenses and the
any person to preach for'yon with a view too many instances it seems to be waning? leaving it with her to manage her own affairs Consider the Paine Memorial Hall in Boston, plished.
:
future looks bright.
Greater results are lookunpaid
for.
Remember
how the nation prayed
to settlement, leave no stone unturned to Too frequently the report of a session is as Canada, Australia, and New Zealand now
Rev. G. C, Waterman,
who has had large ed for in the future.
Several are awaiting bapsatisfy yourselves, first, thathe is a good that it was thinly attended, either with no do theirs, having her own parliament, and when Garfield’s life hung in the balance. experience in this line of work, is prepared to tism, others are seeking the Saviour,
the conDoubt,
sm, dogma, and that poor
assist in the holding of conventions and insti- gregations are increasin
man and probably adapted to your church -Teason assigned,or because-of unfavorable enacting her own laws. Such a change would wreck ofsectariani
g in numbers, new
a Miln, meet with” but ‘little or no
rid her of the English soldier, constabulary,
tutes,
giving
to
thein
whatever
time is not re- ones are constantly taking seats and the Suband community, and secondly, that he is weather and bad roads.
How often would and office-holder.- It would give her a ehance- favor.. A new day seems dawning for religion. quired upon our Sunday-school,
publications, bath-school is getting more earpest in its
probably obtainable for your pastorate.
such causes prevent people from attend- to be peaeeable and prosperous, and to avail
Call on him for advice and help, both of which
The Reverend Doctor L. Philetus Dobbs, of
work.
The pastor is laboring earnestly, the
Your coming pastor, not to mention ing to their usual worldly business? herself, for her own ends, of her immense natwill be ¢heerfully rendered when possible.
the National Baptist, in a recent discourse, set
house is packed to its utmost capacity Sunday
higher things which it is assumed will Slight or serious hinderances
ural advantages for commerce and maaufact5.
Figures
given in answer to the question,
an example which has been antecedently folwill not
evenings to listen to illustrated sermons, and
ures. But would Ireland act wisely were the lowed
belong to him, should be aman who makes keep the warm and faithful heart
‘ How many in your school between sixteen
by many a preacher who has never
the church hopes to reap fruit from these effrom™ opportunity offered her?
and twenty-one years of age?”
Never, so long as
a favorable impression upon a majority duty. Can we ever do too much
j
for the she listens to her present self-appointed lead- beard of the *‘ mental and moral mastodon” fact that there are comparativelyreveal the sad forts.
few of this
(i. e. the Doctor). He did justice to his subThe Worcester F. B. church bas: published
of you, and whose general character and Saviour, and the advancement
of his ers, who, be it observed, are opposed to an
class connected with
our schools;
and of a card, signed by the clerk, Geo. W. Vinton, on
.| Jeet. As for the a
ence, they had to take
faithfulness have the favorable testimony cause?
:
such concession being accepted, fearing that
care of themselves. The great speaker per- these by far the larger part are young ladies, the retirement of the Rev. A. J. Eastman for
of men who know him and in whose
it would retard the consummation of their
In other words, there are comparatively few
There is one measure which,
if more
another field of labor. * We desire to express
formed at great length his duty in taking care
judgment you confide. The first avail- generally adopted and carried
| our heart-felt thanks to him for the noble efout, would cherished idea, the complete emancipation of that the subject “did not suffer, was not slight- young men connected with our schools.
Ireland
from British rule. But would it? Is
able man who preaches for you, and in be of great benefit. We
One superintendent in answering the quesforts he has made to establish a Free Baptist
-ed or abridged.” That 7s the transcendent
refer to the
tion as to what his school most needs, answers
. Whom are combined these two requisites, Mission Committee, quoting from our Ireland to-day able to declare and maintain her important thing after all, isn’t it? When shull ly
chureh in this city, ‘We take this opportunity
we
independence? If,forthe present,Ireland would
emphatically, * Young men.”
Another says:
~you will probably do well to invite to be- Usages as given in the Treatise pp.
to acknowlege
our
affectionate regard for
18, ask no more than for a government by her own get entirely over thinking that quality showld ¢* As a geveral thing we fail to hold
the young
Bro, Eastman and wife, and to testify to the
take precedence of quantity?
come your pastor. If one comes who 19: “The Quarterly Meeting, in all people, probably she could have
it. She would
men.”
Another: * The young men nearly all interest they
have manifested in the cause of
“takes” with the majority, but who is cases, should have a mission committee of then be as free as Canada now1s to declare her.
step out.” This is a significant, solemn fact,
‘‘ Young member” inquires whether a churen
the Master while they have been with us. We
independe
not certainly known to be in the best three.
nce
whenever
she-believ
ed
her
sheuld
intergive one of its members, upon request,
that all Sunday-schéol workers need to look
* * * Itis the special duty of
feel that we can recommend them to God’s peostanding, you will, very likely,” do well this committee to institute measures to est demanded it, and she was strong enough to ,a letter of dismission, knowing that he intends squarely in the Tace. At the very age when ple,
wherever they may be ealled to labor. The
to let him go, and seek another. Or, if provide aid for feebler churches, and la- risk’the declaration. ‘It is highly probable, Joininga church of another denomination, with- young people, and especially young men, are church is united and prosperous
as a result of
however, that the great change would put her
most
out first requiring some good reason for his
exposed to temptations, and so most need
one is presented whose record and good bor to promote the spiritual interests and
their labors, and bids them an affectionate fare’
on far better terms with England, so that she
the
request.
influence
Our
understan
of
the
ding
Sunday-school,
is
that,
in
general,
they
¢ step well and God-speed.”
standing are satisfactorily attested, but general prosperity of the Quarterly MeetWe are glad to learn
would gladly be allied to the British nation.
out”, and pass largely from under Bible and
when a member asks for a letter of dismission,
of the prosperous
who fails to make, on the whole, an im- ing.
condition of the young
They. -shall attend te all calls
It is well to remember that Ireland is not the
Sabbath
the only inquiry the church can
instruction.
Sunday-school workers,
church, and expect its friends to make it in :
pression that gives assurance of useful- for advice by pastors in relation to their only country which is afflicted with apprehen- .is whether be is in sufficiently properly raise let us not be like the
old Scotch minister who
good standing to
time 4 strong and useful organization.
sive
land-lordi
sm, nor is it the only evil she
ness among you, you cannot be blamed
receive the usual letter of commendation. In said concerning a hard text: ‘eBrethren and
field of labor, and any change they may
has to overcome.
Rhode Island.
sisters, this is a bard text and difficult to be.
for letting him go and hearing another. contemplete -affecting their usefulness.
special cases, however, action should doubtless
The Rev. W. H. Bowen, D. D., presented the
understood. Let us look ‘it squarely in the
be delayed, and if any trouble exists, every
But as soon as you hear a preacher who Churches may consult this committee in
We are pleased at being able to: present to
thing should be done that can be to adjust mat- - face and pass on.” But let us look at this cause of education from a denominational
combines sufficient and satisfactory re- regard to the supply of a pastor, in re- our readers
(his wetk the interesting article
ters
and perhaps remove the request for a letter, most serious defectin our work, and then standpoint at the Roger Williams church on
commendations
(not, however, carried spect to trials, or any thing relating to by Mr. Mosher on our first page. We hope
Sunday, the 2d inst.....Dea, Anthony accomprayerfully inquire
the cause, and, having
We can give only a general reply. Advice for
around and exhibited ‘by himself) with their prosperity. Ia géheral, they are to his duties and inclination will permit him to
panied
by his entire family, and Rev. A. T.
spegial cases must, of course, be sought of found it, seek to apply the remedy.
While we
ability to impress and win you—call him! hold themselves as responsible for the favor us often.—It is a clarion note that Bro. competent persons who are acquainted with seek to bring all classes into our.schools,
Salley left for their tour to the Pacific coast
let
us
the 6th inst......The Greenwich St. church
remember especially ,the young men,
Let it the circumstances.
You will be safer in doing so than in let- progress and efficiency of the Quarterly Smith sends from the Northwest.
for
whom probably greater effort needs to be has fssued a mammoth advertising
sheet,
ting him go. At any rate, do this: call Meeting, as a pastor for his particular quicken our sluggish blood. And let both
East and West remember that our interests
‘The following has been received by us,— made in order to hold and save them than for known as The Church Helper. .....The Ol
a meeting and decide at once whether church. Aull report of their doings is are the same (rom the
neyville church and many friends of aetive and
Atlantic seaboard to the “ Dear Sir: Have we any rules laid down in the any other class.
you will invite him—yea or nay. There made at each session of the Quarterly banks of the Missouri. We must, at least, Minutes of the General Conference,or any other
self-denying Christian work mourn the death
is a growing aud already deep-seated re- Meeting ; and their acts and decisions be- hold our own in New England, and also go up publication,in regard to what course a church
of Mrs. Amarancy Paine Searle who died on
the 14th instant aged nearly 70 years. She
pugnance on the part of really able and come valid, when approved by the Quar- to possess the Land of Promise——None shall pursue when its pastor has served out Ainisters and Churches,
should fail 10 peruse the scholarly paper by the time for which he was hired, and js notidid what shecoudd. .... ©.
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] : Family

twenty?” Essie
asked anxiously
Sunday night before the picnic.

Circle.

ONE YEAR AGOTO-NIGHT.

“JI donot know,

~

Rand doubtfully.

Essie,”

‘I

the

replied

thought

OUR TEACHER.

burns in our heats.

BY MINNIE D. STUART.

Mrs.

Pri

you had

~

The sun was streaming into the windows, and the light, reflected from the

| given all your invitations and were perfectly satisfied.”
:
snow, filled the room with unwonted
. Many a vexing care, O Heart! to-night,
“I
was,
mamma,
until
to-day; but
Hast thou to ponder, thoughts of earthly
brightness. ‘What strange events hapKatie Harlowe and I came home from
things,
pened in that room!
It was the one
Sunday-scheol together to-day—she hasn't ‘room of a district school-house, and this
But Memory holdeth o'er thee one sweet light,
And hides all else behind her own white
been for several weeks before; you know bright day was the first of the term.

BY MRS. L. E. THORPE.

she is lame and can't

wings.

Ah! Memory, make it brighter, clearer still;
Hide all the bitter things of these sad years;
And oh! if I could feel that presence fill
The void, O Love, that thou hast filled with
tears!

get

out much.

I

We were called

the

worst

school

softly and tenderly.
On my way home I passed the schoolhouse and heard a voice within. I looked in,—Jack was there alone talking
with ker God.

That night the school-house was burn“ed, and Jack ? —We never heard of Rim
again; but we know that it was well

Longfellow.
AER
h

BORN

February 27, 1807—DIED March 24, 1882.

There is no death! What seems so is transition,
This life of mortal breath
Is but a suburb of the life elysian
Whose portal we call death,

in

THE
*

BOYS, READ AND HEED.

can

be:

found no taint of vice, no suggestion of a
sneer, or even a slight. at anything good. An
entire absence of all dogmatism is associated

with an almost constant perfume of religion
.
| It could hardly occur to the sympathetic read.

er of his poems to ask for his
penetrated was he, in all

all-pervading

sect crded.

So

his poems, with

the

sense of the

beauty,

Divine

Presence,

sympathy, and love,

and so

sensitive to every aspect of nature’s symbolism

YOUTH.

The slender lad grew

+o

voluminous poet, but in all “his works

ordering

with him.

asked her what she was going to do this that part of the country ; we were proud

summer. She said she should have to
stay at home.
You know she hasn't any
own folks, but lives with her uncle and
aunt, and they think her a burden.
I

epe——

Her name is spoken

to a sensitive youth,

living more within himself than with the outer
world, and undoubtedly
this extraordinary
mental introspection did much to characterize
his personal appearance.
I could see in the

and of human love, to blot out the

-children of

to literature.— Advance.

is

his brain would be as'great a loss to religion as

Many people seem to forget that character grows, that it is not something to
our pride.”
:
He ranks not with the
No teacher had yet staid a whole term, be put on ready-made with womanhood exact pictures of him tuken at twenty, forty, nations—Greek, Roman, grander bards of the
Italian,
, Eng.
except one; and he did so by shortening or manhood ; but day by day, here a lit- and later yegrs of his life, the same unvarying lish—in every age. He must be German
placed among
thought she would enjoy it so much to go the term some
Oné year ago to-night—had I but known ;features.
His face, filled with rugged lines, the minor, secondary ones, if
six weeks. We respest- tle and there a little, grows with' the
we compare him
How precious were the moments fleeting with us. She is real pretty and lady-like.
and
strengtheus with
the presents a contour of great firmness and in- with Homer, Dante, Shakespeare, Milton and
ed him more than any one who had pre- growth,
telligence. The nose is Roman rather than
Do you think Grandpa would care, mam- ceded him. =
Wordsworth, not to speak of others nearer to
Strength, until, good or bad, it becomes
I might have prayed that
they had never
Greek, with the very slightest aquiline ten- us in time or space who have hewn
ma?” and Essie stopved quite out of
out of the
The school was very large and many of almost a coat of mail. Look at that man dency. His eyes are clear,
flown ;
a
:
straightforward, living rock their shrines or vaiced at first
breath.
band
How could I know that Death was come so
the scholars were over twenty years of of business—prompt, reliable, conscien- almost proud, yet reassuring. They are rather the
Holy Ghost. Because he is so familiar ang
‘I don't think one would make much age—great broad-shouldered
nigh?
~
tious,
yet
clear-headed
and
energetic.
deeply set and shaded by overhanging ‘brows.
boys and
homelike he is so. welcome. He does not soar
[ J
difference, lissie,” replied Mrs. Rand,
girls, We jostled and tumbled gach When do you suppose he developed all In moments of lofty and inspired speech they like Emerson nor dive like Browning. He does
Sweet friend, thy face was pressed to mine
who was trying to have her child grow
When he bave an eagle-like look, thé orbs deepen and ‘not quarry nor mine. He is the ground swal. ©
other at the door, to get a ‘ look at” this those admirable qualities?
that night,
| up thoughtful and considerate for others. presuming piece of humanity
was
a
boy?
Let
us
see
how
a
boy
of ten scintillate and flash like the great bird of prey, low , dear amongus and in the mother-land,
As long we talked; nor dreamed of coming
who would
they seem to soar on into endless space, grasp- not admired and wondered
* You might be a. little more crowded, dare to curb our tempers.
woe ;
at as the eagle is,
: Years gets up in the morning, works,
ing in the talens of the mental vision things
riding up from the station.”
Thou’rt gome—to walk in fields of fadeless
plays,
studies,
and
we will tell you just unattainable to less ambitious flight. With his but more cherished and oftener in view. A
*¢ Oh, it's a womanite! We'll have her.
poet may be too high or
light,
“Oh, Ij don’t care for That! then I out soon,” said Jack Shubert.
The moods they vary, and,when calm, nothilg could effect or common esteem, deep for immediate
i what kind of a. man he will make.
And tears half blind the paths that I must
and so may have to :
really may?”
Jack was our leader in all things. He boy that is too late at breakfast, late at exceed the quietness of their expression.— wait, like Kepler in science and Platoin philx
go!
“Yes, Essie; but if you do, you must was not fond
of women and especially school, stands a poor chanceto be a “ Reminiscences of. a Poet's Life,” (in osophy, for a far-off. future. to appreciate the
try to be thoughtful of her. Take her disliked
Alas! how bitter is the thought—alone!
work which only a class feels or suspects the
lady téachers. He was a queer prompt man. The boy who neglects his preparation.)
None e’er can be to me what thou hast been;
under your special care, and. make sure
beautyof now., What Loogfellow surpasses ..
‘duties, be they ever so small, and then
HIS
EARLY
WORK.
boy,
but
we
liked
him.
But Heaven has called thee from me, O mine
that she has a pleasant time.”
all bis contemporaries in; overmatches comWe then passed into the room to get a | excuses himself by saying, ‘I forgot;I
American life was prosaic; and before it rades and fellow-artists who
:
own;
Ae
Of course I would, Mamma,” Essie
join to love and
didn’t
think!" will never be a reliable could feel the glowtof its own poetry it must delight .in him and his success,
_Unto thy rest from ail of earth and sin.
look at the ‘ womanite.” Her figure
is his broad,
said emphatically.
was rather large, and by her side lay.a man, and the boy who finds pleasure in know something of the poetry of the past. This present, instant influence, his sure striking of
My heart has questioned oft ‘that Heaven
She went around, early the next morn- crutch.
was
Mr.
Longfellow’s
first serviee to his the common chord vibrating and resoundin
But the face—we had never seen the suffering of weaker things will never
g
should take
2
ing, to give the iuvitation, which was
he was a mediator between the
through two hemispheres in the human breast,
anything like it before. Her eyes were be a noble, generous, kind’ man—é gen- countrymen;
A soul so needful and so dear to earth—
old and the new; he tramsiated the romance of his revealing
gladly accepted. Tuesday morning Mr:to the meanest capacity the
the color of the darkest violet, and they tieman.— Chrisiign Helper.
And one who would have done so much to
the past into the language of universal life. Out poetry latent in.the human soul, putting
Rand went with them to the depot, to see
into
make
had a look in them which was incomp
of the closed volume he gathered the flowers his picture gallery blacksmith
them safely started. It was a merry
and duke sailor
A sweeter life for those who know her
hensible to us; the brow was low; her
¥’| thatlay there pressed and desd and odorless; he and King, trunslatiog not only the Coplas of
A NOBLE BOY.
company ; all were in the gayest spirits,
* worth,
breathed into them the breath of life; and they
hair was of a golden brown, which curled
Don Manrique, but out of invisible ink on the
As
I
was
walking
along a street of a
anticipating
a ¢‘ splendid time.” Mr.
While, yet: my life is spared, that profits
in little short ringlets. about her head. large city, I saw an old man, who seem: bloomed and were fragrant again, He came to heart's tablets bringing out the lines written
Rand gave his little flock into the conthe past as the south winds come to the woods in the image of God, renderin
naught!
g ordinary
The mouth was too large for beauty ; her ed io be blind, walking along without in spring;
and the trees put out their leaves perience of pleasure ‘or ‘toil into strains exductor’s care for the short journey. Their
Methinks it had’ been best, if thou,
O
any
one
to
lead
him.
He
went
so
very
slowlips
were
parted
in
a
smile,
and
a
very
and
the
earth
its
tosses and the dell its wild simple as te be commonplace, ‘yet as sweet as
Grave—
pleasure and merriment aroused the inly, feeling
with his cane,
pleasant
smile it was. She was talkin;
** He's walking straight to the highest flowersto greet-bim. Each of his larger poems they are clear, composing not seldom a
Hadst taken this poor heart, while hers, so
terest of the other passengers. The hour’s
and laughing with the little ones. ©
fraught
;
*° part of the curbstone,” said I to myself. is thus the revivification of a buried past. For symphony without profundity of delicious
‘ride was all too short, but’ they were
With lowe, be left to shine o’er life’s dark
Childhood has nothingto fear; it feels ‘ And it's very high, too. I wonder if each ‘he. made patient preparation in most words, a combination of concords to the ear if
quickly reconciled. At Essie's exclamaantl’ ful
piinstaking study. “ The Golden not always an interior creation of melody
wave.
:
the warmth of true affection and will hot some one won't tell him and start him in care
the
tion, ‘“ Oh, there's: Grandpa Davis!” all
| the right direction I”
Legend * was
a fruit of that three years and a product of thought. Holding up a mirror té
keep
the
sunlight
from
the
heart.
But still, thy holy will, O God, I love,
Just
then
a
half
boy,
of
study in European life and literature. see his own face in, idealizing nature
looked eagerly out, then quickly left the
about fourteen years
sod huMiss La Rose, for that was her name,
old, who was playing near thé ‘corner, For the New England tragedies he collected a man nature,
And that thy ways are ever best, I know;
car.
legend and history, and making
left
his
playmat
My darling’s bliss is unalloyed above—
gave
us
es,
a
pleasant
ran
up
*
to
good
the
library
morning,”
old
of
over
man,
&
hundred
and
volumes,
““ Well Essie,” said Mr. Davis, * so
put his hand through the man's arm, and some rare and obsolete tomes giving including poets of us all, placing in short his poetry on
And she, pure soul, was best prepared to go.
then said quietly:
I don’t know what said,
the Quak- the level of actual life. Every stroke told his
you came up to spend your birthday wi
‘Let me lead you across the street.” ers’ account of those brave -but
cruel times. arrow hit. With conscious aim or unconscious
And yeti, my longing for her voice to-night,
grandpa, and these are your little friends. your teachers have been in the habit of By this time there were three oF four othperhaps the best illustration of both his be never missed his mark,
doing, so I want ou to tell me.”
Has bathed my pillow o’er with bitter tears,
Young men and
ers watching the boy. He not only help- But
Welcome all of you.”
method, and its value is afforded
by his maidens be poetized, psychologized with his
And her sweet angel face will ever light
This was too much for Jack Shubert ; ed him over one crossing, but. Jed him
‘“ Grandpa,” said Essie, drawing him a
The weary way of all life’s toiling years.
over another to the lower side of the “ Hiawatha.” Schoolcraft had patiently ext verse. Every latent bit of romance in all minds
he raised his voice and said solemnly,
little to one side, “do you care because
street.
Then he ran back to his play. humed the Indian legends, but to bury them be touched and stirred ‘into life. Dirge or
We pray.”
apew in books to which only the curiousin serenade, bis music
: Now this boy thought
I brought one more than the twenty? I
was for the million, the
he had only done ancient
Now
this
was
not
trae.
lore ever
turned.
A
prayer
These
,
legends
people. This like the old harper has gone not
to
the
|
man
a kindness, while I knew that he
n
never thought of Katie Harlowe,the lame
our knowledge had not been offered in a by made three other persons feel happy Longfellow studied long and deeply; not only in bodily form but ghost-like from door to door
BY WILLAMETTA A. PRESTON .
girl, until after I had asked the others.”
better and more eareful to do little in Schoolcraft, Catlin and Heckewelder, but in through the Jand, for two continents stringing
the placé for years,—in fact, not since
‘“ Care; no, child,” he replied; ‘I am
‘ Mamma, darling, did you know two
forgotten periodicals and obsolete reports; he and striking his lyre.
kindnes
ses to those about them.
The modest man, devoid
Aunt Brittlebrains died.
The three or four persons who had dwells in these legends, absorbed them, pose ofboasting, lowly, while wide, asthe
weeks Irom to-morrow is my birthday?” glad you did,” and, taking her in his
prairie,
To our surprise, she closed her eyes stopped to watch
sessed
them.
He bhad-already caught
arms, he put her in the easiest seat, and
the boy turned away
the Acadian wood or the watery main, understood
asked Essie Rand, coming in from. school
and
said
the
Lords prayer. We were’ with a tender smile on their faces ready to rhythmical language of wild and aneient his special function and singular
placed Katie by her side.
one day, early in June.
strength.—
follow the noble example he had set legends in the measures of the Flemish and Dr. Bertol.
There was room for all without crowd- startled ; it seemed as though some one
" « Yes, Essie, I have thought of it for
them.
the
I
Spauish.
knew
that I felt mere gentle
poets, When at length he gave
else was in the room.
THE
COMING END.
several days; but, I suppose, your ques- ing. Mr. Davis had just began haying,
and forgiving toward every one for many
the stories of the. American aborigines, set to
At
noon
we
conclude
d
to
let
His age was as beautiful as his manhoou and
her
stay,
and
had
come
days
for
them in the hay-cart
afterward.
tion means, have 1 planned any surprise
— Ruth Hudsom.
the music of the ancient European singers; sli
=
at least, six weeks.
his youth. That marvelous poem ** Morituri
Jack was to be abAmerica and all England began to sing. them.
for you?” looking lovingly into the dark. drawn by two black horses, with the
sent
for
that
length
of
time,
and
nothing
Within four weeks from its publication ten Salutamus ” is perhaps to-day the grandest
Oh the talk
blue eyes. ‘What would you like best easiest hay-seats possible.
'ENIGMATIO GEMS.
could be done if he were not there.
thousand
copies of“ Hiawatha ” had been sold hymn to age that was ever written. It is no
and
laughter
of
that
two
miles’
ride!
Everything relating
of anything?”
to this d
distant dream, us it was when those sounding
:
Si
We
ould
did
be
not
pirrked
particularly like our teach! vressed
“
half, Spani
a nd
within a year.a
and ry;
lhe Star in this count
‘
1.don’ know, mamma; only I wish Essie thought she had never enjoyed anylines sh
to'W.H Eastman,
flowed from his pen. He feels
bY
fifty
Th
Tee
thousand.
The work was instantly reer. There was something about her that
Its shadows, he feels that the night is drawing
we could have a pienic somewhere. The thing so. While to Katie it was some~ AMPUTATIONS.
3
printed
in
England
in
several
editions;
within
thing strangly wonderful. Then there we could not understand. Mystery is
nigh, and yet he stands strong and calm and
a few months it had appeared in Germany, in
No. 32.
i woods must be lovely now, and the city
delightful to a certain extent, but after
bold
as at first. He greets the present as he
two
translations
was
Grandma
Davis,
Aunt
Bess,
and
.=
Christian
Union.
Bebead and curtail the following words of
is so hot and dusty.”
~
:
greeted i old times the—-future. He gathers
that is reached it becomes hateful. She three letters each and then
add the remaining
‘I will see what can be done, before cousin Louis at the gate to welcome
Si
THE PROFESSOR.
from the coming on of age,
seemed to be out of our atmosphere, and letters Lo form the name of a celebrated poet.
the approaching
:
the’ eventful day comes,” replied Mrs. them.
I was so fortunate as to be in the first
»
y An animal.
night,
no signal for rest, but a pew summons
yet
strangel
y
in
it.
The
little
children
*
Now.
you
¢an
come
in
and
rest
a
little,
“section ” which Mr. Longfellow instructed
Rand. “We will have a nice time some‘
to activity. He cries:
8.
personally when he came to Cambridge in 1836.
or do any thing you please for a while, loved Miss La Rose.
4.
where.”
:
“Itistoo
late!
Ah,
nothing
is too late till tired bears
Jack was welcomed with delight on his
Perhaps I best illustrate the method of his in.
b.
‘“ What, when and where?” asked a and then we will go to the grove,” said
shall cease to palpitate.”
6.
struction when I say that I think every man in
return to school. We knew that he had
Grandma.
y
pleasant voice ; and Essie, looking up in
And so he takes up his glad work again. I
that section. would now say that he was on
plan
me
on hand, thoughhe did not | 8.
‘Katie ought to rest a while,” Essie | so
surprise, saw her father. in the doorway.
intimate terms with Mr. Longfellow. We are think some of his‘sweetest and, deepest songs
Single.
9.
tell
us.
We
never
dared
go too far with
whispered to her aunt, * but I would like
all nearly sixty now, but I think that every
10. A conjunction.
date from this late period, such as the poem to
She was quickly at his side.
*
Jack.
11: A kind of grain.
ore in the section would expect to have Mr.
Tennyson,~thit chivalrous greeting from. one
‘ Why, papa, I thought you wouldn't to show the others around a little if she
serpent.
poisonou
A
13,
s
That afternoon Jack tripped three small
Longfellow recognize him, snd would enter
wouldn’t miss me.” “I will take care
knightof song ‘to unother,—and that tender
13. A plaything.
be home till night.”
into familiatatk
‘boys, smashed a window glass and, takr with him if théy met. From
message that he sent to Lowell acroés the seas
:
14. To finish.
that
she
does
not,”
replied
her
aunt.
‘‘ My business did not take as long as
the first, he chose to take with us the relation
in the * Elmwood
ing a piece, he aimed it at a boy with
Herons.” There comes
I expected. What was the nice time “ Katie was soon resting quietly on the
of a personal friend a few years older than
even a little playfulness, such as there is not
we
CHARADES.
whom
he
had
a
sofa,
quarrel
and
Grandma
.
F
ortunat
Davis,
as
ely
they
it
all callyou thought you could have somewhere?”
were.—Rev. E. E. Hale.
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sweetness that was inexpressibly winning.
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picnic;
yet she refrained from mention:

ing it to her little friends until the last
Mr. and Mrs. Rand, although not rich,

I do thank you so much for asking me

to

come with you! This has been the happiest day of my life.”

they lived, although
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not
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our large cities. It was rather a large
village; yet Medway and ‘Grandpa's
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The dishonest man gives no more light

in the world than a tallow candle, and
when he dies he leaves as bad an odor
behind him.
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child, was much petted and indulged, ther, who had mounted his horse for a
yetby no means spoiled. Elville, where journey, “ Good-bye, papa: I love you her under the soft snow.

thirty miles long !” A little sister quickly added, “Good-bye, dear papa: you
will never ride to the end of my love!”
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Mr. Longfellow was one of the most delight
ful and
creditable * products of Christian
civilization our country has seen. He was: a

Just where the sky to the vision falls.

Then tull softly it passed from sight,
Away o’er the offing’s distant bar,
Faded midst the streamers of Hight
Shot down from the sun-god’s dazzling car.

Rivers of gold in the western sky,
Reflexes of the heavenly dawn,
Lingera space before the eye, |
And suddenly with a flash are gone.

Night with itéshadows*b'er the lana
Sweeps fearfully with ts somber
Heaven summons its angel bands

wings,

And the pearly gale on its hinges swings.

Whilé the erystal waters of its bay
Beckon the wandering vessel white,
‘Which enters just at the dying day,

And floats transformed *mid clouds of )iglit.
~D.
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and bless their memory, and we trust to be
saved through their teaching and piety at
home.
Being some
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Meadows, the place where the first F. B.
church in Owego was organized, and again
moving before the Warren church was formed,
he was not formerly connected with our peo-
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covery.” By druggists. '
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It is said the only obstacle in the way of transporting live hogs irom this coun
0 England is
the difficulty of feeding them on t
assage. Why
not feed them from the trough of the sea.
Tommy asked his mother if the school teacher’s
fernle was a piece of the board of education.—
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dren, and all but one still
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Northern Penn. to seek homes for themselves
in an almost unbroken wilderness.
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Mitchell,—Robert Mitchell died in Monroe,
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Nov. 18, 1792, was converted May 22, 1814 was
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she

sia, Herkimer Co., N. Y.
When her father,
Helon Norton, moved there it was a vast wil.derness, and the red men of the forest were often seen, and were his associates at times.
In
F.

1841, was baptized by Eld.

B.

church

and,

Padden.

is greatly

missed

by

the

children,

community

In 1843

she was united in marriage to N. Williams.
The results of her union with Bro. W. was
one daughter with whom she lived at the

joyed. She was also deeply interested in the
Sabbath-school,
and, until her health forbade,

winning disposition

been an invalid, confined mostly

time of

her death,

Sister

and

W. had

all

who

a kindly,

formed

her

acquaintance loved and esteemed her. She was

disease
health of the whole system, and that

Her long continued affliction was borne patiently, and near, the closing scene of her life,
she manifested more than usual resignation to
the divine will, either to live or to die, having
#n abidiog faith in God’s promises, and a glorious hope of immortality.
During the last
few days of her life, when strength permitted,
she conversed calmly and freely about her
final departure, giving advice to her family
and friends, making arrangements in hér temwick, Me., Feb, 23,.aged 71 years. She was poral affairs, and exhorting those present to
ive right and meet her in heaven, waiting, alfor many years an active member of the F. B.
most anxiously for the hour of her final rechurch in B. and endeavored to live a consist.
ent Christian life, Seven years ago she was
lease from earth and her flight to her long
called to part with her companion, also a delooked for happy home in heaven.
Her end
voted Christian.
Death has
united ber to
was one of holy triumph, convincing all who
heard her testimonies, of the ‘vulue of the
him again. Herd Jast days were especially
Her diary which she
Christian religion in a dying hour. The funmarked by devotion.
Heavher
to
prayer
4
with
é
ral services took place at the F. B. church in
closed
kept, often
She leaves to mourn their loss a, Rutland, conducted by the writer, after which
enly Father,
son, daughter, and u large circle of friends
the remains of our dear sister were conveyed
G.0.W.
_to the cemetery in the vicinity of the village
to await the resurrection of the just.
Young.—Diédin Sotith Hancock, Me.. Feb.
Jas. W. MARTIN..
9G, Mrs. Amantha S., wife of Rufus H. Young.
Her death was sudden and unexpected.
Her
Miller.—Died in Oelwein, Iowa, March 1,
disease, pneumonias, did its work speedily.
Susan, wife of H. Miller, aged 69 years.
SisShe was not considered dangerously
ill by
ter M. was converted at the ES age of 12
either friends or physician, until a few hours
years, and united with the ¥. B. church in
before her departure.
But death found ber
Madison Co., N.Y.
She has been a faithful
ready to go. Although she bad a pleasant
Christian all her life. She united with the
home, and an interesting family, she gave
Oelwein church at its organization and contin‘them all up readily in submission to her
ued her relation till death. She leaves a hus-

an example of piety and her influence was always upon the side of Christ. Many
mourn
their loss, yet while we mourn, the comforting thought comes to our hearts that she
now rests where the weary find repose in the
paradise of God.
she leaves one daughter and
a number of brothers and sisters,
J.J. ALLEN.
Hunt.~Sister Sarah Hunt died in Bruns-

:
her he art | band and five children to-mourn.

Heavenly Father's will. She gave

to God, and united with the 2d Hancock F. B.
church about four years ago, and has honored
her profession ever since by ber Christian life.
She loved the cause of God, and in her testimonies in the social and conference meetings,
she always expressed an earnest desire to be
She
in her Master's service.
more faithful
influ.
seemed to be under the quickening
ence of the Holy Spirit duribg the past. winters

She was always ready to stand as a witness for

She was conthat cause she loved so dearly.
scious to the last, and jo the short time she

had, she made all the arrangements about her
family affairs, and her funeral. She pleaded ear-

nestly with her family to be prepared to meet
her on the other shore, where parting is not
known. As the veil began to fall, the glories of
her Heavenly Home seemed to open to her
view. She remarked, that the angelic host were
hovering round to convoy her spirit home. Rev.
C. B. Woodcock of Phillips conducted the funeral services, and made some remarks from
the traveling was
Although
Psalms 8:4.
very bad, the church was filled with sympathizing friends, who came to pay their last
the esShe commanded
tribute of respect.
teem of all who knew her. She leaves a kind
husband, and threé children (two sons and a
The church to
daughter) to mourn their loss.
which she belonged and the community feel

their loss, but rejoice

that

loss

their

is her

0. W.Y.
gain.
Lougee.—Hannah, widow of the late Dea.
Charles Lougee of Lyndon, Vt., died March 7,
Her native place
aged 87 years and 5 months,
was Sanbornton, N. H,, but she had lived in
Lyndon and Sheflield, for more than 40 years.
In early life she indulged hope in Christ and
maintained her Christian profession until reShe had a family
moved to the church above,
of & children, 3 had preceded her to the better
In her declining years she received
country.
the kind attentions of her. surviving children.
wants
{t was their pleasure to anticipate her
and show their regard to one greatly beloved.
rests
Israel
in
In her death, another mother

Services by

§

from ber labors.

the

writer, as-

sisted by Rev. E. Owen.
Briant.—Laura A., wife of Bro. James Briant, of Lyndon, Vt., died March 2, aged nearly
¢3 years. When 15 years of age, she commenand continued faithful unlife, n
_ ced the Christia
til the Master called from labor to reward. She
was true and devoted, and enjoyed the esteem

and confidence of her neighbors and

friends.

a
She loved the church, of which she had been
the sermember for many years, and regarded
favor.
vices of the sanctuary with Special

coinSays a local paper’ “+ Tt was a singular
to a day, Mr.
cidence that twenty years before
Briant, should
same preacher

from the same place, with the
to officiate, have burried his

two only children.”

May grace sustain

and

mother,
comfort the bereaved companion, aged
n.
and surviving sisters in their deep afflictio E.
Rev.
Services by the writer, assisted by
SON.
HENDER
M. C.
Owen, pastor.

Luther—Page.—Sister

F.

Emma

Luther

summer of 1876)

sisters who
met with a

have
reat

Among

loss.

the

Her

persons

present

at her funeral

na 8. Page.
was her brother’s wife, Mrs. Melvi Mus. P. as
d
The same fatal disease had marke
March 5
its victim and on Monday morning,She was 30
she answered the roll call above.

age.
rs
yeaof

Thus Bro, Harlan A. Page

been called, in about two weeks,
Sister P. was
sister and wife.
Christian, modest and retiring in
persistent
and
but determined
She seemed aware of her
right.

has

give up
“tor
an earnest
her manner,
in doing the
approaching

so

ery

family medicine

bad that they

agent.

ting

dragging

paper, so cheap

(Sot:
IY
and be con¥inoed;
Send for color wanted
AR DSON & €O., Burlington, Vt.
Ble STON

: KIDNEY-WORT
IS A SURE ntsCURE
and for all

years ago, since which time he has been

;

.

in

follows: * Mrs. M

From

what

I

have myself experienced and from what I
know of the effect of Compound Oxygen .in
new remedy is
others, I am satisfied that this
Your son,
one of remarkable curative power.
I think, ‘can hardly fail to’ receive benefit.

Others as badly diseased, aud suffering for
many years, have been cured, or greatly relieved, by this Treatment, as you will see by
Drs, Starkey & Palen’s Report of Cases

I, am

"Freatise

well

on

assured

are

Compound

authentic,”

Oxygeh,

which

Our

containing

large reports of cases and full information,
Drs~Starkey & Palen, 1109 and
sent free.
1111 Girard Street, Philadelphia, Pa,

menced using your pills, in 1868, that my friends
and pliysicians despired of my life. I have been
cured by your pills, and now enjoy comfortable

Northern Illinois, Iowa, Dakota
Wyoming, Ne| braska, California, Oregon, Arizoha,
Utah, Colorado, 1daho, Montana,
Nevada, and for

Never-Failing

Cure

One

peculiari-

b for $1.00.

Price 25 cents

Council

Address all orders

per

to the pre-

SALT

Me.

Cedar

1y35

‘ORGANS, 27 Stops, 10 Set Reeds

1]

LEADVILLE,

LAKE,

SAN FRANCISCO,

Deadwood,

DR. D. DYER, & SON,
Burnham
Waldo Co. Maine.

Augusta,

Bluffs, Omaha,

DENVER,

BE
TTY
only $90.
Pianos $126—up.
Rare
Holiday
Inducements Ready.
Write or call on
BEATTY, Washington, N. J.
52t10

Sieux City,

Rapias, Des Moines,

ilwaukee,

Columbus,

the Ter¥ilories and the

Green

Bay,

West.

Oshkosh,

and

all

Also, for

Sheboygan,

Marquette, Fond du Lac, Watertown, Houghton,
Neenah, Menasha, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Huron,
Volga, Fargo, 0 Bismark, Winona, LaCrosse, Owatonna,and all points in Minnesota, Dakota, Wisconsin and the Northwest.

At Council
Blufts the: Trains of the Chicago &
North-Westerh
and thé U. P. Ry’s depart from, arrive at, and use the same joint Union Depot.
At Chicago, close eonnections
are
made with
the Lake Shore, Michigan Central, Baltimore &

S.

M.

PETTENGILL

New

York,

&

CO.,

37

Ohio, Ft. Wayne and Pennsylvania,

Park

are our Agents, and

are

au-

and Chicago

& Grand Trunk Ry’s, and the Kankakee
Handle Routes.
:

and

Pan

Close connections made at Junction Points.

n
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WHO

No family should be without a bottle of it
:

for a single hour.

From the Cincinnati Dispatch:
We have seen its magic

effects, and know

it,to be a good article.
From I. 8. Potter, U. 8. Consul at Crefeld,
Rhenish Prussia:

After long years of use, I am satisfied it

is positively efficient as a healing remedy
+ tor wounds, bruises, and sprains.

DAVIS
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\

CEOCRAP HY OF THIS COUNTRY,
THIS MAP, THAT THE

UNACQUAINTED WITH THE
SEE BY EXAMINING

FT
NAT
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SC

WILL
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~

Dy]
SN,
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J he T'ems=
St., Chicago.

MANUFACTURERS

OF

NAS

PIPE

eb]

Tt

Ga., says:

itis a panacea for all bruises and burns.

In forty years’ use it never has fatled me.

W.W. Lum, Nicholville, N. Y., says:

CHICAGO, ROCK
It

SS

me
AR

CS

a

A \ PR

ISLAND & PACIFIC R'Y,
of its unrivaled geo~
East, Northeast and

Northwest and Southwest.

strictly true,

that

its connections

are all of the principal lines

of road between the Atlantic and the Pacific.
:
Qttawa,,
By its main line and branches it réaches Chicago, Joliet, Peoria
La Salle, Geneseo, Moline and Rock Island, in Illinois; Davenport, Musgatine,
Washington, Keokuk, Knoxville, Oskaloosa, Fairfield, Des Moines, West Liberty,
lowa City, Atlantic, Avoca, Audubon, Harlan, Guthrie Center and Council Bluffs,
in lowa; Gallatin, Trenton, Cameron and Kansas City, in Missouri, and Leaven~
worth and Atchison in Kansas, and the hundreds of cities, villages and towns:
Intermediate. The

As it Is familiarly called, offers to.travelers all the advantages and comforts
Incident to a smooth track, safe bridges, Union Depots at all connecting points,
Fast Express Trains, composed of COMMODIOUS, WELL VENTILATED, WELL
HEATED, FINELY UPHOLSTERED and ELEGANT DAY COACHES; a line of the
MOST MACNIFICENT HORTON RECLINING CHAIR CARS ever built; PULLMAN'S
latest designed and handsomest PALACE SLEEPING CARS, and DINING CARS
that are acknowledged by press and people to be the FINEST RUN UPON ANY
ROAD IN THE COUNTRY, and in which superior meals are served to travelers a
the low rate of SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS EACH.
h
THREE TRAINS each way between CHICACO and the MISSOURI RIVER.
TWO TRAINS each way between CHICAGO and MINNEAPOLIS and ST. PAUL,
via the famous

ALBERT

)

like magic.
J. W.Dee says:
For sealds and burns it has no equal.

Providence,

is literally and

H

:

: a

he

I use your PAIN KILLER frequently.
It
relieves pain and soreness,
and heals wounds

Proprietors,

SO

a

“GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,”

From R.W. Adams, 8aco, Me.:
It gave me immediate relief.
R. Lewis says
!

& SON,

S

SAS CITY oN,

Scutheast, and the West,

stands unrivaled.
.

W.W. Sharper, Valdosta,

:

=

Being the Great Central Line, affords to travelers, by reason
graphical position, the shortest and best route between the

For forty years it has been in
PERRY DAVIS’ PAIN KILLER 18 not anew untried remedy.
constant use; and those who have used it the longest are its best friends.
ivery
family
should
have a bottle ready for
Its success 1s entirely because of its merit.
of the
)
Much pdin and heavy doctors’ bills may often be saved by prompt application
use.
of a child. Try it
hands
the
in
Paty KILLER. Unlike most medicines, it 18 perfectly safe even
Your diuggist has it at 25¢. H0e¢., and ®1.00
once thoroughly, and it will
prove. its value.

PERR

IS

them.

for Burns, Scalds, Bruises, Cuts, Sores, etc.

it 18 the most effectual remedy we know of.

per bottle.

"They work like a *tharm.

ty in them is, a continued use requires a less dose.
With thankfulness I remain yours,

By Rev. C. G. Finney, D. D.
A Distinguished Author, Noted Preacher, and
late President of Oberlin College, Ohio.
He renounced
Masonry soon after his conversion to.
Christ.
Messrs. E. A, COOK & CO., 13 Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, 111, Price in Paper covers 35
cents.,
eo 33
They also keep a full assortment of Anti-Mason-

LEAD

Editor of the St. John (N. B.) News, says:
In flesh wounds, aches, pains, sores, etc,,

,

!

FREEMASONRY
EXPOSED!

After forty yyears of ; trial, PERRY’ DAVIS’ PAIN KILLER
is safe! It acts immediately! It never fails!

: In reply to

your favor, I will state that the the testimonial
to which you refer is genuine,

buys

PAIN KILLER

favor of Compound Oxygen we had published,
asking if these printed testimonials were true.
1880, as

collection

. VEGETABLE

whose son was

testimonials

KNEE
DEEP.’.

PERRY DAVIS’

A Strong Endorsement.
of our old patients, whose

RAILWAY

:
Wi
—OF THE
WEST AND NORTHWEST

rates.

LEAD.
SHEET
NARROW
AND
SALEM, MASS.
ST BANK A, BROWN, Treas.
15

KIDNEY-WORT:

A

LEADING

is

thorized to contract for advertizing at our lowest

November, 1881, for the purpose of

penny

AND

FAIL NOT TO TRY IT,
PRICE $1. SOLD BY DRUCGCISTS.

Fairfield Journal.

A lady residing in Georgia,

BEST

EQUIPPED | and hence the

[1

of live temperance workers wanted.
perance Kevolution, 148 Madison

4

remedy you need.

-

AY

BEST CONSTRUCTED

It is the short and best route between Chieago and
all points in_

Row,

PURE WHITE LEAD,

suffering from malaria, Kidney-Wort is the
.

ually sinking, Mr. Cilley was a member, and
one of the prinsipal supporters, of the F. B.
church in this village, and was a good -eitizen
and kind friend. The funeral occurred Monday, Rev. Mr. Munger, officiating,

complete, in

icago.

From a Deacon at Madison Bridge: DR. DYER—
DEAR SIR: =I have used your Golden Ointment
for piles and your pills. Iwas so low when I com-

health.

|

& North-Western

Is the OLDEST!

desire

EARLE,

;

RAI

(Park St., F. B. Church,) No, 40, So. Winter 8t.,
Providence, R. I.

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,

nt
It has specific action on this most importa
organ, enabling it to tarow off torpidity and
of
inaction, stimulating the healthy secretion
free
the Bile, and hy keeping the bowels in
e.
discharg
regular
its
g
condition, effectin
ted, or
If you are bilious, dyspeptic, constipa

grad-

Chicago

I

My, address

DEA. THOMAS. G.

jt

&

—)THE(—

1yl

diseases of the

two

about

the firm

retired from

health, he

as follows,

refuse

Chicago

ic Books, and publish the Christian Cynosure, a
16.page weekly paper opposed to secret societies.

for all Kidney Complai

dead that die in the Lord, &ec. Rev. 14: 13.
E. E. CARTWRIGHT,
Cilley.—Mr. Wm. Cilley, an old and respected citizen of our village, died Saturday
probably March 25] after u prolonged illness.
ir. Cilley was born in Buckfield, Me., in 1800,
and consequently was nearly 82 years old at
He moved to this town
the time of his death.
some 30 years ago, where he has since resided.
For a number of years, he was au active member of the firm of J. A. Cilley and Co., manufacturer of furniture, in which business he
amassed a competency.
On account of failing

a

the

;

;

with

over

AeccommodaIf you wish the Best Travellin
tions you will buy
your tickets
this route,
NONE
OTHER.
$2. AND WILL T.
All Ticket Agents sell Tickets by this Line.
MARVIN HUGHITT, 2d V. P. &Gen’l
Tr,

A YEAR and expenses to agents.
Outfit free. Address P. O. Vick=

= ~ AND NOT"
WEAR OUT.

WATCH
ANY
hmak
By

cured.

your Tickets, and

North-Western Railway.

oints in

was
and supopening up avenues of general distribution Thiry-six
plyinga suitable temperance literature. free. Furcolumn catalogue of goods and methods
kinds); Dolnishes monthly papers at 5 cts. a year (18
Plans for sowing whole towns
lar books for b cts.
for a Song.
round,
« knee-deep,” regularly the year
and weekly
Band of Hop goods, including library
Names

:KIDNEY-WORT :
- a MEDIAMOND

Text: Blessed are the

Jackson of Varysburg.,

entirely

Examine

to buy if they do not read

mail, 80 ots. Circulars
SOLD rei MMAKSTSOH & GO., 38 Dey St.,N.X

PRICE $1. SOLD BY DRUGGISTS.

of age and united with the F. B. church and
She
has remained a faithful member since.
She leaves n husband
died trusting in Jesus.
and seven children to mourn her departure.
services conducted by Rev. Daniel
Funeral

I am

communicate with me ean do so.

prietors,
22

12t13 ous 21t

CY
TT

via this road.

for sev.

intense that

that other sufferers like myself may be benefitted
in like manner. Any person who may wish.to

box.

to sel
EVERYWHERE
the best Family HnitWill HHA of
ever invented.

and TOE

Pullman Sleepers on all Night Trains
Insist upon Ticket Agents selling you Tickets

EDSON DUNTON.

20 minutes. It will also knit a great variety of fancywork for which there is always a ready market. Send
for circular and terms to the Twombly Knitting
Machine Co., 409 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

speedily yield to its curative power.

years

religion at ten

Machine

CHICAGO. and COUNCIL BLUFFS.

Nov. 4, 1881.

them to every one.

or reward from any one, and only

WANTED

stockings, with HEEL

PROVED

dust or ropy deposits, and dull

that did all they could, but all to no avail. Mrs.
C. was born in Leroy, Genesee Co., N. Y.

that

ery,

organized

kindly cared for with willing hearts and hands
She experienced

-

1yl

eedily overcome the disease and re
healthy action.
:
Incontinence or retention of Urine, b

Cartwright.—Mrs. C. J. Cartwright died of

feel

running

BETWEEN

N. B. The above recommendation is voluntary
and of my own free will, without any solicitation

VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati, 0-

inflamation of the langs, March 19, at the residence of her brother in Johnsonsburg, Wyoming Co., N.Y.
She was called to the bedside |
of her daughter in Batavia, who was very sick
with pneumonia.
Upon her way there she
sapest,
caught a cold and it settled upon her lungs.
After~a stay of three days, she felt anxpackage w
ever
fous to get-home, and reached her brother’s in
goods shad any 15 or 25 ct. dye fabric
cl
or fancy
any
J. and could
get no
further. - She
was
colors, Any one can color

1817.

months, and

Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches,
Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, ete, FULLY
WARRANTED.
Catalogue sent Free.

AGENTS

your

Claim for them.”

.). Melvin Village, N.

At times the pain was so

would recommend

The Temperance Revolution Pu blishing House

The only words

recommending

LINE

Pullman Hotel Dining Cars

says,

once.
Haye, up to this time, taken, perhaps,
three twenty-five cent boxes, and feel that I am
free as people in general from headache.
Have
not had one of those raving headaches for several

the children

TEMPERANCE

of complaint he spoke as
nversed with him
a few
days before
he passed away were,
“ I'am tired, and want to rest” May God give
him rest.
A. T. WORDEN.

in

ge

Me.,

I had thoughts of a resort to suicide to get rid of
my sufferings, but about sixteen months ago, I accidentally found a box of Jour pills and commenced to use them immediately, and found relief at

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY.

Sarsaparilla

BEEN

pleasure

pills, for they do more than 1300

eral Fuh

Particulars given on application.

that 1 con1 used one

"KIDNEY WORT :
HAS

great

Hallewell,

Sample packages free to all.

Is sold by druggists. Price $1, or six for $5.
Prepared I'v C. I. HOOD & Co., Lowell, Mass.

Otsego
Day,

“| take

(Cong.)

%,
oo

Itis the ONLY

TESTIMONIALS.
Rev. A. Ridlon,

DR. D. D. DYER & SoN.—Dear Sirs:
1 have béen subjectto chronic headache

WAINE.

When

OMAR,
oe”
|

Pill.

PROVIDENCE,

get a slight cold, and are threatened with fever, a few doses will set them. right. In m
own case I use it, and think it the best medicine I ever took for bronchial difficulty and
constipation, which has become chronic and
stubborn; but I think the Syrup will finally
cure me.
WILLIAM McPHERSON,
Agents ‘wanted for the sale of the Indian Blood
Byrup in.every town or village, in which I have no

crack

that I
course
I com(in the

truly

Hood’s

known.

Liver

H., writes,
* Your pills give the best of satisfac
tion, Please send me 40 boxes.

Manchester, N. H.
This is to certify that I have used Dr. Clark
Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup in my family
for the past two years, and consider it the best

yours,
...
RLS. S. 8. MOODY,
No. 75 Broadway.
15, 1878.
Lowell, Mass., Jan. ——
i
:
;
y

JOSEPH

have

They are the

Mandrake

Rev. 8. P. Fernald,

‘Mgrs. H. KNOWLTON.

much benent as 1 Jive I am,
:

P. PICKERING.

fore I took your medicine.

box of Hood’s Olive Ointment, to relieve the
itching. Hoping many othets may learn the
value of Hood’s Sarsaparilla ‘and receive as

Among them was T. 8. Arthur, the wellknown author, who replied to her June 17th,

pressed with severe
full assurance of vieag vol
idan a
lea
e ee
.
throneEY

they were

chap,

benefited me so much
first bottle
tinued taking it till I was cured

into the daily

there when
friendship
trials, She died in the
family,
meet her H ‘around t he

dry,

Great

I never knew a well day be-

:

of 40 Years’ Continuance

been Cured ty Them.

Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N, H.
I had a very Weak Stomach and was unable
to attendto my work, as I could not eat to
keep up my strength. I purchased some of
Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, and
was .greatly henefited by its use. I recom-

discharged, and I was obliged to keep them
was
bandaged with linen cloths, The skin
so tight by the heat of the disease
drawn
open
craek
would
that it 1 stooped over hey
he
bring tears into my eyes
and actually

threatened with consumption, wrote to several

proving her

become

Headaches

Dr.

surprise, it

mend it to be a reliable remedy.

open, bleed and itch intensely, sO
could not help scratching, which of
time
At the
made them worse.
menced taking Hood's Sarsaparilla

eb.
died of pneumonia m Olneyville, hohe A
e Was a
d 42 years.
18
with her

taking Christ
Mivtont Christian,
walks of life, and

would

skin

The

aged
eighty-eight years. The age of Bro.
Day appears to be the only cause of His death.”
He had been gradaally failing during the last
four years.
His resignation to God’s will and
his fortitude were fine lessons to his children
and neighbors.
His faith‘never seemed to fail
him, but as he neared death his hope became
brighter.
Mr: Day was a native of Dalton,
Mass., and came to this place with his parents
in 1801,
Here he has amassed a competency
and notwithstanding his generosity, has left a
competency
to his son, Ira Day
and his
home to his wife. Mr. Day will be missed as he has always been a generous sup-

porter of the good and right.

of preoccur
usefulwe are
all decaused

Messrs. C. I. Hoop & Co., Lowell, Mass.
from
Gentlemen—I was a great sufferer years
Salt-Rheum on my limbs, for a dozen which
at
1876,
of
- previous to the summer
ime 1 was cured by Hood's Sarsaparilla.

The elfureb

Flats,
Flavel

;

. Why Suffer with Salt-Rheum 2

has met with a great loss, but it is her eternal
gain.
I. W. DREW.

Day.—Died at Burlington
Co.
N._
Y.,
March
16,

troubled since.

“purities Trom it, as HOOD'S SARSAPARILLA

undoubtedly does, must be the means
venting many diseases that would
without its use; hence the field of its
-+pess is quite an extended one, it and
for:
warranted in recommending
rangements of the system which are
by an unnatural state of the blood.

try

Fisherville, Merrimack Co., N. H.
I have used Dr. Clark Johnson's Indian
Blood Syrup for Rheumatism, Neuralgia, and
Liver
Complaint,
and
have
never
been

ing
nature is trying to remove the disturb
ion
cause, we are naturally led to the conclus
that gives life and vigor to
t
a remedy
tha
the blood, eradicates scrofula and other im-

to her room.

but,to my

EPHRIAM

‘of various: kinds is often only the sign that

was a regular teacher and one of the officers.
During the last four years of her life, she has

to

soon made a
great change
in my appetite and
Strength,and I have had no sickness since. I
cheerfully recommend the medicine to old and”
young, for purifying the Blood.

vitality of the blood depend the vigor and

prayer and praise, and while her health and
strength permitted, she was a constant attend.
ant on public worship, which she greatly en-

in

I had little faith in it;

that HooD’Ss SARSAPARILLA will cure everyand
thing, but the fact thaton the purity

in

which she lived, Her memiory will be cherished by many a F. B. minister who, when
weary and hungry, always found a hearty
welcome at her house. She loved the place of

early life sister W. gave her heart to the Savjour and herselfto the

WE DO NOT CLAIM

and an earnest sympathizing friend. Beside the

of Rus,

I concluded

Liver

R. 1.,

January

LEA

ROUTE.

|, 1882, a new line will be opened, via Seneca and Kankakee, between

‘Newport News, Richmond, Cincinnati, Indianapolis and La Fayette, and Council
Bluffs, St. Paul, Minneapolis and intermediate points.
All Through Passengers carried on Fast Express Trains.

For more detailed information, see Maps and Folders, which may be obtained, as

well as Tickets, at all principal Ticket Officesin the United States and Canada, or of

R. R. CABLE,

Vice-Pres't & Gen’l
wv

‘

E. ST. JOHN,
Manager,

CHICACO.
[J

—

Williams.—Died in New York City, Jan.
26, of pleurisy, Mrs. Lydia Williams, 67 years of

no appetite.

Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, although

and

Pills.

Br

MRS. M. BENNETT,

reaved friends.

with

Dyspeptic

Cen'l T'k’t & Paes'r Ag'te
Re

her memory
May
er as her end approached.
ever be a benediction on the hearts of the be-

Headache

Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
In 1877 I had an abscess on my
Breast, and
being 70 years old, I was entirely
prostrated,

ee

of faith in Christ, was baptized Feb. 28, 1850,
by Rev. Job Kettle, and united. with the First had in either dry or liquid form, and in_ either
a¢-"
in" nt
Alexander F. B. church, Athens Co., O., of way is_alwavs prompt and efficie
which she remained a member till her remov-, tion.— New Bedford Standford.
al to Rutland when she became a. member of:
the F. B. church in that place. Sister B. was
a devoted wife, a kind snd affectionate mother,

grave no victory, . Her social nature made her
many friends and her maternal heart bound
them closely to herself. Her faith grew bright-

f
I

}
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" AT HOME.

' TUESDAY, APRIL £.——Fire'at Stockton, Cal.,
caused a Joss of $200,000.—A severe storm
damaged
buildings at Ocean Bench, Otean
Grove, Point Pleasant and Tom’s River, N. J.
——A riot was caused at Rocheport, Mo., by
drunken negroes, and several
persons-were
wounded.——President Arthur sends to Congress a veto of the Chinese bill.——Secretary
Folger issues a call for $15,000,000 of bonds.
——dJohn J. Piatt, of Ohio, is nominated to be
United States Consul at Cork.——Fire causes
a loss at Hopkinton, Mass., of $350,000, and a
loss at Pittsburg, Penn., of $125,000.
:

WEDNESDAY.

APRIL

5.—The

President

has nominated James R. Partridge, of Md., to
be Minister to Peru.——Walter Roundtree, a

student at the University of Ga., was murdered
on Tuesday

night

by

two negroes, and

great

excitement exists at Athens in conseyuence.
Several

manufacturing jewelers at

Attleboro’,

Mass. , are burned out, reported loss over $200.

000.——The State election in R. I. results in
the complete success of the: Republican ticket,

Farm and Frome,

The summer term of Bates
Theolugical
School begins April #2. Of the Senior Class,
F. E. Briggs
and G. O. Wiggin spent the
vacation in New Hampshire; J. R. Franklin,
L. C. Graves, A. T. Hillman, A. L. Morey and
G. N. Musgrove labored with their respective
churches in Gorham, Jay, Lisbon, Gray and
Greene.
Mr. Minard of the Middle Class is with his
church in Gardiner. Mr. Churchill of the same
class is with bis church in Richmond.
Under
his faithful labors during the year twenty huve

been added to this church

“ Dan,” said a little four-year-old, ‘give me
sixpence to buy a monkey.”
* We've got one

and. the interest

is

monkey
brother.

fellow.

FARMERS SHOULD KEEP ACCOUNTS.
What would be thought of the merchant who

in Garland.

rR.

TUESDAY,

APRIL

” Mr. Trescott

the end of the year was unable to tell whether ‘he
had gained or lost in his business operations?
Every farmer would

condemn

such

rhanagement

on the part of the merchant, yet very few farmers
keep any account of their own financial transactions, and it is almost impossible for them to ascertain whether they have gained or lost during
any year. They cannot tell jost how much the
products spld from them have amounted to. Few
tarmers aie able to determine exactly whether or

and

showed

the amount expended

given off when

4.——It

is reported

has withdrawn

tbat

the offer of the

good offices of the U.S. in the peace negotiations between Chili and Peru.——Sara Bernbardt is married in London to M.-Damala, a
Greek.——A rebellion is reported’in Corea.”

WEDNESDAY,

APRIL

H5.—It

is

thought

that the railway between Moscow aad St. Petersburg has been mined in several places.—
The condition of affairs in Ireland is causing
grave anxiety in England.—Tbe
Porte is
alarmed by the advance of French troops toward the Tripolitan frontier.
THURSDAY, APRIL 6.——The-police made
an extensive seizure of arms at Dublin.—
Prince Bismarck’s physicians recommend that

and

received,

he take a long

rest.—Large

grants are leaving England

famine

is reported

numbers

of

emi-

for America.——-A

in Zululand.——It

is re-

ported that Sweden bas engaged to invade FinJand in the event of war between Russia and
Germany.
:
FRIDAY, APRIL 7.
A renewal of the out”
breaks aguinst the Jews is imminent at Warsaw, and in.consequence the Government hus
ordered ali shops in the city closed, and great
military precautions are being taken.——The
French forces in North Africa have defeated.
Bou Amena, either killing or capturing nearly
all of his troeps+
SATURDAY, APRIL 8. — Owing to shattered
health and advancing years, Prince Gortsch:koff, at bis own request, has been relieved of
the functions of minister of foreign affairs by
the Czar of Russia.
A--large number of
houses belonging to Jews have been destroyed

by 8 mob near Ananieff, Russia.

MONDAY, APRIL 10.——There was an unconfirmed rumor at Shanghai on the 4th ultimo
that the Emperor of China was dead.——Bullfighting has been prohibited in the city of Vera
Cruz, Mexico.——The Mexican Government
has deposited $112,000 in the national loan office at the city of Mexico, as an installment toward the payment of the American debt.
Cengress.

:

During the past week the House has been
debating the Army bill, whieh, if passed, will
provide for the compulsory retirement of army
officers when they arrive at the age of sixtytwo years. This would force into immediate
retirement
Generals Sherman and McDowell, Chief Engineer Wright, and Cols, Benham,
McComb, Newton ‘and. Thom.
Gen. Pope
would be retired in a few months and Gen.
Hancock in about two years.
Generals Sherman, Sheridan and Hancock
all testified before the Com. that they believed
the best interests of the army would thus be
subserved.
Atter. the vetoed Chinese bill was returned
to the Senate by the President, it was tuken
up for discussion, and the motion of Mr. Farley to pass the bill over the President’s veto

failed by a vote of 28'to 21. The vote on the
first passage of the bill was 29 to 19. Mr. Mil-

ler of California has since introduced the old
bill changed only in two particulars; suspending immigration for 10 years instead of 20, and
' giving 60 days’ notice instead of 90. It is not
believed that the President would sign such a
ill.
The bill for the admission of Dakota, recently re-committed to the Com. on Territories,

has been reported
amendment.

to

the

Senate
f

without

Mr. Snipherd has again testified before the
House Com. touching his Peruvian company,
and continues to assail the character of the late
Minister Hurlburt without furnishing any evidenee of his base slander of the dead.
The House has passed a bill rémoving disa-

bility from all soldiers of the Rebellion. who
have been unjustly charged with desertion.

A measure passed the Senate Thursday, reg-

* ulating the count of-electoral votes. It was iutroduced in the forty-sixth Congress by Senator Edmunds and embodies the idea that the
States must determine for themselves who are
their Presidential electors, and the electoral
vote of a State can not be rejected by Congress, save by the affirmative vote of both/
Houses.
If two or more returns. are made

from any State, the matter must be decided by

the separate
Houses.

and

concurrent

action

of

both

“Personal.

Major Herschel and his sister, the children
of Sir John Herschel, the astronomer, are now
in New York.
Miss Herschel is about to visit
Professor Maria Mitchel at Vassar.
Paul Hayne, the Southern poet, is ill, and it

is thought he cannot recover.
The Rev. Edward: Everett

Hale bas just

pasted
his sixtieth birthday.
He received
from his congregation a gift in the shape of a

leave of absence to go to Europe.

Work

on

been stopped.

the

English

channel

‘

tunnel

has

Mr. Phelps, United States Minister to Aus-

tris, has’ been received with marked courtesy
by the Sultan at Constantinople.
The flood in Louisiana is moving

:
to

the

southward, and the sugar section of the State

is threatened with as much destruction as the

northern portion has sustained.

/

and was b defor

; fider 10 ratify the

ngress on

treaty

‘Monday

in

of commerce

with

one thousand

and

lo

Mayor Beatty

shipped

three F-stops Beethoven Organs during March

Amcuting

made

to $60,270.
very

Bowdoin College has accepted the challenge
of Wesleyan University 10 a race ou Luke
Georgein July.
The Committee on Education of the House
of Representatives have reported adversely
upon. the bill introduced by Representative
Dezendorf to reimburse William and Marys
College in the sum of $65,000 for property
destroyed during the Rebellion.
A fire-drill has beén fitroduced as a part of
the exercises in some of the New Haven public
schools and has met with considerable success.
Science

y is only 33, self

enterprising.— Washington

of South Carolina:
#8ir, the best ir
world is Dr.
seconded
the Bull's
ive Loan Syrup”
yrup” and the lat
be
|

Ba

and

Art.

Botanical text-books often tell us that * the

ceedings of the Pennsylvania

State

Board of

Agriculture.” The paper
is given as the
simple observations of a practical peach-grower, but bas not less scientific value for that.
There are, as every one knows who has seen a
peach orchard in flower, two classes of peach
trees. One has very large petals, the other
very small ones. Mr. Sherfey finds that in
early spring, when the late frosts often destroy the fruil prospects, the large-petaled
flowers enclose the stamens and pistils longer
than those with small petals, and that, in cases
where a day or two makes all the difference
between a crop,or no crop,these large-flowered
kinds have the organs preserved from frost,
when those unable to get protection, from the
small petals, are destroyéd. . It is a novel and
good illustraticn of the value of petals. They
enclose heat.— Independent.
liecent experiments go to prove an excess 6f
velocity of blue over red light,
Upward of $131,000 was realized by the sale

of John Wolfe’s collection of paintings in New

York Thursday, April 6.
*
Millais’s portrait of Cardinal Newman just
completed is said to be the best work which

that artist ever bas produced.

:

It isrelated ‘of Turner, the artist, that he
was staying ounce in a friend’s house where
there were three children.
He “had brought
a drawing with him, of which the distance was
already carefully outlined; but there was no
materiul for'the ‘hearer parts. One morning,
when about to proceed with drawing, he called
in the children as collaborateurs for the rest in
the following manner : He rubbed three cakes
of water-color—red, blue and yellow—in three
separate saucers, gave one to each child, and
told the children to dabble in the saucers, and
then play together with their colored fingers
on his paper. These directions were gleefully
obeyed, as the reader ay well
imagine,
Turner watched the work of the thirty
little
fingers with serious attention, and, after the

moisture

are

added

to

suggest a dozen tests that ‘would-be

as ridiculous

in giving a fair idea of their relative merits to an
uninstructive mind as the ong bere mentioned.
The truth is, that

the best test to make

ing powder is to try it in making

of a

bread, and

which makés the most and best. To
cal test all of the established brands
up

their

minds

which

see

this prachof powders

have been put, and housekeepers have
erally made

bak-

very

they

gen-

prefer,

and the iodine tefters will find ultimately that
households that have for years used a favorite
brand will not be apt to make a
test proposed.— American. Grocer.

change

on

the

ee

LIME FOR PEACH TREES.
Saveral years sinee, tke leaves of a favorite tree
began to turn yellow early in the

little after the fruit

summer,

commenced drying

acd

a

up and

falling off. We dug ont the soil in a circle of two
féet or more around the trunk clean down to the
roots, and between them. We then scattered &
peck of slacked lime and charcoal dust, mixed
half and half together, over this open space, and
covered it with the soil which had been taken out.
There was no change in the foliage ot the tree that
season, but the next spring it blossomed freely,

He then took

suddenly.

the

draw-

filled

with

lime

and

afterwards

plastered

with plaster of Paris mixed with

water.

over

It is a

good plan to keep a paper of the ldtter in “évery
house, as it is useful in filling cracks, and in many

other ways in household economy.
Where the ground is infested with

white

grubs

it would
be advisable to mix salt sparingly
the soil before setting out strawberry plants.

with

Teach your children not to anngy op maltreat
the toad, Try rather to cvax‘’him 1 your garden.

He will destroy many insects.

monkey

* Then

some

give

me

nuts.”

:The

4Xc;

(Detroit Post. and Tribune.)

»f have a little girl, said Mr. Henry Dole,

of this

city, in a conversation, who was troubled with a
severe lameness in her legs, pronounced by some

Erysipelas, by others

Rheumatism.

I had

tried

several remedies without effect, when I was induced to try St. Jacobs Oil, and I am happy to
say that the use of but one bottle cuted her, and
she is now able to go to gchool again.

"A good name at home
abroad.

Ten times as

is a tower

much

Hood's

.

i

dah

¥

A

V.

Piérce’s

* Favorite Prescriptioo,”to the-merits. of which-a~
femedy

for female

weakness

and

| tions thousands testify.

kindred

affec.

:

“1’d have you to know that my uncle was a ban.
nister of the jaw.” **A fig for your banister!”

“ Rough on Rats”

phers.

moles,

chipmunks,

Depot

Lothrops & Pinkham,

Dover,

Depot Lothrops & Pinkham,

Dover, N.

There is no excuse

for

Sick

Headaches,

tomatoes and

crumbs

alternately

till

the dish

is

BUTTER PICKLE.—Digsolve in one pail of hot
water all the coarse salt you can boil, skim and
strain through a cloth, cool, tie one pint of coarse
salt in a cloth, and put ia with the pickle.
PICTURE FRAME.—I had a picture framed twen-

ty-four years ago in a gilt frame, and have var.
nished it twice with white varnish, Itlooks well
now.
It has always hung in a sitting room,If
the varnish is thick, thin it with turpentine.
=
PurTY.~To make hard putty softy boil in wa-

sugarlums on a dessert plate, and, when ’ disturbed
tioner, ** There! you have made me lose fifty

ter fifteen minutes.

self in

arranging

some

many-colored

n the operationjby a question, said to the ques-

guineas.”

We feel that we are doing the public a favor
in calling their attention particularly to Hood's
Sarsaparilla. This is not a patent medicine
but
i8' a proprietary article possessing real
curative properties, and its effects upon the
Blood are very positive, (pring Debility

Biliousness, Dyspepsia and all troubles caused
by impure blood readily, yield to this excellent
medicine. We think those who give it a trial
for that i out ” Sorte Heeling from which so
many sufler and
is
peculiar to this season,
be quite satisfied with the results,

il

by Absorption

is most certain in disease of the kidneys

or blad-

der. Day’s Kundy Pad never fails.”
Price
$i
Children’s (cures * bed-wetting”), $1.50. or ara:
RIst8 or post-paid by ninil. PAY KIDNkY PAp Co.,

uffalo, N. Y

»

[4

li
>

THIS AND THAT.
Figures indicate that the comstruction of rail
roads in this country during 1:81 was larger than
daring any ether yearion record, there having been
built 8,242 miles of tras

My wife said I was a
1 when I ‘brought home
a bottle of Parker’s
nger Tonic. But when it
broke np my cough,drove away her neural
and
cured baby’s dysentary, she thought I had
made
an excellent investment.
i
Harriet Beecher Stowe says: “ A dog is nothing
but organized love—love on four fee', encased in
fur and looking piteously out at the eye—love that
would die for you, yet cannot speak.”
Probably
this is what a tramp thinks when he stands at a
front fence and takes an agitated survey,
el

Revitalizing the blood In absolutely necessary
for the cure of general
Aude, &c.
The hest

Brown's Iron Bitters.

debility,
enricher

weakness, lassiof the blood is

pis

c

ial

Thioal,

Various kinds of foul water,

which

kill when mjecte1 under the skins

are

sure

|

.

ibis

Syrup,

Coughs,

Catarrh,

come harmless as soon as they are shaken
common sand.
in

Maine, Feb. 27.

<4 I think the trial box of Warren’s Troe!
sent is doing me much good,
ig Da
troubled many years with bronchitis 1 have tried
various remedies, 80 far none have given such
Jumediate relief.”—[Rev. R. A. York; Yarmo
e., March 8.
isuth,
For Catarrh.

Geese, choice heavy

benefit.

tarrh and
:

,

Cherry

-—|

I have

been suffering

have

positive

price.

Address * American Medicine
Dear
Medicine Co.,”
C

For sal¢ by

ply this: It is the best Iron
preparation ever made; is

testify to ita delicacy of
taste
and smell. For sale by

compounded on thoroughly

scientific,

. chemical

medicinal

Druggists.
W.H.Sehieffelin&Co( 7am)
7s 3
N.Y.

and

principles, and

.
.
does just
what is. claimed
for
it—no more and no less,

-

#

it reaches every part of the
system, healing, purifying
and ‘strengthening.
Com-

to its natural color, promoting its growth, and pro-

WHAT THEYN SAY OF KENTS NEW COM.
ES. Manuals
You

and Young Ladies. * The best book I ever read »

“itis Agrizes
* I wish every Joung man had a
copy.”
Every young lady should read it.” * Js
tone is pure and ennobling,” ** No father or mother can give a better gift,” “ We have not th
upon & more practical book
I ong period passed
than Kent's
nual for young ladies.” Elegantly
bound,
full morocco, ‘$1.80; muslin, 50 cents.
Manual for Youn,
Mem, #1. Kither sent, post.

By thorough and rapid
assimilation with the blood,

gray hair

paid, on receipt of price.
\

! ree.

it builds up and restores lost

During life, to be happy, we must be healthy
and protect ourselves from coughs and colds.
They are the haiters that lead many to untimely graves. Adamson's Botanic Balsam cures
every time. Price,35 and 75 cts. Trial size,
0ects.
=~
Ea
;
:

health—in no other way can

lasting bencfit be obtained.

.

four time or money

gond efp. tatoes

I used

it on

from rotting, as my,

potatoes,

neighbors’

around me.”

dys
bbs
and

corn,

rotted

all

my

BUY on your OWN

80

Henry & Jounson’s

Anica

and

trips regularly,

for external use is equally good.

Rondout, New
orite Remedy”

David

Merchants

8,

and

beans,

dealers

dried

butter,

&c.

The
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BPRING

Wisconsgin.....eees
Minnesota, bakers....
Choice.

57

00
560

WINTER
Patents,

00

@

Association

7925
700
B75

Indiana. .cccoenees
Illinois:.... .
’

@
@

700
750

625
L700

8t. Lonis.......... Versaveerias
LI00
Corn Meal # bbl......couue
3650
Rye Flour....c cecescasnsans
«000
Oat Meal,
com. to good Wes
650
Oat Meal, fancy brands... ..ceeeeseea
700
BUTTER.
NEW NORTHERN DAIRY,
N.Y. and Vermont, choice... eeeuiesieee dd
© Do
do,
fair
to good.
«.38
Do

do,

COMMON. cesesriieeeinn2d
NEW

@
@
@
@
@

@
@

do

0

common
to good....18

commonto g0od.seaey

on

.

Geo.

W,

F

red

«4

place

in

New

Eng.

pr
‘
of So

SCROFULA
PSORIASIS,
ECZ
SALT
RHEUM; RHEUMATISM, R, KIDNEYS,
SIA, CATARRH, and all diseases of the DYSPEPSKIN and

@ 44
@ 40
@ 88
@ 33
25

@

23

@

18

@

BLOOD. $1 a bottle. Sold everywhere. Send
for 32 page pamphlets, free, showing
its. wonder
ful cures. H, PB. FOWLE, Chemist,
14 Central

y illustrated

SO NA

— free toall,

RS: Oo.,

Pa.

SEND

i,

FOR

PAMPHLET.

3

This is a trna bone superphosphate,
and
may be used on any erop, in the hill or drill
A i or broadcast, either with or without yosuure,
i and will produce a much carlierand
Tr
li crop. Inthe Reportof
the Mass. Inspec 2
of Fertilizers, its valuation is from $3 to
$10 per ton higher than other ron fA bo
which sell at Yhe same price.
The past
year over 3000 tons were sold against 100
ons three years ago, showing that it is
gill liked by the farmers. If there is no local
ji, agent near you, send to us.
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THE
TERMS:

MORNING
$2.00 per

An

STAR

year, if paid

strictly

Inv
Stand t

in

advance; 825011
$2.20 if Jai paid. withi n the first thirty
irty
days, and
of
B suusriber Wid plauce notice the date
payment on
the label
o
t

allow it to be in arrears,

Pers and no

The Star is not discontinued when

-the time

re-

rSons

Sent by Express,

|

ly26eow

REMITTANCES must be made in money-orders or bank-checks if
gible, or in a
registered letter and at our Hk and expense.
n writing to this office, persons will please
des
thei= STATR, as well as ely and
th the cld and new address when they
gi ve
order a change wn the direction of their paper.
The Star
8 to press Tuesday Jorslog,
and commun
ions for insertion ought to
here on Saturday Ke
"
us,
Address.

« I. D. STEWART,
Dover.

N

SOLUZLE PACIFIC GUANO.
ANNUAL SALE OVER 350,000 TONS.

25

Western, 10w grades. ..coeeeceesesinseess2 @ 18
CHEESE. Northern factory,choice,#Ib 18% @ 14;
Northern factory, fair to
, 10 @ 12)%c; North.
ern Factory half skim,
6 @ 8c; Northern Factory,
skim,
2 @ fic; Western factory, choice 13 @ 13%c;
Western factory, fair to
10 @12%c;
Western
Factory, common 5 @ 8c; Worcester Co., choice
12 @
18¢c; Wo
er Co.,
9 @ lle; Worcester
Co., common 5 @ 8c; Sage, choice 14 @ 14); Sage,
common to
10 fA 12¢.
,
EaGs. Eastern,¥ doz. 19 8 19)4c; N. Y. and Ver.
yy 19 @ 19%c; Canada,
19¢ ; Western, 18%

.4

All Farmers wishing to make their business a success, should
plant food. Itsuse pays better than
any other investmenyy givin a direct return of man
times
. its cost in the incre:
[ f yield. It is rich in ammonia, bone
_ phosphate of lime aud potash, and is a complete manure,
suitable for all craps.
For sale by local agents. Pamg Phlete with testimon 1s, directions for use and much valuale information mailed free on application.
use this old and tried

BEANS. Pea, Northern, H. P., ¥ bu.,83 65 @ 3 70;

Pea,N. Y,H.P.,360 @ 365; Pea N, Y. common
to
2 86 @ 3 46; Medium, choice hand picked
360 @3 65; Medium, choice screened 8 56 @ 3 60;
edium, common to good 280 @ 335;
Yellow
Kyes, improved 8 16 @ 8 20; Yellow Eyes, choice
flats, 3 056 @ 3 10; Yellow Eyes, common,2 5 @300;
Red Kidneys, 275 829%.
PEAS, Canada, choice, # bu $105@ 110; Cana.
da, common 3
; Green Peas, Northern. $1 20
@ $1 45; Green
Peas, Western $160 @ #1 65c.
OTATORS. Aroostook Rose, # bu.,1 15 @ 1 30c;
Maine Central Rose, 115; Northern Rose, 1]0
@ 115; Prolifics, 155; Pecrless 85 @ 98c; Jack-

Rose Growers,

quest it; and it is discontinued w
n it has
been more than one year in arrears, after due
notice and time shal have been given,

80

@
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NEW
rea ea "DINGEE { c

expires for which it is paid unless

Wharf, Boston.

CAnAdA ChOl0Cs srr erivsariiisrnrevincisad0
Do

name

Wellsville, N. Y,

Expenses reasonable,
Send for particulars
Telegraph Department, New Hampton, N. H, to

OLD BUTTER.
New York and Vermont, choice..........24
0

govrus FREE,an Illustrated Month-

land where Telegraphy is practically and
ly taught. Young men or ladies iif

:

reseassd2
wud)
35
a0

table
re cathode:

safely,

4115

coming Telegraph Operators need look no farther.

41
40

@

alone,
We

ETOW.
diate bloom delivered

of Ontario,

al
FB
525
675
725

WESTERN.

Creamery
ChOICe. ..ocesesssresrnsce
Do Fair to good.....
Ladle
packed, choice.....
fair to good......

ROS

CO'S

EVER-BLOOMING

The

for

Is a special department
atthe New Hampton Com
mercial College.
The

800

@
@
@

& CONARD

Sixteen (16) Crades.
All Quick-Train Railroad Watches.

WHEATS,

oe sensatsrsrainernn.
$750 @

ST. Paul, Minn:

THE DINGEE

CANADA.
EDWARD LE RUEY,
Managing Birector.

only

Patents, common 10 00d.cose vunnss L700
Obi. ssersssnes savassnrasevinseniaciiels
MiChigaN..sesesescssnssssiasssasess 825

125

sxe WATCH oe

WHEATS,

extras...

$110

po. nd,

R. M. NEW ORT, Gen. Lano Aor.

MC TION Thug Papen.

LANCASTER

and

475

B

postpald

FOR FULL INFORMATION, ADDRESS

Journal, to all who order my sample
Back of 50 New Styles Chrono Cards
:

No. 8,

A428

81hs,

Al:0 8 Per Cent. : Prefere
Full particulars on applica.

LONDON,

1

BOSTON, Saturdey Morning, April 7, 1862.

FLOUR.

§

1 eb

MENT: REDUCED FARE AND FREIGHT TO SETTLERS,

SIX PER CENT.

American Currency.
gence Stock at 105.
on,

:

Western superfine.....coceeee

prot,

BIGLow PRICES
CROP
AGAIN IN-18
8I
| LONG TIME : REBFOR
ATE
IMPROVE-

ASK YOUR JEWELER FOR THE

cheese

proisc

at

andy,

and 5 years. - Interest: remitted semi-annually in |

Fav-

Cellar

100 bn,

acre,

Secured by the entire Assets, Capitaland Reserve
Fand of the Company, and redeemable in 1, 2, §

Kennedy,

cv Market, Boston.

WHITE

por

FOR SALE AT PAR.

& CO,, Commiasion

in

apples,

RUSSIAN

Best in cultivation,

~ Northern Pacific R.R.

DEBENTURES

Repory.

Reported by HILTON BROS

Lansing, Mich.

© MINNESOTA, DAKOTA,
ano MONTANA.

a

which

York.
‘ Dr. Kennedy’s
for sale by all Druggists.

the World. Easy payments.
rate of interest. For terms, address

BEAUTIFUL

persons afflicted in like fashion, can afford the
expense of testing its virtues. Get it of your

Dr.

-

Lands in

wo GRAZING LANDS ce rou on

Brown Chemical Co., Baltimore,
red lines and trade-mark on wrapper,

D, SAUNBY,
did this service for Mr. Andrews costs |, JOSEPHPresident.
*
only one dollar a bottle, it would seem that
¥
&
druggist, or address

a "

BEST WHEAT

BITTERs

Use only Brown's Iron Bitters made by

|

-

@p. Mm. FERRY& CO., Detroit, Mich,

gestion, heartburn, sleepIessness, dizziness, nervous
debility, weakness, &c.
|

A

FE
o

u., Not prepaid,
$2 00,
New hags 2 tL ench,
Xie ik
AsK your merchant for circular, Address,

It will cure dyspepsia, indi-

STONESIN THE KIDNEYS

Low

Farming

ba. by frefuhit of express, not

does not contain whiskey
or alcohol, and will not
blacken the teeth, or cause
headache and constipation.

Oil Liniment,

Home M
Woman’
Song
of t
ing in R
The Rev.

vou cu

aud TERM

Finest

O. M. BARNE!),

0AT

I can not say

IroN

a farm when

TIME

ACRE

.

1

Brown's

the best #athave adverbottle.
DEKRIEF,

‘When we consider that the medicine

Ihave

000

Long time.

too much in praise of your wonderful medicine,
D, C. Mack,

Down's

Elixir is seiling better than any Cough Meaicine
I bave, and with good results.
crs
C. M. Smith, Draggists, Clarkston, Mich.
Dr. Baxter's Mandrake Bitters give
isfaction of any medicine I sell. They
tised themselves, and I warrant every
N.
Druggist, Zeeland, Mich.

t little.

new man,
I am getting much
stronger, and feel first-rate, Iam
a railroad engineer, and now make

:

I always keep yoor wediecines in stock.

1 esuld

Jhysiciam, but got no relief until I
ook Brown's Iron Bitters, I feel
none of the old troubles, and am a

sugar,

badly

ia in its worst form, Nearly
eh I ate
gave mie distress,

tried everythingrecommended, have
taken the preseriptions of a dozen

of Pittsburg,

beets, carrots, turnips, etc., with equally
feets on all. It doubtless prevented my

Phosphate.

I have been a great sufferer from
avery weak stomach, heartburn, and

renting

Fine
FARM and HOME
With the BEST MARKETS almost at your door.

79 Dearborn Ave., Chicago, Nov. 7
Taking everything into consideration, there is
nothing better than barn m:mure
for growing
crops: but phosphates do an io portant work ior
the tarmer in giving his crops an early start, while
his barn manure matures them Large crops are also
grown on Bowker’s Phosphate aloue, waich oftentimes gives better results than barn manure:

Circulars, testimonials,

C. I. KENT, Publisher, Davenport, Iowa.
4L12 15 18 21

NEVER WASTE

‘mencing at the foundation

heads.

Bowker’s

leadng druggists.

MOLLER'SWM0%,

of the universal success of :
Brown's Iron Bitters is sim-

be-

“ Sirs,—With pleasure, I recommend

r have

Geo. C. Goodwin & Co., Boston, General Agents.

Lynn, Mass, for pamphlets.

_The following from Oren Kendall,

ca-

your Wild

:

chester, N. H.

Hall’s Vegetable Sicillian Hair Rencwer is no
new preparation for the public to experiment with;

ducing new new hair on bald

chronic

Troches.

done me more good than any other
icine
have ever taken.”—{ Rev. 8. F. Strout, Sacearappa,

diseases

its success is unparalleled for restoring

from

relief from

Sarsaparilla

and

‘a@ Price 210. a box. * Sent by mail on receipt op

of the procreative system, degeneration of the kidneys, irritation of the bladder, urinary calculi, &c.
&c. Send to Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham, 233 Western
Avenue,

All

-

Bronchitis.

Chickens,choice 15

Me., Feb. 23.

vp with

all

and

For the Throat and Lungs.

|.

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound donbtless ranks first as a curative agent

Colds, Bron-

Hoarseness,

‘ When I received Dr. Warren's Wild Cherry
and Sarsaparilla Iroches I was suffering with a
cold and they helped me at once. I have found
them superiorto an Shing 1 ever used for the
throat and lungs."—[Rev. N. Si tackpole, Plymouth,

a

s

to

of rabbits,

REMEDY

** The box of troches sent to me proved of great

‘Cephaline will surely cure them.

with

filled, and bake well.

MAGICAL

a

Throat and Lung 'roables.

SE

when

3875

put a layer of tomatoes in an earthen dish, or
baking pan, then sprinkle erumbs and sugar, then

85;

300 @ 3 50.

twenty-five tons, and fall in 1860,

Minnesota and Wisconsin, patents.....750@

(scalded and peeled) take one pint bread-crumbs,
one table spoonful butter, and half a pound sugar:

bs 80 @

THE
For Sore

12 @ 14c; Geese, common to good 8 @ llc; Ducks
11 @ 15¢; Grouse, ¢ pair, 90 g 100; Quail ¥ doz.,

H.

650
7350

BAKED TOMATOES.—To two quarts ripe tomatoes

to fair, 14a 13¢;

Chicketis dnd Fowl. 11 a lic;

The largest meteoric stone on record 18 preserved at the Melvourne
Museum.
It weighs

@
@

to polish.

10;

WARREN'S

Catarrh of the Bladder.

WooD FLOORS.—One quarter of pound of yellow
beeswax, melted and poured intu one quart. turApply

and

N. H.

Common

cloth vigorously

gal

. DR.

Eastern

Eastern

@ 16c. Common to good,12a 14; Mixed Chickens &
Fowl9al2e. Northern—Turkeys, chéice 19 @
;
Common to good, 12 @ 15¢; Chickens, 4 @ 16c;

Stinging irritation, inflammation, all Kidney and
Urinary. Complaints, cured by ** Buchupaiba.” $1.

Boston Produce

hours.

@ 6%;

6Xc;

go-

a cupful of strong vinegar, fill the cup with water,
stir the mustard and flour into it; cook it as youn
would boiled custard.
When thick enough take
it from the fire and add one teaspoonful of sugar.

Let it stand-three

5

5 @

That Husband of Mine
1s three times the man heswas before he began us‘ing “ Wells’ Health
Renewer.
$1.
Druggists.

RECIPES.

a woolen rag; rub with a woolen

5

¥

Clears out rats, mics, roach-

flies, ants,

1jc.

i
—-

pentine,

bulk,

Don’t Die in the House.
es, bed-bugs,

@ 8; New York,quarter-

sliced

quartered

Northern, sliced 5 a 63;¢; Evaporated, choice 13.@
14c; Evaporated, common to good 10 @ 12. |
CRANBERRIES. Choice Cape, ¥ bbl. $1400 @
$16 00; Country, $1000 @ $13 00.
MAPLE SUGAR AND SYRUP. Sugar, new, small
cakes, ¥Ib 12@13c; Sugar, new, large cakes 9 § 11¢;
Sugar, new, tubs 8 g Hic; Suzar, old, in tubs 7 &
I Syrup, Ow, # San of 03 g 0 ba % g 9c;

retorted Mrs. Partington, turning up her nose;
‘“haven’t I u cousin as is a corridor in the navy?”

The Iavkets.

TO PREPARE MUSTARD FOR THE TABLE.--Take
two tablespoonfnls of mustard, one tablespoontul
of flour, mix them well while dry; then take half

mm,

@18¢; common

A Bonanza Mine
be found in Dr. R.

of health isto

VLD - TROCHES!
CIT 0 Sin

HAY AND STRAW. Eastern and Northern—Choice
coarse $20& $21; Good #16 a $18: Five $15 a $l’;
Poor $12a#14; Swale Hay 89 a$l0; Rye Sirdw
choice $17; Rye Straw common to good $15 @ $16;
Oat Straw $9 @ $10.
Haid
POULTRY & GAME. Western—Turkeys, chowce 17

Iroquois tradition tells us thag the sun and moon
existed betore the-creation of the earth, but the
sears had all been mortals or favored animals or
ras.

Sige; New York,

and

old 50° 00,

Sarsaparilla

g

Southern, =liced 4%

edd

P, new, im

of strength

used in-‘Lowell as of any other.

:

ing into his own hands, added imaginary lundscape forms, suggested
by the accidental
coloring, and the work
was finished. On
another occusion, after dinner, he amused him-

Cure

The Governor of North Carolina said to th :

and

the

the elder’
the little

petals of lowers are of no physiological value.”
and Bladder Expelled —T.ong Suffering of
Modern discoveries show this to be not strictly
one of Troy's
Best People-A Lucky
Man.
©
:
.
true.
There are, to be sure, many flowers
Bich perform their functions without petals;
t it does not follow that those which have
It is by no means strange that Dr. Kennepetals would do as well without them. Not
dy should have received the following letter.
perceiving their direct physiological
value,
the leaves came out a deep green, and it bore a By reading it you will see in one minute why
some modern observers have regarded them as
mere signal-flags to attract insects, in order to
fair crop of extra size luscious fruit and contin.
James Andrews was thankful:
secure cross-fertilization, and in this conneeued to do so every other year till it died of old age.
TroY, N. Y., April Sth, 1880.
tion it is interesting to note that it is the colorDr. D. Kennedy, Rondeut, N. Y.:
This mixtare of lime and charcoal had another
ed flowers which are known as entomophilous,
DEAR SIR :—Untll within a recent date I
beneficial effect; it ever after kept the worms out
while apetalous, colorless flowers are anemophad for several years suffered greatly from
hilous, or
wind-lovers,
in.- the matter of of the trunk of the tree near the roots, thus saving
gravel,
called by the doctors the Brick-dust
probing trees during the season for the destruc.
pollinization, and thus just as
likely to be
Sediment.
For about a year past his sedifertilized bv pollen from the same tree as from — tive creatures.—Chris. Union.
ment has not passed off in the usual {quantity,
distant ones. But it now seems there is a use |
but has accumulated, causing me untgid pain.
pl
AA
for petals beyond all this. It has been noted
Having heard of “ Kennedy’s Favorite. RemeFeed your stock on good, sound nutritious food,
that there is an accumulation of heat in the
dy,” I tried it my case, an
after using: about
flower-bud before expansion.
let them have pure air, pure water, and let cleanliIn the larger
one and one-half bottles, I voided a stoné from
floral envelopes, such as in Aroids and Palms,
ness be-your guide, particularly if you are shipthe bladder, of an oval shape, 7-16 of anginch
the temperature has been found as much as
Jong and rough on its surface.
I send you
ping milk or making butter.
How many cans of
ten degrees warmer in the spathés than even
the
la rgest piece that you may see of what ® is
milk have scoured on the way to market, because a
in a summer heat outside the closed bud. This
composed.
Since
then
I
have
felt
no pain.iI
drop or two of sour milk was left in the milk pail
enclosure and consequent accumulation of heat,
now consider myself cured, and éan not exe |
or can when they were washed. How many tubs
no doubt, has some physiological value. Just
press my thankfulness and gratituge
for so sig-|
what this value may be we now bave an inkof butter have been off in value two or five cents
‘nal deliverance from a terrible disease.
You?
ling of by a paper by Ruphael Sherfey, son of a pound, because the milk or cream had been sit- have my consent to use this letter, should you
the Sherfey in whose peach orchard one of the ting where it contracted foul odors. |
wish to do so, for the benefit of other sufferers.
bard battles of Gettysburg was fought, and
Yours truly, = JAMES ANDREWS.
Mouse holes in walls and closets should be first
which we find in the recently published ** ProNo. 10 Marshal St., Ida Hill.
:

called out, ‘* Stop!”

The Khedive of Egypt expresses a prefer.
ence for American sympathy and co-operation
in bis troubles over that of other countries.

288

_ Yale College bas secured a tract of six acres
in the western part of New Haven, and the
work of transforming it into an athletic ground
will be commenced at once.

dabbling had goue on for some time,

Mjscellaneons.

heat

The trustees of Johns Hopkins University,
the flour, and it is only the chemist with
the aid
in Baltimore, are considering the question of
of chemical appliances, who can determine the
removing the institution to Clifton, a beautiful
volume of gas which any powder can evolve. We
suburb,in accordance with the wishes of the
founder of the University.
The University is" will venture to say that there is not an article prenow closely identified with the other eiducapared for food that might not be manipulated by
tional institutions of the city, is regarded by
chemical tests to prove that something was wrong
some to be the nearest approach toa * national
about 1t, and when a person goes inte a kitchen,or
university ” in the country, and, consequently,
betore a housekeeper, who is not to be presumed
fear is expressed that, if it were moved into
the country, the University might lose some of to understand chemical relations, and performs an
experiment of even the simplest character, it is
its prestige.
[Efforts are te be made to have
students from the Southern States partake
not dfficult to impress one that something awful
more generally of its advantages.
is the matter.
As to baking powders, we could
The newspapers throughout New Jersey
claim that the salaries of the teachers of her
public schools are much too low.

to buy

brother could not resist.

Kept no account of his"Fansactions, and who at

would be very useful. It would enable the farm. We find in the Hillsdale Herald a compara- -{-er to ascertain just how much he had gained or lost
tive-viéw of the amount required for entering
headed by Governor Littlefield.
:
during the year and point out the sources of gain
Harvard,
Yale,
THURSDAY, APRIL
6.—The
President the six colleges, Hillsdule,
or loss, enabling him to incredSé
His “Profitable
Oberhn,
Olivet
and
Univ.
of
Mich.
Both
nominates Senator Teller to be Sec. of the Inand restrict or amend the: unp:ofitaHarvard and Yale require a little more Greek, .| operations,
terior, William E. Chandler to be Sec. of the Na- but
ble.
An account of the labor and fertilizers apin some other studies Hilladale’s requirevy, Sec. Hunt to be Minister to Russia, and
ment is higher; as for instance, botany, 14 plied to each erop, and an estimate of the value of
~—Roland Werthington to be Collector at Bosweeks. The day is past when the best western ‘| the products obtained, would farnish-a reliable
ton; Controller of the Currency Knox was recolleges, like Hillsdale,can-be called preparanominated.——An extensive strike, including
basis for determining what crops could be raised
tory
schools for Yale or Harvard.
They are
carpenters, shoe operatives and other laborers
with the greatest profit, gnd serve a valuable pur
abreast
or
nearly
up
to
the
best
eastern
colleges.
is reported from Toronto.
In Cleveland, O.,
pose in directing the skillful management of the
It should be said, however, that, in entering
building operations are practically suspended,
farm. = Selected.
it
=
Harvard with a greater preparation than re=
owing to a strike by tbe carpentéi€. Several
quired, equivalent elective studies
may. be
TT
cee
strikes are reported in other places.
taken ; and ‘much that is valuable at Harvard or
FRIDAY, APRIL
T.——A
terrific cyclone
Yale can be best realized in a post-graduate
THE IODINE TRICK.
swept over Rice county, Kan.,on Thursday
course.
It is astonishing to what peculiar methods’ peonight, killing and injuring a number of peoThe graduates and ex-students of Oberlin
ple will cometimes resort to endeavor to adyance
ple, besides destroying a vast amount of propCollege iu Chicago, over 60, met recently at
erty. On the same night a hurricane passed
their own and injure others’ interests.
One of the
Tremont Hotel and formed an association.
near Highland station, and through Kalamo
latest and most unfair expedients is that of cerDr. Eaton, recently returned from Germany,
townsbip, Mich., leveling everything
in its
tain manufacturers of "baking powders, who are
path, killing eight. or ten persons and injuring now Professor of Physics at Adrian, gave a endeavoring to prejudice consumers against all
complimentary talk in the College chapel on
several others.
other preparations than their own by exhibiting
evening, using a lantern in presenting
SATURDAY, APRIL 8.——It is rumored in aTuesday
superior collection of scenes in England,
from house to house a test purporting to show the
‘Washington that Mr. Lowell is to be recalled
Germasy, Switzerland and Italy. The Dr, bad
quality of various powders. The facts are, this
from the English mission, and that ex-Attorvisited all of these places and added many
so-called test, which we are told simply consists,
ney-General Alphonso Taft of Obio will be notes of interest and amusement based upon
nominated as his successor.——(Congressman
in adding
a little iodice to a sample, can in no
personal observation.
We are sincerely grateAllen of Missouri dies.
way reveal the true value of a baking powder,
ful to the Professor for his noteworthy genand is only cdlculated to deceive and prejudice
MONDAY, APRIL 10.—— The grain prospects
erosity, which bas placed us under lusting obin Georgia and South Carolina are better than ligations.— Herald.
the minds of the ignorant and wnwary.”
Some
ever known before.——Indictments for manpowders are injurious, but this cau only appear
The
public
school
library
of
St.
Louis
shows
slaughter have been found against four of the
by analysis, The true value of a baking powder
an increase of 7,000 volumes during the last
officers of the steamer * Golden City”, which
consists in the amount of leavening gas which is
year,
was burned at Memphis, ‘Tenn., March 30.
ABROAD.

the house
now,” replied
“Who
is it, Dan?” asked

* You!” was the reply.

sixpence

still deepening.
Mr. Crowell of the Junior Class supplied.at
Lisbon Falls April 2 and at Sabattus April 9.
not the keeping of pigs returns more than is exMr.
Smith of the same class supplied at So.
Lewiston.
His friends) there made to him, pended on thew, and the same may be. said of
April-1;a nice present.
Mr. Curtis of the same
nearly all the operations on the farm. A simple
class supplied in Brunswick, April 2. Of this
system of farm accounts which comprised the
class also Messrs, Lowden, Hayden and Millett
taking an account of stock at least once a year,
are supplying.
Mr. Rideout is visiting at his

home

in

a

sons, 80a 85c; Seedlings 95¢ @ 1 00; Burbank Seedlings 90 @ 95¢; English and Scotch 70¢.
ATIVE ONIONS. There is a little better demand for native Onions, and $2 @ $225¥ bbl can
be more readily obtaived.
’
;
GREEN APPLES. Apples, choice, ¥ bbl. $300 @
$3 24; Apples, common to good $1 50 @ #2 50.
DRIED APPLES. Southern. quartered,
¥ hb, 4 @

|

: GLIDDEN & CURTIS,

Er

2a
=
GENERAL SELLING AGENTS,
- - - BOSTON, MASS.
H. D. WOODRUFF, Albany, Special Agent for New York.
8t15
SPOONER & RAE, Managers, Eric Depot, Erie, Pa

,

»
0

IMPERFECT IN

